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Npl^Autonomy ideas deviate from framework

Israel’s cabinet Is scheduled to meet this
morning at eight with President Carter and
report its decisions on the latest peace treaty
formulations submitted by the U.S. The
cabinet went into a late-night session which
Prime Minister Begin said would last until
the early hours of this morning.
President Carter will be prepared to ex-

tend his visit to Israel, aides indicated, if the
cabinet’s decisions are favourable, to try to
obtain final agreement between Egypt and
Israel.

This morning after the cabinet meeting
Secretary of State Vance will fly to Egypt to
report to President Sadat on Israel’s
decisions.

peace treaty
By 8&&AB BQtUG

Port Political Reporter
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' issue at this time, given Sadat’s
apparently Increasingly intransigent
autonomy position. Hammer was
earlier reported as insisting that a
clear-cut autonomy policy be a
precondition for his party’s support.
Labour’s right had demanded that

their party’s support for a peace
pact be contingent upon government
adoption of their autonomy position
paper. The recently adopted paper
largely parallels the Alton Plan, and
demands full Israeli control in the
Jordan Valley, the BtXlon Bloc and
the southern Gara Strip.
A National Religious Party

autonomy committee meeting con-
cluded yesterday with a demand tor
a government decision on the issue.
Two draft position papers were put
before the committee, both of which
stress that autonomy must apply
only to people and not to territories.
The more moderate of the two was
drafted by Hammer and NRP
Knesset (action chairman Dr.
Yehuda Ben-Meir; the other was
presented by party firebrand Rabbi
Haim Druekxn&n.
However. NRP spokesman Shaul

Shift told The Post yesterday that no
difficulties are expected in recon-
ciling the two drafts. He added that
yesterday's brief session had
already indicated a wide consensus
which would leave the IDF In con-
trol. permit further Jewish settle-

ment and protect Israel against &
cutoff from vital water sources.
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Egypt wanted a timetable with
dates for each step,’ but Israel had
rejected this, he added.
The authoritative newspaper "Al-

Gomhouriya" yesterday reported
that Carter's talks had achieved
progress on the three disputed issues
between Egypt and Israel, which It

listed as follows:

,
> Article 4 of the draft treaty, deal-

.
ing with security arrangements In

- Sinai.

An explanatory formula concer-
' ning Article 6 of the draft dealing
with Egypt's defence commitments
to Arab countries.

•;.A siderletter on linking an
Egyptlan-IaraeH peace treaty with
Palestinian self-rule in the West
Bank and Gaza Strip.

The newspaper also quoted an
American source- with Carter’s

- delegation as saying differences
remained on the phrasing ofthe side-

letter dealing with the linkage issue.

The exchange of Israeli-Egyptian
ambassadors and whether this

. would be linked to the establishment
of Palestinian autonomy as demand-
ed by Egypt remained another
obstacle, the newspaper quoted the
American source as saying.
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By IAN BLACK
jffiflE and HARRY WAUL. •

.

Jerusalem Post Reporters

i a rare gesture of Palestinian
king for PresidentAnwar Sadat’s

.

ice initiative, Gaza Mayor
(had Sbawwa yesterday sent a
gram of support to the Egyptian
tor. He urged Sadat to continue,
efforts to achieve a just peace
t would realize the aspirations of
Palestinian people far “self-

srtnination-"

he mayor’s telegram to Sadat,
eh was given great prominence
Jairo Radio yesterday, said, “We
e to you to continue your blessed-
ate so that the peace agreement
guarantee'the aspirations of our
lestlnian people to live
ourably and enjoy just peace and
jrity.”

at Sh&wwa indicated, in an inter-
w with The Jerusalem Post
*rday, that -he.would not readily
spt the implementation of the
tected Palestinian autonomy in
a before the West Bank — an

j which the Egyptians have been
^.««^hing for several months and

The Jerusalem Post reported
terday. Prime •. Minister
ahem Begin to now prepared to
spt.

lawwa said that autonomy In
a and the West Bank “should
a at the same time.' and the two
one should be very closely tied

together in any solution of the
Palestinian problem.”
But when pressed mi the possibili-

ty of implementing the Gaza-first op-

tion. he replied, “We shall have to

wait and see the results of the
current negotiations.” Sh&wwa add-
ed that Gaza and the West Bank
“should be completely integrated,

economically, politically, and ad-

ministratively.”
“What we accept in Gaza.” the

mayor said, “will have to be coor-

dinated with the Palestine Libera-
tion Organization, which we regard
as the legitimate representative of

the Palestinnlan people."
Observers note that in the past the

mayor, has been regarded as a
moderate influence in the Palesti-

nian camp, and that yesterday's
message to Sadat, coming at a
crucial stage in the peace
negotiations, could have been
designed to tell Cairo that it can ex-

pect support In Gaza for the im-
plementation of the autonomy
scheme.
But even if Shawwa's telegram

was a sign of encouragement to
Sadat, the mayor stood firm in his

view fhat a peace agreement in

which Palestinians could participate

would have to offer something far

more substantial than the autonomy
scheme in its present form — thus

the stress on the need for Palestinian
“self-determination."

Six hours of

tough talks but

no solution yet
By DAVID LANDAU

'

Post Diplomatic Correspondent
The Israel-Egypt peace process

reached a crescendo of tension and
intensity yesterday as U.S. Presi-
dent Jimmy Carter spent six hours
in tough talks with Israel Premier
Menahem Begin, trying to persuade
the Israeli leadership to aecept a
final batch of Egyptian amendments
to U.S.-proposed compromise for-
mulations on the key outstanding
issues.

But both Carter and Begin conced-
ed, when their talks adjourned at
nightfall, that the desperately
desired solutions were not — yet —
at hand.
High diplomatic sources said last

night. “The peace process hangs by
a thread.”
Begin summoned a cabinet

meeting for 10 o’clock last night, and
observers felt that the premier
would urge the ministers to approve
some new slight shifts in the Israeli

Stance-
Summing up yesterday's talks to

news-hungry reporters. Begin used
the term “serious” three times to
describe the Issues under discussion-
“They are serious, indeed they

are...difficult issues relating to the
peace treaty—and we have not yet
resolved them. That is the reason
why the cabinet is meeting
tonight...The problems are serious,

and we are dealing with them in a
serious and responsible way,
because we are responsible for the
future of this nation." the prime
minister said.

President Carter characterized
the long meeting as “friendly, frank
and thorough." and added; “We
have not yet reached final agree-
ment. Issues remain to be resolved.
(But) all of us are dedicated to con-
tinue our best efforts to reach
success.”
The cabinet is scheduled to meet at

8 o'clock this morning with President
Carter and his aides. The expecta-
tion to that Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance will titen fly to Cairo to brief

Egyptian leaders on Israel's latest

position.

President Carter was due to return
to Washington this afternoon, after
addressing the Knesset at midday
and then lunching with the Foreign
Affairs and Defence Committee. But
there were reports last night that he
would be prepared to stay on In the
area if he felt that a breakthrough
was Imminent. By this afternoon
Carter should have heard from
Vance on the Egyptian reaction to
the news from Jerusalem — and be
in a position to judge whether hto

continued presence in the region
could expedite the clinching of the
treaty.

Yesterday's lengthy talks only got
under way after 11 ami.

Before meeting together, the two
delegations — Carter and hto top
ministers and aides, and the Israel
Ministerial Defence Committee
beefed up by top officials — met
separately for consultations. There
was also a preliminary meeting
between Vance and Foreign Minister
Mosbe Dayan.
The formal working session con-

vened at 11:15 a.m. in the Cabinet
room at the Prime Minister's Office.

There was a break for lunch, which
was served at the premier’s office,

and then the talks continued into the
late afternoon with one time-out for

separate consultations by each of the
two delegations. The session finally

adjourned at 5:35 p.m.
Less than three hours later the

teams convened again, together with
some 250 other dignitaries and
notables from various walks of
Israeli public life, for a dinner
tendered by President and Mrs.
Navon in the Knesset's Chagall Hall.
But Vance. Dayan and the legal ex-
perts apparently managed to find
time between the working session
and the dinner for some additional
work on refining the proposals to be
laid on the cabinet table later in the
night.

Secretary Vance left the dinner
early and returned to the hotel to
continue work on U.S. proposals
which were conveyed to the cabinet
meeting late last night.

Shell for Just

and Comprehensive Peace

5,

i

The Sheli Movement for Peace and Equality calls upon President Carter, Presi-

dent Sadat'and prime Minister Begin to conclude now a peace treaty which will

ensure security for Israel, a homeland for the Palestinian people, which would

realize their legitimate rights for self-determination in the West Bank and Gaza,

and a just and comprehensive peace for the region as a whole.

Sheli Executive Resolution of March 8, 1979

U Huberman St., P.03. 46109, Td Aviv, Tel. 03-235608, 03-234428.

U.S. President Jimmy Carter, flanked by the president’s wife, Ophira. Navon, and the
prime minister's wife, Alixa Begin, listens to Isaac Stern and Pmna Saizman perform at
last night's banquet in the Knesset. Also In the picture, from left to right, are Prime
Minister Menahem Begin, President Carter's wife, RosaJynn. and President Yitzhak
Navon. (Government Press Office)

Carter sounds hope at state banquet:

‘Begin, Sadat won’t forfeit peace’
By BENNY MORRIS

Jerusalem Post Reporter

U.S. President Jimmy Carter said
last night he was “absolutely con-
fident.” on the basis of lengthy talks
with Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat and Israel Prime Minister
Menahem Begin, that both leaders
are “determined not to let this great
opportunity” for peace slip away. He
expressed a hope that “the few
remaining difficulties” would be
resolved In the coming days.
Begin sounded a graver note dur-

ing the banquet at the Knesset, given
by President Yitzhak Navon, when

Begin hints

at further

compromises
Post Political Correspondent

Prime Minister Menahem Begin
indicated last night that he would
suggest to the cabinet to adopt
further compromises as requested
by U.S. President Jimmy Carter.
Interviewed by Israel Radio’s

Alan Ben-Ami, the prime minister
was asked: "Will you recommend to
the cabinet further concessions?”
To which Begin replied: "This is

the most delicate question I have
been asked today. Tomorrow you
will get an answer. You aretrying to
put me into a trap...It will be an in-

teresting cabinet session, a very in-

teresting session."
Begin *8 pointed failure to rule out

new concessions led observers to

believe that these would indeed be
forthcoming during the night.

Begin regales

newsmen with

anecdotes
Post Diplomatic Correspondent

Despite the arduous talks and the

seriousness of the issues that had
been discussed, the end of yester-

day’s long working session found
Prime Minister Menahem Begin in

high spirits as be chatted with long-

suffering newsmen who bad been
doorstepping outside his office.

The premier stolidly refused to

divulge details of the substance of

the talks. Instead he regaled the

reporters with a lively description of

some of the lighter moments of the

day.
1

“I proposed that the president
chair die session..After all, I am
only a prime minister, and be is the
president of the U.S. This was ap-
proved by unanimous acclaim...”
"At 1:30 I proposed that we break

for lunch. Our canteen people had
laid on a most excellent lunch from
the Plaza Hotel. You know they cater
at the Knesset canteen...”
Reporter: "No, it’s the Hilton."
Begin: “Well anyway, we have our

canteen, and I can tell you that all

the ministers said they had never
eaten such a good meal in the
(Knesset) canteen."
Reporter: “Did the president

agree?"
Begin: "Of course he did, that goes

without saying. But I'm talking

about our Jewish ministers who all

said they had enjoyed an extraor-

dinarily good meal. And you can
believe them."

he declared that Israel cannot sign a
document “which will make
legitimate the breach of the peace”
in the future. He referred to the
remaining "serious issues and dif-
ficult problems" which still need
ironing out.

Begin began his 25-minute speech
by referring to “the republic of
Israel" and declared that “the saga
of America is living in our hearts.”
He reviewed America’s early history
and asserted that the Declaration of
Independence “reads as a chapter of
the Bible.”

.

The premier went on to refer to the
six million victims of the Holocaust,
saying: “If I said this I said
everything.”
"Never again shall a bloodthirsty

enemy be capable of killing Jewish
children,'* said Begin. “Therefore
we want a real treaty... it must last
for generations, it must last
forever."
Begin went out of hto way to assert

that Israel does not desire a
“separate peace" with Egypt as that
would still leave the threatening en-
mity of “the eastern front"
neighbours. He expressed the hope
that the treaty with Egypt would be
but “a first step” to achieving "a
comprehensive peace settlement” in
the Middle East.
The prime minister concluded his

speech by stressing Israel’s
democratic nature, and by asserting
that Israel is America's only "stable
and reliable ally” in the area.
Hinting ai the disagreements with

Israel. Carter spoke during his toast
of “our two peoples” as “all one
family." Sometimes relations are
“frank” and "very lively," he said.
But he assured hto audience, which

included most of Israel's political

elite, that Axnerican-Israeli bonds
were “strong and permanent."
"We will stand by Israel, we will
never waver in our support of your
security," he said.

.
• The U.S. president, also referring

to “the great republic of Israel,"
likewise spoke of the need for “real
and comprehensive peace” in the
Middle East. He declared: “We are
in sight of (achieving) an important
initial phase” of that goal. America
wants Israel and Egypt to sign the
treaty ’'ungrudgingly.” to reach a
“peace of understanding and
goodwill,” he said.
Carter went out of hto way to

praise Begin, Miifaf Mwi "a man of
courage and integrity, (fiiled) -with
utter selfless dedication.”
Carter also implied understanding

of the springs of Israeli fears about
the treaty. .

"This concern is based on horrible
historical fact,” he said.

Will Peres today mention

‘just rights of Palestinians’?
By SABAH HONIG

Post Political Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Labour Party chair-
man Shimon Peres’ reported inten-
tion to use the phrase "the just rights
of the Palestinians” in hto Knesset
speech today has touched off a con-
troversy ,within the party.

According to the ’reports, Peres
will use the phrase while asking for a
territorial compromise, stressing
that Palestinian rights will be realiz-

ed within the framework of a single
Jordanian-Palestinian entity to the
east of Israel.
While Labour hawks yesterday

demanded that Peres drop the
phrase, others said that it to not cer-
tain that he will actually resort to it.

If he does, they said, he will not be
creating a precedent. Similar ex-

pressions appear in the English ver-
sion of the Camp David accords, and
the “Vienna Document” approved
by the Labour Party Bureau last

year speaks “of the just interests of
the Palestinians.”

Both hawks and moderates agreed
yesterday that, should Peres use the
phrase, he would be uttering PLO
terminology in a public speech for
the first time. Even Labour middle-
of-the-roaders told The Jerusalem
Post last night that they saw no
reason to arouse controversy
needlessly over words.
Peres told a TV interviewer last

night that the Camp David agree-
ment "to rich in objectionable ter-

minology, and I will not use all the
phrases It includes and will be far
more stingy in my choice of
vocabulary.”
Sources close to Peres told The

Post that he decided to use “new
positive formulations regarding the
Palestinian issue, without recogniz-
ing the PLO or agreeing to a Palesti-

nian state.”
The Post learned that Peres also

intends to appeal to King Hussein of
Jordan to join the talks, since a
Palestinian state will be just as
dangerous for ‘his kingdom as for
Israel.

Pound sinks: EL20=$1
Jerusalem Post Reporter

The Israel pound was devalued by
2.8 per cent last week against most
foreign currencies. The Bank of
Israel has apparently decided to stop
the process of revaluation that has
injured Israeli exports in recent
months, and seems to have interven-
ed more actively in currency
markets.
The U.S. dollar exchange rate

yesterday broke the IL20 barrier,

and banknotes were sold in some
banks for IL20 to the dollar. In the
next few days, a further devaluation
of the Israel pound can be expected.

In the next few days, the new
European Monetary System will
come into force in Europe. It is ex-

pected that there will soon be

speculative switches to the German
mark, and a fall in the value of the
currencies of the countries that have
a high rate of Inflation. A weakening
of the Danish kroner, in particular,
Is expected. Other currencies that
may weaken are the Italian lire, the
Dutch florin, and possibly also the
pound sterling.

Cabinet in

late-night

session
By WOLF BLITZEK

Jerusalem Post Correspondent
The Israel cabinet was

meeting in extraordinary ses-
sion last night to consider the
latest U.S. proposals designed to
resolve the final issues of an
Israeli-Egyptian peace treaty,
including the timing of the ex-
change of ambassadors and a
U.S. guarantee involving the
future supply of Sinai oil to
Israel.

The session followed, a lengthy
round of talks between visiting
President Jimmy Garter and the
Cabinet security committee, during
which Carter disclosed that Egyp-
tian President Anwar Sadat had
accepted the latest U.S.-Israel-
agreed formula calling for a revised
12-month “target date" for con-
cluding the advance preparations
leading toward Palestinian
autonomy on the West Bank and
Gaza Strip.

A senior White House source said
in Jerusalem last night that “one
word" divides Israel and Egypt on
the wording of the letter which Is to
define the linkage between the
proposed peace treaty and im-
plementation of the autonomy plan.
He said the current deliberations

revolved around four other Issues:
starting autonomy in the Gaza Strip,

. the existence of an Egyptian civilian

j

presence In Gaza, sale of 8lnai oil to
Israel, and the date of an exchange

_of ambassadors.
The sources said that Egypt did

not fully accept American language,
approved by Israel last week, on two
controversial clauses in Article 6 of
the treaty, although they anticipate
Wwai approval during Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance’s expected visit to
Egypt today.
Garter.who does not plan to return

at this stage to Cairo with Vance, has
made arrangements to extend hto

scheduled stey Ip torqellf necessary
to pin down final agreement of the
long-delayed treaty. "He wifi stay as
long as It takes,” one source said,

noting that the president was
originally due to leave Beu-Gurion
airport late this afternoon.

The U.8. proposal!or resolving the
matter of future Sinai oil supplies Is

as follows: the United States will try
to do everything ft can to urge Egypt
to sell Israel on a commercial basis
some 250,000 tons of oil a year. If that
figure is not met, for any reason, the
U.S. will guarantee to meet the
shortfall.

The Americans also believe Israel

will endorse this point.
Officials accompanying the presi-

dent were clearly hoping that the
cabinet would go along with these
latest ideas, thereby setting the
stage for a ceremonial Israeli-
Egyptian Initialling ofa peace treaty
later this week.
The president believes that now is

the "moment of truth" in the
negotiations. “It’s now or never," a
reliable source said. The president
do*es not want to return to
Washington empty-handed. The
Jerusalem Port has learned that the
U.S. compromise on the sensitive
matter of ambassadors calls for an
exchange to take place a few months
after the interim Israeli withdrawal
in Sinai, which, according to the
Camp David framework agreement,
is scheduled for nine months follow-
ing the treaty signing.
But the Americans have moved

away from an earlier Egyptian
tMMm yogs *, mL 1)
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A reception for the outgoing chief of

military intelligence, Alyf Shlomo
Gazit, and for his replacement, Aluf
Yehoahua Saguy, was held at Beit
Sokolow in Tel Aviv yesterday by the

Tel Aviv Journalists Association.
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Security forces drag away one of the Gush Emunim demonstrators who last night

swarmed down onto the road at the Junction of Befaov Ruppin and Sderot Ben-Zvi,

perilously running between the cars in President Carter’s convoy as they sped through
the Valley of the Cross In the direction of the Knesset. (Rahamim Israeli)

Gush demonstrators clash with police
By JOSHUA BRILLIANT
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Gush Emunim demonstrators last
night took to the streets to protest
U.S. President Jimmy Carter’s visit

and what they called the pressure he
has been exerting on Israel. Violent
clashes occurred as club-swinging
policemen arrested at least 30
demonstrators. Several protesters
were hit.

Meanwhile, Gush Eminum’s
leaders vowed the demonstrations
Will continue until Carter leaves
Israel.

The most violent clash occurred at
the junction of the Valley of the
Cross and Ruppin road, after Gush
members who sneaked through the
dark Sacher Park dashed Into the
road as Carter’s convoy sped by. One

demonstrator struck the windshield
of a limousine bearing the American
and Israeli flags, but Carter was not
in it
Policemen and soldiers clashed

with the demonstrators, and some
were carried by their hands and feet

to a police van.
The Gush militants later climbed

through Sacher Park to the Knesset,

but most were stopped several hun-
dred metres from the gates, where
they chanted and sang.
Several score did. however,

manage to penetrate through the

security nets to the Prime Minister's
Office. Pour mounted policemen and'

more than 20 riot police forced them
aside, knocking some of them down.
Several were arrested.

'

When Prime Minister Menahem

Begin arrived they shouted,
“Traitor.”
Meanwhile, the 21 Gush members

detained on Saturday night yester-
day started a hunger strike, deman-
ding their release and freedom to
demonstrate.
Gush Emunim leaders' held a

secret meeting at a private home In
Ofra at noon yesterday to plan future
action. Fearing their phones might
be tapped, they were summoned by
messengers. Some leaden were told
to stay away from yesterday’s
demonstration so that the movement
would not be crippled if the par-
ticipants were detained.
Several hundred Peace Now

demonstrators last night stood near
the Gush militants, carrying torches
and cheering Carter.

March for Carter: the only way to get to work

ARRIVALS

Dr. Miriam K. Freund Rosenthal, Ya’al
liaison. Hadasaah Women’s Zionist
Organisation of America.

Carterprepares
(Continued from page 1)

'proposal thattbe~BmbB3sadbrtal~ex4 r
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tablishment of the .Palestinian; self- j

'governing authority ,on - the - JWesf ».

Bank and Gaza Strip.

The Americans, who. have reason
to believe that Egypt will accept this

compromise, have assured Israel

that Egypt will establish full

diplomatic relations with Israel —
meaning an embassy, led by a
charge d ’affaires rather than an am-
bassador — immediately upon com-
pletion of the interim withdrawal.
According to U.S. and Egyptian of-

ficials, “full diplomatic relations,”

as stipulated in the Camp David
agreements, does not necessarily

. mean exchanging ambassadors. The
Americans believe Israel can live

with this compromise proposal, and
were hoping yesterday that the

cabinet would endorse it.

The cabinet was considering
Carter's latest assurances that the

U.S. will be generous in helping to

meet the financial burden of es-

tablishing a new military defence
line in the Negev following the Sinai

withdrawal. Israel Is seeking $3

billion to pay for the construction of

two Negev airbases and the new
defence line.

Carter has encouraged Israel to

believe that this matter will be
resolved "satisfactorily."

In addition, there are indications

that the Pentagon will continue to

meet Israel's defence requests. The
Israel cabinet wanted to receive

bilateral assurances on these'
matters in advance of the conclusion

of the treaty negotiations.

The U.S.-sponsored language in

the proposed "agreed minutes" at-

tached to .the two controversial

clauses in Article 8 — at Israel's re-

quest. the attached document is no
longer called an "interpretative

note." for unexplained reasons —
was accepted by Begin and the
Israel cabinet last week.
During Carter's talks with Sadat

some counter-proposals were raised

and brought to Israel. It seems,
however, that Israel has remained
firm on these points. The Americans
now hope that Egypt will reconsider
its stance.
Officials who have read the

"agreed minutes" say that the

language is deliberately ambiguous
and can meet Egypt's minimal re-

quirements.
The controversy in Article 6 lii)

centres around the relationship
between the treaty and a com-
prehensive settlement. Article 6 (v)

involves the relationship between
the treaty and Egypt’s earlier
mutual defence agreements with

other Arab states.

Israel Is trying to make certain

that the treaty “stands on Its own,"
while the Egyptians want it clear

that the pact Is a first step towards a
comprehensive agreement and that
its earlier accords are not affected

by the treaty.

By ABRAHAM RABINOVICH
Jerusalem Post Reporter

There was a purposeful bustle to
the centre of the capital yesterday
morning that was only indirectly
connected to the peace talks. Men
and women strode through the
streets at brisk paces and in unusual-
ly large and steady streams. Many
even looked cheerful. It took a few
moments before everyone realized
what the procession was —
Jerusalemites walking to work.
Because of the numerous road

closings, bus routes were gutted and
many car. owners wisely left their

iieafsi(%t.hoine.jj *.*i i-e

Demonstrator was standing on the
stone wall of a house opposite the
presidential residence, behind the
small crowd, holding up hIs hand-
lettered signs with a determination,
as his detractors would say, worthy
of a better cause.
Eliahu Ben-Elissar, director-

general of the Prime Minister's Of-

fice, came across the street to enter
his car. He nodded at Shmueli, a
Jerusalem landmark, and glanced at
the sign before sliding into the
driver’s seat. “Quick, tell him moral
ton said Shmueli to a sidekick on
the sidewalk. “He Just gut married."

.eahfcst home,, „nfc j ,,r U v

$ portfolio undpfl spotted a^- young, foMfe. wearing a
jfrtefld walking"a^^strode. along a
Rehavia street. “Are you joining the
'March for Carter’ too?" she called
out cheerfully.

The experience of walking seemed
to leave most people feeling healthy
and virtuous.

•

The price of peace is already being
exacted in Jerusalem. Seventeen
of the SO municipal workers who
spent the better part of two rainy

days and nights last week putting up
flags and crowd barriers along the

city's streets yesterday reported

sick with flu.

*
There was a pleasant

neighbourhood atmosphere outside
Beit Hanassi, where U.S. President
Jimmy Carter was stopping in for a
quick good morning with President
Yitzhak Navon. Shmueli the

military vehicles ' parked' bn the
street. It was Aahi, whose family
lives a few blocks away. “I get to

jump home once in a while, ” he said.

A professor’s wife from around the
corner said she couldn’t help think-
ing about the Maccabees and the
peace pact they signed with Rome.
"Judea was a respected ally of

Rome and the treaty was periodical-

ly renewed." she said. “In the end,
Roman influence became Roman
control."
"Well," said her companion, “if

that means we're going to become
the 5lst state, I don’t think that’s so
bad."

*
The unprecedentedly heavy

security forces in Jerusalem must be
confining themselves to .

scanning
roofs for snipers and sidewalks for

bombs, because someone made off

Saturday night with 35 American
flags hangingfrom poles alongsome
of the city’s main streets, including,
the street in front of the president’s

residence. A police source hinted
darkly that Gush Emunim was
behind it — but municipal officials

thought that souvenir hunters were
at work.

If someone steals your flag, does
he admire you or fear you? Before
the definitive answer to that one was
forthcoming, the municipality

. replaced the flags.

L. ; . / Jerusalem _Mayor Teddy Kollek,

; ]

who. appreciates good food, good

j,ccmpany and a good press, was able
,

foput' teem together"neatly bn Satur-

day night. After greeting' President
Carter with bread and wine, he went
to dine on something more substan-
tial at Miahkenot Sha'ananim with
Zubin Mehta, Walter Croakite and
other luminaries, includingthe piano
soloist for the night’s concert of the

Israel Philharmonic Orchestra,
Radu Lupu.
When Kollek learned that the press

corps had been waiting for hours at

the press centre in the Jerusalem
Theatre for a government briefing,

he asked
1

Lupu if he would he
prepared to play for the cor-
respondents. Kollek got theatre of-

ficials to put a piano out on tee stage.
Lupu was soon providing music to

waft out a midnight crisis by.
The briefing proved to be a poor

encore.

U.S. legislators Close aides weren’t enthused

about Carter’s Mideast tripJerusalem Post Correspondent

WASHINGTON. — Three
Democratic senators and a
Republican congressman, whose
views on Middle East Issues are nor-
mally divergent, all expressed sup-
port for President Jimmy Carter’s
current Middle East peace mission
and for the principle of U.S. military
presence in the region. All four
legislators appeared on network TV
interview shows yesterday.
Senator George McGovern of

South Dakota told CBS interviewers
on "Face the Nation" that Caller’s
mission was justified even if it prov-
ed unsuccessful
Washington’s Senator Henry

Jackson, however, said on ABC’s
“Issues and Answers" that he sup-
ported U.S. bases in Sinai. Jackson
proposed that Israel and Egypt be
given the means and responsibility

for defence of Persian Gulf oilfields,

with direct American intervention
only “a last resort."
Senator Richard Stone of Florida,

a strong supporter of Israel, and
Representative Paul Findley of

Illinois, who has maintained close
contacts with the Palestine Libera-
tion Organization, were interviewed
together on NBC's “Meet the
Press." Stone expressed support for
Carter's efforts and underlined the
importance of opposing the Soviet
threat. He opposed establishment of
a Palestinian state.

,

Findley, on the other hand, reveal-
ed that PLO spokesman Mahmud
-L&b&di reaffirmed to him on Satur-
day what chairman Yasser Arafat
had told the congressman last
December: When a Palestinian state
is established in the West Bank and
Gaza Strip. It will not try to expand
by force.

. To Devorah and Uri Milman

Ruth and David Frenkel
.

Many congratulations on the Birth of a

Daughter — Granddaughter

Workers and Management
“Life” Ltd., Industrial Planning

and Engineering Co.

Jerusalem Post Correspondent
WASHINGTON. — The Idea to travel
to Egypt and Israel came to Presi-
dent Jimmy Carter 10 days ago,
after he left the Friday night meal at
Blair House where he had been
Premier Menahem Begin's Sabbath
guest. The president told his inner
circle of aides about his plan on
Saturday morning, but- Informed
Begin only on Sunday morning.
Martin Schram. the “Washington

Post" correspondent currently ac-
companying the U.S. president on
his Middle East peace mission,
yesterday wrote that initially only
presidential assistant Hamilton Jor-
dan supported the idea. White House
spokesman Jody Powell was the
most vocal opponent. But reser-
vations were also expressed by the
other members of the "inner circle"
— Vice-President Walter Mondale,
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance and
national security adviser Zbigniew
Brzezinskl.
“Ham, like the president, felt in-

stinctively in his guts that it was the
right thing to do," one of the advisers
was quoted as saying.
The chief concern expressed was

that Carter's mission would end in
failure with catastrophic results, due
to the president having created a
"make or break'* situation which
would rapidly go downhill to a point
of no return. Carter replied that "the
negotiations were at this point
anyway.” The other serious worry
was that, if sin agreement was not
achieved. "Carter could suffer
severe political damage at home."
The president claimed that "the per-
sonal damage would be there
whether he went to the Middle East
or just sat at home while the Camp
David framework fell apart.”
"The Washington Post" reported

that, on that same Friday morning,
at the second meeting between
Carter and Begin, the president felt

that Begin's stance in regard' to the
supply of Sinai oil was hardening.
"Begin had even taken to lecturing
Carter one more time about the
Holocaust. That infuriated the
American president."
On Sunday, when Carter presented

.the new American proposals to
Begin, he hoped the premier would
reply immediately. Begin, however,
told him he could agree to only one of
the proposals on the spot and would

have to refer the two others back to

his cabinet. Carter commented that

at Camp David the prime minister
had taken much more important
decisions on his own without having
to convene his government.
To this Begin reportedly respond-

ed. “I've got five generals in this

cabinet and they are used to giving
orders, not taking them."
Not to be outdone. Carter, In a

reference to the Congress, quipped,
"I’ve got 15 guys up there who think
they shbuld be president and another
15 guys who think they will be
president."
The two leaders prepared to for-

mulate a joint statement about thd
turning point in the negotiations.
Begin wanted to state that the issues
were serious and would be referred
to the members of the cabinet, but
instead said, “The issues will be
referred to the serious members of
the cabinet." This slip of the tongue
caused both men to burst out
laughing, and it was in this mood
that the prime minister left the
White House for Blair House.
Afterwards, Schram wrote. Carter

decided to send the sew proposals to
President Anwar Sadat In Cairo,
“and he carefully selected his
emissary: Brzezinskl, who Is viewed
with suspicion by the Israelis and
therefore was believed to be a good
choice to send to talk to Sadat."

Jerusalem
Municipality

Dinner guests

await peace

as last course
By JUDY SIEGEL

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Underlying the warm smiles, the

sparkling wine toasts, the gourmet
•food and the glittering guests at last

night's state banquet for the
American president was a sense of

wonder what thoughts were going
through the minds of Prime Minister
Menahem Begin and the guest of

honour, U.S. President Jimmy
Carter.

In the Knesset’s Chagall Hall,
seated at the dais and around 33
tables were the most powerful man
in the world and most of the most
powerful and influential people in.

Israel. One wondered how the world
outride the Knesset building could
get along without them.
There were two members of

Carter’s cabinet, as well as his top
aides. There were most of Israel's
cabinet, IDF officers, the chief rab-
bis, Supreme Court justices, am-
bassadors, Knesset members and
editors.

“It’s the nearest thing to a musical
benediction." said violinist Isaac
Stern, before playing with Pnina
Salzman a piece by Haydn.
The guests seemed ready to

answer “Amen.”
President Carter, wide-eyed but

sombre as he looked at the beautiful-
ly decorated hall, startled guests by
circling four of the tables to shake
hands before the meal began.
Head waiters hovered over every

table to make sure that each guest’s
four wine glasses were full.

President Yitzhak Navon, Prime
Minigf.gr Begin and finally Carter
presented toasts, signalling that the
glasses should be emptied, but
everyone seemed to feel that the
cups would really run over if the last
course — never served — were the
promise of peace.

'

Unrest in Ramallaii

over peace moves
Jerusalem Post Reporter

RAMALLAH. — Security forces
allegedly broke into a school yester-

day and beat up pupils and teachers
protesting the current Middle East
peace moves.
As a result of the incident at the

Ramallah high school, the director
of education here, the principal of

the school and his staff of 19 teachers
threatened to resign. They claimed
that security forces had broken into

the school without reason andhad in-

discriminately beaten up teachers
and pupils. According to a UPI
report, a military government
spokesman denied the charge.
In another incident, a CBS

j

cameraman was roughed up by
;

security forces for disregarding an
order not to film the disturbances.
However. CBS producer BillrWilson .

dismissed^the incident asaunigjpory -

tant. "There was a bit ofpushingand .

shoving, but no injuries. ’V.he said;

adding
-
: ' "It was no big aeal."^'

''

The military governor of the West
Bank. Tat-Aluf Binyamin Ben-
Eliezer, visited Ramallah and warn-
ed that schools would be closed if the
disturbances continued.
Other towns in the West Bank were

relatively quiet yesterday, with only
minor incidents at schools in Nablus
and Jenin.

President Jimmy Carter rekindles fihte Eternal Light in the
Remembrance during’ bis visit yesterday to Yad YashenL *-

the UJS. president are Prime Minister Menahem Begin aim
Begin. (GoverntnentPr^

News centre comes to life
v

after briefing by Begin aide
By AARON SITTNER ing rather than crut of ifie «iS

Jerusalem Post Reporter tre.

News traffic at the special press A Communications Jfit&tn

centre at the Jerusalem Theatre hit ficial told The Posf thaV
its first peak about 7 p.m. yesterday, numbers of writtenaewsreji

a supervising, engineer told The well as taped nuho^apofrf
Jerusalem Post last night. brought to Israri fi»ih -&]
The throngs of local and foreign journalists' accompanying

newsmen rushed to the ranks of President Jimmy Garter’s

'

telephones, telex machines and According to these new
broadcasting booths following a late ..service facilities in Israel
afternoon briefing by Dan Pattir, superlor .to those in'i^y^
Prime Menahem Bogin's made sense to hold on to ttf

press aide, and a statement by Begin for an extra hour or twoW
himself following the first round of from Jerusalem rather t*

talks between the Israeli and the telecommunication*
American teams. Cairo..

The Pattir briefing, scheduled for A Washington joinUaM,iAo
1 :15 pun . , did not get under way until quently accompaniesthe
5:30, as the *«Urw continued longer complimented the Conran

than expected. ' Ministry by recalUng ttat

Earlier in the day, the centre took . forwarding facilities li-

on the air of a club. Correspondents during Carter's recent tiift

sat around idly. Some watched a were well below the qoaH^yhe

movie in the lobby; others inter- yesterday In Jerusalem.
.

viewed one another and compared On the mezzanine / floor d
cotes. theatre, a U-S-raifio cmje-
A parallel, but smaller, news "“pool" station was boay

transmission operation has been set through the day pipli£
.

up at the Jerusalem Hilton Hotel, reports to American
This one accommodates the White special interference-f^w

House’s own press department as tinental telephone lihe/T. ;;

well as several American network On Saturday qMffl,
correspondents who prefer to work broadcast a special &
out of the hotel where they arestay- Peace Ship from

J

" %
'l
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last streets

Owing to technical difficulties the

Crossword does not appear today. It

will appear again tomorrow.

DRAMA. — The ZOA House drama
circle presents (in English) "The
Knimg of Sister George" by Frank
Marcus, tonight at 8:30 at the ZOA
House, Tel Aviv.

riT ff.' r“. •-* ’ f
. he. •

Jerusalem Post Reporter *

Streets running between the King
David Hotel and the Knesset will be
closed to traffic between 7:30 and
9:30 a.m. today. Affected are.
Jabotinsky, Hapalmah, Fichmann.
Tcfaemichovsky, Hazaz and Ruppin.
If President Jimmy Carter

departs as scheduled this afternoon,
the route between the Kirya and the
entrance to Jerusalem and from
there to Ben-Gurion Airport will be
closed from 2:30 to 4 p.m. Updated
information can be obtained from
the police by dialling 100. •

Traffic was snarled for hours in
the morning yesterday because of
closed streets.

Jerusalemites were impressed by
the civility of policemen who
diverted traffic to alternative routes.
However, in several cases, these
alternatives were also blocked.

: -r .. . wU.v-??.-*

*" isxttf poiidfltityn
brought in from^ootside&e
assist. The police' are

^
hour shifts andbave

r

public institutions! A
.
has been madetoprtr
hot meals while on duiy,.Vilv

Basketball playoff
Following are the:*e?ufej|

night’s National Jjeagpe twfij

playoffs: .*
•

.

Ramat Gan Happel M, Bzamj

Maccabi 78 .
'-.>3

Tel Aviv Hapoei 107, HpfoH«

70

Haifa Hapoei *«; OW**
Hapoei 79 }

Tel Aviv MaccaM UV*
Ylzre'el Hapoei S3- :

:
:

On Saturday night, TeTAyf

Afula-Yizre’el In- tlreir »»

match in Afula, 120-83. _

Our dear

MARIANNE HIRSCH
has passed away.

Her sister: Lisl Muehlstein
Hanna and Michael Roneh
Noa and Hagar
The family In Israel and abroad

Jerusalem, March 9, 1979

Committee of the Sephardi Community in Jerusalem
Management of BCsgav Ledach Hospital

offer condolences to

YehezkelSbemesh
member of the Management of the Hospital

on the death of his mother

oz

HANNA y
May you be comforted by your work for public institutions.

The fourth yahrzeit of

Rabbi ABRAHAM M. HELLER
will be observed on Thursday, March 15 at 4.30 p.m. at the Mount of
Olives Cemetery.
Transportation from the King David Hotel at 4 p.m. prompt.

. Frances Heller and Family

Rabin Academy of
Music, Jerusalem

Dr. Margot Bar Dayan

The public is invited to a memorial evening-for

Dr. HAIM BAR DAYAN
on the first anniversary of his death,

to be held in the presence of Teddy Kollek, Mayor of Jerusalem.

on Thursday, March 15, 1979, at 5.00 p.m.
in the small hall, Beit Ha’am, u Rehov Bezalel, Jerusalem. >

Graveside memorial service at 11.30 a.m. on Friday, March 16, 1979 in the
Mount of Olives Cemetery. Those attending will meet beforehand in the Inter-
continental Hotel plaza.

Transport will be available at 11.00 a.m. from Binyenci Hit’tmiwA Pimat.

Genera! ..

M.DIZENGOFFJ'J’L
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Carter moved by Yad Vashem visit
JenuuUem.PMit Reporter

After Jayiag a wreath at Ohel
Yizkor (Halt ot Remembrance) at
Yad Vgaheur yesterday morning,
president Carter. paused for a tong
momenta with.arms clasped, looking
dawn steadily at the bronze, vault. He
then took two. or three paces
backward. When he returned to. Ida

place, he jerked his head suddenly.

.

as if to erase the momentary night-
mare he had

. experienced .of. the
horror of the Holocaust.

President and Mrs. Carter and
their party, accompanied by Prime
Minister and Mrs. Begin, were
received, .at the entrance to Yad
Vashem at. 9: OS -by MK Gideon
Hausner. chairman of the Yad
Vashem Council, and officials of the
Remembrance Authority.

In the Hall of Names. Hauaner
showed the 'president- a sample

. "page of testimony.” and explained
• the system whereby over two million
such pages have been recorded, each
giving biographical details of Jews
who died in the Holocaust.
In response to. a question by the

president. Hausner said that in
Western Europe the .Nazis- did keep
records of the Jews they sent to

slaughter, but in Eastern Europe

they did not record names, only
numbers.
The party moved on to the sombre

Hall ofRemembrance, with its walls
of hewn basalt boulders. Here the

.
president was honoured with the re-
kindling of the Eternal Light: and it

was here — after Cantor Yehuda
Lendner chanted "Yizkor” — that he
placed the wreath on the tomb.
A man who takes the Bible as

seriously aa does President Carter
could hardly have failed to be im-
pressed by the solemn reading, first

is Hebrew and then in English, of
-Ezekiel’s vision of the dry bones,
which includes the following lines:
• “Behold, o my people, I will open
your graves and cause you to come
up out of your graves, and bring you
Into the Land of Israel. And ye shall

know that ! am the Lord...."
Carter told Hausner that he had

read several of Elie Wlesel'a books*
on the- Holocaust, and Hausner
presentedhim with a copy of his own
book oh the Eichxh&nn trial, "Justice
in Jerusalem.”
. .
Hausner told the president *h»t as

a result of the Holocaust the concept
of security had greater significance
for Israel than for any other nation,
and Carter replied that he was
aware of that.

Particularly moving was the sing-

ing of "Anl Ma’amin” ("I Believe”
— the song chanted by the Jews on
their way to the gas chambers! by
the girls* choir of the Ruh&ma state-

religious school, directed by Esther
Greenbaum. with which the
ceremony ended.
Prom Yad Vashem, President

!

Carter drove to the adjacent Mount
Herzl to visit the grave of the

founder of the modem Zionist move-
ment. Theodor Herzl. His convoy of

some 20 cars entered the gates to the

park-cemctery at 10:13 to the cheers
of school and kindergarten children

who had waited at the gates for a
glimpse of the distinguished visitor.

Carter, wearing a black skullcap,

laid a wreath at the grave of the

Zionist leader and then knelt on one
knee, touching his forehead for a mo-
ment of silent prayer. Then he and
Prime Minister Menahem Begin
stood to attention while the “Last
Post” was sounded.
The president signed the visitors

1

book and. before the presidential

party left the grounds of the
cemetery. Begin took him to the
grave of Ze’ev Jabotlnsky, founder
of the Revisionist movement and
Begin 's own Ideological and political

mentor.

m
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Colour telecast

from Knesset
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Rosalynn Carter (centre), wife of U.S. President Jimmy Carter, dances a hora with new
immigrants during her visit yesterday to the Mevasseret Zion Absorption Centre outside
Jerusalem. K

(TM».U
Olim hold Purim party for Rosal

Accompanied by nuclear 'black bag’

Carter visits Navoit at Beit Hanassi
By JODY SIEGEL

Jerusalem Post Reporter

A telephone linked directly with the White House was
installed temporarily in the private office of President
Yitzhak Navon "In case of emergency” during U.S.
President -Jimmy Carter's visit yesterday at Beit
Hanassi.
As Carter walked briskly on a red carpet into the

presidential residence, he was followed bya Major Peter-
son, whose Innocent-looking black bag contained the but-

ton that may be pushed only by a U.S. president, to un-
leash -nuclear weapons on an enemy.
President Navon and his wife. Oflra welcomed Carter

and his wife Rosalynn. The two men quickly left the
others — Including national security adviser Zbigniew
Brzezlnski, chief adviser Hamilton Jordan, image-maker
Gerald Rafshoon and U.S. Ambassador Samuel Lewis —
[or a 20-minute private conversation.
'Tin not conducting negotiations.” Navon later told

reporters who tried to find out the nature and mood of
their chat. ”Xt was an interesting talk.”
"Good morning. Mr. President,” said aix-year-old Erez

Navon in Hebrew as his father’s guests were about to
leave. Then, pulling his father's sleeve, he asked out loud
in his native tongue: "Does he speak some Hebrew too?"
Erez and his seven-year-old Bister Nira had taken a

break from school to see the American president and had
dressed up in red, white and blue outfits in his honour.

By JUDY SIEGEL
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Rosalynn Carter yesterday had a
taste of what it means to be a new
oleh as she danced a bora with new-
comers from a dozen lands and was
serenaded with Purim songs by
kindergarten children who are tak-

ing their first steps in the study of
Hebrew.

"I must tell you this before I go,”
the first lady of the U.S. told new im-
migrants at the Mevasseret Zion Ab-

sorption Centre outside Jerusalem in
an emotional farewell at the end of
her visit: “Jimmy and I read the Bi-
ble every night; one night he reads a
chapter to me and the next night I
read a chapter to him. And now we
are reading the Book of Esther.”

Mrs. Carter, who was accom-
panied to the absorption centre by
Aliza Begin and the wives of
American officials, seemed to need
no briefing on the upcoming Purim
holiday and its connection with the

Several gifts exchanged hands, but time wasn’t taken
out to hand them over personally. A lithograph of Eln
Herein by the artist Reuven Rubin was Navon ’a gift;

Mrs. Navon’s gift to Mrs. Carter was a hand-made
Yemenite silver and gold necklace set with rubies; and
her gift to the Carters' daughter Amy was a white dress
embroidered in the Yemenite style with blue and silver'
threads. The Carters also received Amos Oz's book "My
Michael.” a book of modern Israeli poets, and Yonlna
Talmon's book on life in the ldbbutz.

St. Andrew’s Church filled

as Carters attend service

Birthday song for

Carter’s secretary

-Union
-

• By HAIM SHAPIRO, v.

'-he day r
Jern9alem Post Reporter ;

•*

o Americas; When Jimmy Cartel went .to

inierferaB*charch-yesterday, the service began

lelephowfcwith a hymn set to a tnufitfonal

mrdas tin. Jewish melody'andL <md?d with a

5*. a speed c
benediction to Hebrew.'£, _

v.a fromfei All 130 places were ffljed tor the
' ~^ seridce-a£jBt^Andtow*8r

jiClMirch -of-

Scotland, situated' an A-falUtqp

V nverloaktagMqunt "

"
-the JO a.m. service began, acrowd of

poliCOBia

in from urifi

'he polls eO

:ts and IanW
IS'.IIUUOBSE1

rude

s while at*-

id-bejwomhippezs gathered at a
.leading to the church where

tjar congregants of St. Andrew’s,
the guest Baptist congregation,

.

‘being admitted. "(Carter la a
Sat.) i •

- ,

:

-*A : :•

Notan of the Baptists were able to

hall nkfnter< however. A St. Andrew’s of-WdU aaid Baptists arrived at 8tu Social said 14 Baptists arrived at 8
i.*w arifesun.-, befoire security had been ipi-

'.’aiioaal l^aosed. With only 23 seats Allocated to
he Baptists, this left little room for

GanHapediithers from the visiting congrega-
Ion.

iv Hap®*® Most ofthe worshippers, including
AmiUes with smaU ehUdren, were In

Hap® 1 " heir pews fay 9:30. The church hell
? iegan ringing- at 9:43. President and
T5' Carter and their party'entered
Hap® 163 <he bxiflding. shortly

;
after 10. The

uniay nonresident smiled; nodding briefly to
izre’d ^fhose on eithpr side of the centre
Afid^jjysle, as he- took his place in a pew— eserved near the front.

.

The service began with a
-
hymn,

--’The Godtot Abraham Praise,’’ set
the Ashkenazic melody for -the

nthem “YigdalElohim Sat (Praise
Living God) ,

” a poetic rendition
Mshnorddes’ ISprindpleB offaith.

arty, the Rev. Toinr Houston of St.

Andrew’s conducted a normal ser-

vice,- only briefly welcoming the
president, and continuing to make
the usual announcements about such
functions as Ladies' Guild meetings.
But he did pray that Carter's visit

might prove successful.

Bible readings included Psalms 2,

from the Old Testament, and Luke
“ 22^40, from "the'New Testament-

.also^ang^A yey-
-atfled versrton-of-Psalm 122,-lnchiaing

the .words :
‘‘Jyusalerrj^ within thy

gatesT our feet shatt 'standing be;
Pray that Jerusalem may have
peace and felicity.”

- In his sermon. Dr. Robert Lindsey
of the Baptist Congregation pointed
out that, in Christian thought,
Jerusalem is often visualized In
spiritual terms. But, he stressed, the
prayer for the peace of Jerusalem
was for the physical city, with its

360,000 inhabitants.
- “Mr. Carter .would have been
more successful in his mission,”
Lindsey said, “if we had been more
faithful in our prayers.” At the open-
ingot his sermon, Lindsey welcomed
the "expanded congregation,” and
jested that perhaps the U.S. presi-

dent could come every week to boost
church attendance.
. Another hymn, “The Service of the
Kingdom.” gave yet another possi-

ble allusion to the Carter mission.
“Help me the slow of heart to move
by some clear winning word of

love,” read one line.
' The service ended with a benedic-

tion in Hebrew by Dr. Lindsey- The
Baptist minister recited the three-

fold priestly blessing without'
English translation.

After the service the congregation
remained standing while the Carters
left. The Carters paused briefly in

,

the courtyard to pose for
photographers against the
background of the walls of the Old

i

City. Within - minutes the Carter
|

' motorcade sped on its way- .

. St. Andrew's Church was opened
on November 30, 1930. The founda-
tion stone, obtained, from King

.
Solomon’s quarries, was laid three

years previously by General Allen-

by. The church was built to com-
memorate Scottish soldiers killed to

Palestine during World War I.
.

' Security reasons prevented Carter

from;attending services at the Bap-
tist Congregation on Rehov Narkiss

in central Jerusalem.

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Israeli 'and American negotiators

took time out from worries over
finishing a peace treaty with Egypt
yesterday to stag “Happy Birthday”
to President Jimmy Carter’s long-

time personal secretary, Susan
Clough.
“The president told us that his

secretary had a bfrfhday today,”
IJTwntritilisterMenahem-Begin told
1 six ifours ofmeetings

.

"frf^^3&Usaiefcr htnce.- ;;
s6 ‘I’

,,LMiggest«SP%iat we1 S»ouid"*ll ’-stag

“Happy Birthday to .You,” he said,

switching from Hebrew to English
for the song title and exhibiting his

singing abilities at the same time.

“Of course, I'm off key,” he said.

“But the others sang the song very
well.”
The prime minister would not

reveal the precise age of Mrs.
Clough, a 30-ish mother of two.

Accidental blast

at Jerusalem

gas depot
Jerusalem Post Reporter

A gas balloon exploded at a butane
gas depot on Jerusalem's Hebron
Road yesterday morning. There
were no injuries.

The depot Is less than a kilometre
from St. Andrew’s Church, where
U.S. President Jimmy Carter later

attended a service. Police, on high
alert for the American president’s
visit, were on the scene within
minutes. They soon established that

the explosion was the result of an in-

dustrial accident.
The gas depot where the accident

occurred was the target of a terrorist

bomb last summer, when an
American-born bomb disposal ex-

pert.' Steve Hilmes, was fatally

.wounded as he approached the
device to dismantle it.

At the time it was reported that the
depot, in the heart of a residential

area and managed by three gas com-
panies, had been operating without a
licence because the city engineer's
department, the police and local

civil defence command considered it

to be a hazard.

Details on Friday, March 16, 1979
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Khomeini joins villains’ ranks
in this year’s Purim masks

Prime Minister Menahem Begin and his wife Aliza
appeared at Beit Hanassi, the premier amiHng broadly
and taking Navon aside for a few moments to talk. Then
the Begins and the Carters were whisked off to a
limousine to Yad Vashem and Mt. Herzl.

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Shops are selling masks of
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini this
year along with those of Haman.
Queen Esther, cowboys and other
long-time Purim favourites.
The holiday, on which even ths

most staid and devout let themselves
go. marks the Jews' deliverance
from destruction by the plotter
Haman during the reign of Persian
King Ahasuerus over 2,300 years
ago.
Costumed chUdren with painted

faces began to appears on the streets
yesterday and will be on view
through Wednesday. The Fast of
Esther today is followed by the
celebration of Purim at sundown in

most of the country. Residents of
Jerusalem, Tiberias, Safad and
other cities that were walled at the
time of Joshua will wait until
tomorrow evening to begin the
festivities of Shushan Purim.

Purim afternoon (and Shushan
Purim* for the seuda, a joyous ban-
quet where even drunkenness 1b per-
mitted. Another holiday tradition is

mishloah manat, gift parcels of food
brought to friends, relatives and the
friendless.

Youngsters will attend school on
the Fast of Esther, unlike In previous
years, to make up for the days miss-

- ed -during the teachers' strike. In
/places';,Where;*Purim "la.rcfclAhrated

tomoriW^ flchapls will be^ejosed. In
“Jerusalem ana other wauetf cities,

Wednesday will be the day off.

The Book of Esther will be read to

synagogues throughout the country
and in the Diaspora on Purim eve
and the following morning.
Families traditionally gather or

Mlchai Yodelraan adds:
The young set in Tel Aviv yester-

day put on holiday clothes. Little

boys dressed up as clowns and cow-
boys and little girls dressed as Queen
Esther filled the streets.

WI20 held a Purim party for 500

new immigrants from, absorption
centres in the central district.

The Tel Aviv Municipality is

preparing a surprise for those of the

city's children who come to the
Purim party tomorrow at the Tel
Aviv History Museum on Bialik
Street: Tel Aviv’s first Queen
Esther, crowned by then-mayor
Melr Dizengoff to 1928. will greet the
party-goers In royal dress at the en-

trance to the museum.
Zippora Zabari. 70, who marched

with Dizengoff
.
at the head of the

“Adloyada" Purim parade 51 years
ago. will wear the -original fancy-

dress in which she was awarded the
,'.first prize;to the competition for the

prettiest young woman to Tei Aviv.

She will also wear her crown, which
has been preserved since 1928 in the

Tel Aviv History Museum, and will

show the children the prize Dizengoff

gave her — a seven-branched
candelabrum.

historical episode of the Jews in an-
cient Persia that Is recounted to the
Bible. Though at first quiet and reti-

cent. the first lady was visibly
charmed by the sight of masked and
costumed youngsters — all new im-
migrants — who were "rehearsing”
for their first Purim to IsraeL
Greeted by more songs in the cen-

tre’s lecture hall. Mrs. Carter spon-
taneously joined a circle of dancing
adults. As security guards looked on
to amusement, she was twirled into a
kind of waltz with Shlomo Friedman,
an elderly but peppy immigrant
from Russia, who succeeded to plan-
ting kisses on both her cheeks.
Eliezer Kroll, the New York-born

director of the centre, told his guests
that nearly 1,400 immigrants have
passed through Mevasseret Zion
since it was founded eight years ago.
He introduced a number of families
of olim, who described their feelings
about settling here.
“We were struck byhow small this

country really is, with the borders ao
close.” said Erika Zeisel, who came
on aliya from Boston last year with
her husband Ya'akov. She is now
working with brain-damaged
children to Jerusalem.
"We are grateful to President

Carter for his peace efforts, but
we’re feeling very frightened that,
given the size of the country, Israel
may be forced to give up land
without a firm commitment by the
other side to peace.” she continued.

Jerusalem Post Reporter
The Broadcasting Authority

received permission from the
government yesterday to broadcast
today's special Knesset session in
colour on Israel TV.
The session will include a speech

by President Jimmy Carter and
responses by Prime Minister
Menahem Begin and Labour Party
chairman MK Shimon Peres.
Meanwhile, authority technicians

have agreed to call off their sanc-
tions for the duration of the Carter
visit. They made the decision follow-
ing their appearance in labour court
over the dispute, which has closed
down broadcasts on radio for short
periods to the past few days and forc-
ed TV to end the night’s programmes
at midnight.

Nazi crimes centre
to petition Carter

Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — The Nazi War Crimes
Documentation Centre will appeal to

U.S. President Jimmy Carter to try

to persuade the West German
government to postpone the statute

of limitations on Nazi war crimes,
which is due to take effect to West
Germany at the end of this year.
A letter to the president from cen-

tre director Tuviya Friedman is to

be handed to Carter in the Knesset
today. Copies are also to be given to

Prime Minister Menahem Begin and
Knesset Speaker Yitzhak Shamir.
The letter asks Carter not to forget

the six million Jews who were
murdered by the Nazis, or to allow
their memory, to be forgotten in the
free world.

Amman says Egypt bars
entry to Jordanians

Dina and Yosef Beilin, who
struggled to emigrate from Russia
for six years in the face of continual
refusals by the Soviet government to
grant them an exit visa, said that
they were “lucky, compared to the
many Mends we left behind who are
in internal exile and to prison” for
fighting to leave. Mrs. Beilin appeal-
ed to Mrs. Carter to do all she could
to -help-Jews-IeOve the Soviet Union
and “escape - from national and
cultural'genoet*sr

.

,

'Jilrs. Carter said
she was aware' of ihe problem.
As residents of the absorption cen-

tre looked on and waved Israeli and
American flags. Mrs. Carter planted
a cypress sapling, provided by the
Jewish National Fund, near the ab-
sorption centre’s kindergarten.

AMMAN (Reuter). — The Jordanian
newspaper “Al-Rai" said yesterday
that about 100 Jordanians bad been
barred from entering Egypt and
were being detained at Cairo airport.
The newspaper said that three

other groups of Jordanians were
recently sent back to Amman after
they were interrogated by Egyp-
tians.

It quoted Jordanian officials as
saying that while Jordan regretted
such treatment, it would refrain
from taking reciprocal measures
against Egyptians and would con-
tinue to welcome Arab brethren in
its territory.

_ .RESIGNS, Sfamuq! .
Schnltzer^.jan

editor of “Mfr feritr,” has resigned his
post ast a representative of tfae press
on the Broadcasting Authority
plenum. He explained to chairman
Reuven Yaron that he could not fulfil

his function properly now that Yosef
Lapid, the managing editor of
'•.fl^a’ar»v.

,
’ has been appointed

director-'general of the authority.

M
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WORLD NEWS

Vietnam: China moves
border, not troops
BANGKOK. —

. The first of China's
lOO.OOO-strong invasion force in Viet-
nam has begun to pull out. western
military sources said yesterday, but
Hanoi claimed that the Chinese had
moved border "markers to give
themselves more territory.
Other charges and counter-

charges included Vietnamese claims
that China had destroyed houses,
schools and a hospital before
withdrawing from the northern
provincial capital of Lang Son, and
Chinese warnings that harassment
of withdrawing troops would mean
reprisals. China also claimed that
Laos had expelled 9,000 Chinese
residents, and Laos accused China of
occupying a border post in its
northern Phong Saly district.
Radio Hanoi charged that Chinese

forces moved demarcation markers
in Cao Bang province further Into
Vietnamese territory. The radio,
quoting a Vietnamese Foreign
Ministry spokesman, said the Viet-
namese people and forces will
counter-attack the "aggressors" if

Peking's troop pullout Is a hoax.
Western military sources in

Bangkok said that only a tiny
percentage of the invasion force had
pulled back to China.
In its first implicit admission that

the Chinese forces did fn fact capture
Lang Son during the fighting, Hanoi
also accused them of planting land
mines in the town before pulling out.
"Before pulling out of the provin-

cial capital, Chinese troops
destroyed almost all the houses, in-
cluding the provincial hospital and
schools and laid mines in many
places," the radio said.

Previously, Vietnam had claimed
that repeated Chinese assaults on
positions around the capital had
been repulsed in fierce fighting.
Vietnam has accused China of

carrying out a scorched-earth policy
in the withdrawal — a "plunder all,

bum-all and destroy-all policy.” The
Vietnamese Red Cross society ac-
cused Chinese forces of “massacring
hundreds of children and women at a
time."
China In turn has accused Vietnam

of harrying the withdrawal. In an-
nouncing the pull-out, Peking warn-
ed that Chinese forces would
retaliate if this occurred.
Laos had not yet confirmed by

yesterday Peking's claim that last
Wednesday It had ordered out
Chinese road builders and aid
workers in the northern part of the
country.
Chinese Vice-Foreign Minister

Han Nian-long met on Saturday In

Peking with Laotian Ambassador
Thavone Sichaleun to "protest
against and refute" Laotian charges
that China was threatening military
action against Laos. Han reportedly
blamed the Soviet Union and Viet-

nam for the "lie" that China was
threatening to invade Laos.
Western intelligence sources have

confirmed a troop buildup by both
China and Vietnam on the Lao-
Chinese frontier. Vietnam has an es-

timated 50,000 troops in Laos.
Unofficial reports yesterday from

Hanoi said that Chinese forces had
occupied a Laotian border post In

northern Phong Saly district, but
Peking denied taking any military
action against the tiny nation.

Anti-Amin forces suffer setback
NAIROBI (Reuter). — Ugandan ex-

iles fighting to overthrow President
Id! Amin have suffered their first

setback and have retreated after a
battle with government troops on the
road to the capital, Kampala, exile

sources said yesterday.
They said the anti-Amin forces,

backed by regular Tanzanian troops,

staged a tactical retreat after a bat-

tle at Lukaa, 100 km. from Kampala.
Military analysts said the counter-

offensive marked the first real op-
position the invaders had faced since
they started their push from the Tan-
zanian border. It was not known if

Tanzanian troops, who have been
providing artillery cover and
logistical support, were involved in

the retreat.
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Iran revolutionaries execute six men

Smith expected to sweep

white seats in Rhodesia
SALISBURY (Reuter). — Premier
Ian Smith's Rhodesian Front Party
yesterday appeared certain to sweep
unopposed into all 28 white seats in
the black-dominated first parlia-
ment of Zimbabwe Rhodesia.

All the other major political par-
ties, black and white, have decided
not to contest the guaranteed white
seats in the parliament to follow the
one-man, one-vote elections next
month.

One or two independents could still

stand, but with today's deadline for
nominations, this appeared unlikely.

The Rhodesian Front only needed
more than 22 seats in the 100-seat
house of assembly to be in a strong
position In the new country.

It would have effective power of
veto on any changes to the 1979 ma-
jority rule constitution,

.
which

provides for continued day-to-day
white control of the security forces.
Judiciary and civil service. Such
changes require 78 parliamentary
votes in favour.
The way was finally cleared for a

Rhodesian Front walkover Saturday
night when the United African

National Council (UANC) of Bishop
Abel Muzorewa decided not to fight
the white seats. The two others ma-
jor black parties — the Zimbabwe
African National Union (ZANU) fac-
tion. of the Rev. Ndabaningl Sithole
and the Zimbabwe United Peoples
Organization (ZUPO) of Chief
Jeremiah Chlrau — had already an-
nounced they would not contest the
white seats.
Twenty white seats will be voted

for next month by whites only. The
further eight will be filled from a list

of 16 candidates chosen by the pre-
sent 50 white parliamentary members
— all Rhodesian Front — and voted
for by the newly-elected 72 black and
20 white members. The 72 blacks will

be chosen by whites and blacks
voting on a common roll.

The Rhodesian Front; which has
won all white seats in the past three
parliaments, will announce its list of

candidates for the 20 seats today.
They were expected to include
Smith, who would be virtually
assured of a cabinet place In the
post-election 'coalition government
of national unity under a black prime
minister.

TEHERAN. — Revolutionaries of

Islamic strongman Ayatollah
RuhoUah Khomeini yesterday ex-

ecuted six men after summary trials

and seemed determined not to hand

over complete authority to Prime
Minister Mehdi Bazargan’s
provisional government.
Bazargan. who held crucial talks

over the weekend with Khomeini in

Qom. meanwhile orderedhis interior

minister to make arrangements for

the referendum on March 30 which
will determine Iran's future.

A government spokesman said

that Iranianswill be asked the single

question: "Do you want an Islamic

republic to replace the monarchy?”
Khomeini has branded calls for any

other form of regime, such as a
democratic republic, as treason.

Four of those executed were
members of the shah's armed
forces. They were found guilty of

killing anti-shah demonstrators

Conference covers up
question of* corruption

MANILA (Reuter). — A major' con7

ference on improving the lot of the

world's poorer countries appears to

have brushed under the carpet one of

the serious and embarrassing
problems hindering development —
corruption.
Delegates to the 35th sessian'of the

Economic and Social Commission
for Asia and the Pacific (ESGAP)
have spent the past week calling for

more self-reliance, more money
from donor countries, an end to

trade barriers, and faster transfer of

technology and skills from the richer

to the poorer nations.

But at the midway stage of the

two-week conference, officials said

yesterday they have skirted round
the problem of corruption and.how to

end it.

before the monarchy was toppled a

month ago.

The rational "Voice of the

Revolution" radio Identified them as

. two policemen, a warrant officer and

a lieutenant in three separate
provincial cities.

A Teheran revolutionary court ex-

ecuted two men accused of raping

boys and drug trafficking. They
were executed at dawn in Teheran's
Qasr Prison.
Another revolutionary court in

Astara, on the Soviet border,
sentenced to death two youths found
guilty of raping an ll-year-old girl.

One of the youths was condemned to

be stoned to death according to

Islamic law, the Persian-language
newspaper reported.
Seven men accused of gambling

received five lashes each and a man
and awoman accused of promiscuity
were flogged 20 times each in Shahre
Kbrd. West Iran.

I
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100 refugees try to swim to Hongfc0
HONGKONG (Reuter). — About 100

Vietnamese refugees, confined
aboard a freighter in Hongkong har-

bour for more than a month, jumped
into the sea yesterday and tried to

swim ashore, a government
spokesman said. Nine were treated

in.hospital for .exhaustion, ..... .

The freighter Skyluck crept in un-

der cover of darkness on February 7
with 2,600 Vietnamese refugees on
board. Hongkong authorities refused

.

to let them land as there was no
room in the British colony’s packed
refugee transit camps.
The refugees, apparently making

a mass protest at being cooped up for

so long, leapt overboard and tried to

swim to the offshore island of Lam-
ma, about 1,000 metres from where
their temporary home is anchored.

A government spokesman
Some, were picked up*?®,
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100,000 died in Khmer Rouge living hell’

China, Taiwan to discuss Olympics
LAUSANNE. Switzerland (UPI). —
In a major change of diplomatic
policy, Chinese sports officials have
agreed to direct talks with Taiwan to

discuss China’s return to the Olym-
pics.

Lord Killanln, president of the.

International Olympic Committee,
announced the breakthrough follow-

ing a meeting on Saturday with a
five-man -Peking delegation at IOC
headquarters.
The nTgeting. scheduled for

Lausanne sometime during the next
three-weeks, would-be the first time
the two Chinese governments have
been represented at head-to-bead
talks across a negotiating table, ac-

cording to diplomats.
The IOC is the only major inter-

national organization which

recognizes Taiwan and not Peking,
whose athletes have not competed in
the Olympics since IMS— before the
communist government came to

power in Peking.
Killanin’s move to get both sides to

round-table talks will remove from
the TOC much of the pressure to
decide between Peking and Taiwan.
But although the National Olympic

Committee of Taiwan told the IOC it

would be ready to take part in such
direct discussions." some ICTC
members doubted that the^ Taipei
government would allow them to do
so.

However, if Taiwan now turns
down the talks, it will give the IOC
the opportunity to recognize Peking
without appearing that it is being un-
reasonable to the Taiwanese.

GENEVA (Reuter). — The Khmer
Rouge Communist victory' in Cam-
bodia in April 1975 was the start of a
living hell in which at least 100,000

citizens died, according to a UN
report being discussed here.

One of the millions of Cambodians
forced to vacate cities and undergo
forced labour in the countryside by
the victorious Communists said of

the long march: “We must have
passed a body every 200 metres.
Most of them had died of gastro-
intestinal infections which cause
complete dehydration."
No city-dweller was spared the

evacuation, according to a Cambo-
dian doctor quoted in the report. “A
hospital department for sick
children turned into a common
grave because nobody, was allowed
in to fetch them. The Khmer Rouge
expelled the doctors and nurses, and
people who had just been operated
on died from lack of care,” he said.

The UN Commission on Human
Rights is discussing the report —
which condenses evidence submitted
by the governments of Australia,

Britain, Canada, Norway and the
U.S.; Amnesty International and the

During its current session the 32-

nation commission will be Invited to
condemn gross and violent violations

of human rights In Cambodia, .as

detailed In the report.
But Abdelwahab Bouhdiba of

Tunisia, chairman of the group
which prepared the report, said
when introducing itthat the situation

had changed with the overthrow of
the Khmer Rouge, government of
ousted prime nrintotg Pol Pot by
Vietnamese-backed forces.
Bouhdiba said the former regime
was charged with forcibly removing
between three and four million peo-
ple from cities and putting them to

forced labour on the land, often in
far-flung areas miles from their
original homes.

In less than four years of rule the
Cambodian authorities imposed a
drastic code of punishment, cur-
tailing freedom of speech and move-
ment while systematically
eliminating soldiers, intellectuals,

1

students, and all groups identified as
opposition, Bouhdiba said. He added
that religious and all other, facets of
traditional Cambodian life were out-

lawed. > .

said that in 1877 he hadbeam
group of 12 people, include
members of his family, hydV
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Arab League meets Lawyer’s death deldf^ Bhutto%
An Ynmnni pnuflinf RAWALPINDI (Reuter). — court for a review of its di

Ull X CLlid11 LUiLLul/t Pakistan's supreme court yesterday month to reject his apw

200 die from snow avalanches in India

NEW DELHI (Reuter). — Two hun-

dred people have died in avalanches
‘caused by unusually heavy
snowstorms in two remote
Himalayan valleys of Himachal
Pradesh state, the Press Trust of In-

dia (PTI) news agency reported

Psychiatric tests for
two men’s subway talk
MOSCOW (UPI). — A Moscow doc-
tor yesterday ordered psychiatric
exams for two young men -who were
arrested after KGB officials
overheard them cursing the Com-
munist Party in a Moscow subway.
Dissident leader Andrei Sakharov

reported the action was taken at a
closed hearing for Sergei Yer-
molayev, and Igor Poliakov, who
have been in prison since their arrest
on January 13.

STAY-AT-HOME. — Petrol stations
across Malta were closed yesterday
by a ban on Sunday petrol sales, Im-
posed as part of the government’s ef-

forts to save fuel. Malta used to get
petrol at cheap prices from Libya,
but Prime Minister Dom Mintoff an-
nounced at the end of last year that
Malta was now buying oil at com-
mercial prices because all aid to

Malta by Libya would be included In
a package deal.

POLICE

yesterday.

There have been 193 deaths in the
Lahaul vallev and seven In the near-

by Pangi valley, PTI added. Bad
weather and the difficult terrain

hampered relief operations.

BLOOD. — The Haifa branch of the
Association .of Americans and
Canadians in Israel will sponsor a
blood drive on Thursday, March 22,

from 2 to 7 p.m., in coordination with
Magen David Adorn. The drive will

be held at Mo'adon Goldbloom, 124
Sderot Hanassi, Central Carmel,
Haifa.

AMMAN (Reuter). — An Arab
League committee met in the North
Yemeni capital of Sana'a yesterday
to examine ways of resolving the
conflict between North and South
Yemen.
The committee was set up at an

Arab League Council emergency
meeting in Kuwait last week which
called for an immediate cease-fire
and the withdrawal, of forces within
10 days.
The two sides engaged in the

fighting, which erupted last month,
have since accused each other of

serious violations of the cease-fire.

The committee — composed of
ministers from Jordan, Iraq, Syria,
Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates,
Algeria, the head of the Palestine
Liberation Organization political

department and Arab League
|

Secretary-General Mahmoud Ri&d
— is scheduled to go to Aden in South !

Yemen after its meeting in Sana'a. I

RAWALPINDI (Reuter). —
Pakistan's supreme courtyesterday
adjourned until Saturday its hearing
of a petition' by condemned ex-
premier Zulfikar All Bhutto, follow-

ing the death of one of his leading
lawyers.

Bhutto's lawyers had pleadedfor a
two-week break following the death
on Friday of a senior member of the
defence team, bat the court yester-
day ruled that “long adjournment Is

neither justified nor appropriate.”
Bhutto has petitioned the supreme

t
M
i
t

court for a review of its d

month to reject his appeal

the death sentence tor onto

assassination ofa political opf

Ghulata AllMemon. 51, was

In Karachi on Saturday afterli

fered a heart attack while

notes for his nextappearance

the court/
Other defence lawyers saW

the panel would have ti

reconstituted but that reph

Memon. an expert on criminal

would be difficult.

9,000 firms seek orders at Leipzig fair

D^'Ain' n'JDO'O miar.fl
Jerusalem JYmphony Orchestra

GABY BERTtNh CHIEF CONDUCTOR ft MUSICAL DIRECTOR OKpoinTnirji-t(«irotn: ,rn -a nru.

The Israel Police requests tbe aid of
the public In its endeavours to find a
missing person:

ROBERT PALET
who was last seen in Neviot On
December 9. 1978, since when his

whereabouts are unknown.

Description: age 21, height 180 cm.,
build medium, face long, eyes
green, hair curly, lips thick.
Speaks English.
Anyone who knows his
whereabouts, or has seen him since
December 12, 1978, Is asked to con-
tact the Dept, for the Identification
of Missing Persons, National Police
Headquarters, Tel. 02-280423, or any
police station.

Jerusalem Theatre

Special Purim Concert

Tuesday, March 13, 8.30 p.m. '

Conductor: Stanley Sperber
Soloists: Nina Flayer, cello

Diana Boldin, soprano
Donny Ray Albert, bass-baritone

With the Choir of the Rubin Academy of Music, Jerusalem

Programme
Ibert, Divertimento; Bartok; Rhapsody for Cello and
Orchestra; Gershwin, Porgy and Bess (concert version)

Tickets: at popular prices at the Jerusalem Theatre (Tel.
667167) 4-8 p.m., and at Cahana and Cartis-On.
Additional reduction for Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra sub-
scribers.

Holyland Hotels
BayW Vegan, Jerusalem
Tel. 02-630201

Special Events and Social Activities
In that special atmosphere of breathtaking

mountain scenery - -

We invite Uie Jerusalem public to,

Social and Cultural Get-Togethers
"Lectures

"Artistic appearances
"Exhibitions

•Sports
Dully at 5 p.m. Afternoon tea with background music.
On March 15 at 3 p.m, — opening of &n exhibition of drawinga'and
paintings by artist Helen Sillman.
On June 15 — opening of the sports season.
Exact times of the special events will appear in separate an-
nouncements.

- Home-made pastries coupled with superb service —

LEIPZIG, East Germany (Reuter).
— Leipzig's annual spring trade fair
opened yesterday with more than 9,-

000 firms looking for business and
trying to give a lift to East-West
trade.

After a disappointing year for
business between Eastern Europe
and the West. Western firms are bop-

1’lpnn Akiva Netanya
International

Hebrew Study Centre

tag' the Leipzig fair may

end to the stagnation.

This year companies frooij

tKpn -60 countries are at the ^
fair, which is devoted tuj*

engineering, chemicals and

sumer goods. Up to half a ®

technical, experts,- econ»

planners' and buyers fro®

countries are expected to atta>

Ministry of Educate

and Culture

Department for

Adult Education

ULPAN AKIVA OFFERS

;

3, 4, 8, or 20-week-
”

HEBREW COURSES
IN COMFORTABLE HOTEL

SURROUNDINGS '

v .

(3 meals a day, air-conditioned rooms, tennis courts, s**®

ming pool)

For students, adults and families (with' children 12 y**
1*

age and upwards) ' -

Opening1 . April 22 May 20

June 24 July 2^ .

1. HEBREW FOR TOURISTS
2. HEBREW FOR NEW' IMMIGRANTS
3. HEBREW FOR HEBREW SPEAKERS
4. 3 WEEK SUMMER COURSE FOR TEACB®®8

who teach Hebrew as a second language.-,...

5. SPOKEN ARABIC (for Hebrew speakers)

44 study hours daily, social and cultural activities, to*u**nd

REGISTRATION FOR SUMMER COURSE® I

(June, July, August) CLOSES IN APB^L

ULPAN AKIVA, P.O.B. 266,
" “

' -

Netanya, (Tel: 053-38344)
Please.send me (without any obliga-
.Uon on my behalf) information on
your programmes Including dates
and fees. ..

'
• • '[£:#'

~ •'
. .

Address,



yjilhusfcwtlc Egyptians cheer theU.S. presidential party during the Carter visit to Cairo,
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Tel Aviv ASA ‘A,’ HU
in rugby cup showdown

By JACK LEON
Post Sports Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The exciting struggle
for the National Rugby League
championship has been narrowed
down to a two-horse race between
Tel Aviv ASA "A” and the Hebrew
University, as a result of the
weekend's penultimate matches of
the 1978/79 season.

Title-holders ASA "A" ended the .

championship hopes of Ylzre'el. with
a great 26-10 away win against the
kibbutz XV. while the Hebrew
University had a rest day. Both var-
sity clubs now have 18 points from 11
outings in the seven-team double
round-robin competition, with the
Tel Aviv team marginally ahead on
goal-difference.

Yizre'el are In joint third place
with Ha'ogen-Nir Eliahu, each with
16 points. Ha'ogen — who were
themselves league leaders less than
a month ago — completed their
programme in style over the
weekend, cruising to a 36-3 away vic-
tory over Tei Aviv ASA “B," at the
Wingate Institute. The winners'

talented centre Leon Green led the
scoring with 12 points, made up of a
try and four conversions.
But Ylzre'el do still have a vital

say in the destination of the cham-
pionship, as next Saturday they
travel to the Hebrew University, in

what Is likely tp be a very tough final

game for the Jerusalemites.

In contrast. ASA ‘'A” should not be
too extended in getting the better of
Kiryat Sbmona at Wingate. The
Upper Galilee guests are in fifth

place in the table — ahead of ASA
*•B" and the Technlon — but only
have five points from 10 matches.

In the event of ASA "A'’ and the
Hebrew University finishing the
season with the same number of

points, they will play off for the title

later in the month, Israel Rugby
Football Union vice-president Alan
Brazg told The Jerusalem Post
yesterday. The old varsity rivals

shared the first rugby league cham-
pionship title in 1972, but the Tel Aviv
team was an outright winner in 1975,

as well as Last year.

Ali meets Ellis for exhibition bout
BOSTON i AF). — Muhammad Ali
says, “The worst thing 1 can do is get
back in a boxing ring."
Nevertheless, he'll continue to do so,

pocketing tidy sums of cash For ex-
hibitions.

Just last night he was slated to

appear at the Providence. Rhode
Island, Civic Centre, where the
heavyweight champion will get $75,-

000 for a five-round sparring session
with Jimmy Ellis.

The talkative Ali apparently con-
siders this little more than a quick
dose of showmanship because he
said last week, "I’m never getting in
a ring for a fight.”

Tickets for ringside seats, in-

cluding admission to a pre-fight
cocktail party for Ali, are $50.

Speaking to reporters in Boston
and Providence by telephone from
his Chicago home, Ali said, “I can

always change my mind” about
retirement. But the legendary
heavyweight left little doubt that his
fighting days are over. He’ll soon
embark on world travels, with a stop
in Iran to meet that nation's new
leaders.

“It’s very important that I go out
as the heavyweight champion. I’ll be
the first black man to do it.” said Ali.

“The worst thing I could do is mess I

up my image.”
He claimed to have rejected a

( 12 m. offer to fight light
heavyweight champion Mike
Rossman because, “even after I’d
win, people would say I went out &
bum. dodging contenders.
“I went out perfect. 1 filled the

superdrome. I am the greatest of all

time and there's nothing anyone can
do about it. I destroyed all my
enemies."

Inflationary UK football fees

High jump record set Israeli pinner 4th

at Wingate tournament at W. German tourney*
Pnafr .dnnrts RimnrtltrPost Sports Reporter

Seventeen year old Gideon Har-
mat of Emek Hefer yesterday set a
new national record in the high jump
when he broke the two metre
barrier, aetting a new high of 2.01

metres.
Harmat was participating in the

national school boys championship
at the Wingate Institute in Netanya.
The previous record was held by

Url Braun of Tel Aviv Maccabi who
reached two metres a year ago.

By PAUL KOHJV
Bill Pinkus. a new immigrant from

the U.S., who is an Israel probable in
free-atyle wrestling at the Olympic
Games in Moscow next year, took
fourth place in an international
wrestling meet in Freiburg. West
Germany last week.
Pinkus wrestled in the 62 kilo divi-

sion and was fourth of23 wrestlers In

this event. He will continue to the
U.S. to participate in several wrestl-
ing championships there.

nttuipant inflation has hit the

British soccer scene and prompted
some team managers to call for a
celling on transfer prices. They say
prices now being demanded for

players are out of all proportion to

their real value and are nonsensical

at a time when most soccer clrfbs

claim there is a cash crisis.

Certainly, prices are rising much
faster than the country's inflation

rate. Manchester United raised a
few eyebrows last year when it paid

out £500.000 for Scottish inter-

national defender Gordon McQueen.
Yet this season West Bromwich Al-

bion paid £526.000 for a non-
international, David Mills, who has
yet to play a full game for the first

team. That was followed by the sen-

sational transfer of Trevor Francis
for more than £lm. to Nottingham
Forest.
Now Second Division West Ham

has forked out £530,000 for, Phil

Parkes, rated England's fourth-best

goalkeeper, as the club attempts to

climb back into the First Division.

With a limited supply of top-class

players being chased by ambitious

clubs, more transfers at such in-

flated prices are bound to follow.

At the same time only a handful of

England's 92 League club® have in-

vested in any form of pitch protec-

tion. such as underground heating or

hot-air systems, and have been
caught out by the worst winter for

years. Most systems cost only a frac-

tion of the money now being paid for

players of doubtful class but in-

vestments in ground and pitch im-
provements are, unlike player
transfers, not eligible for tax relief.

Until they are, transfer fees will

continue to spiral while pitches and
grounds are neglected. One result Is

that managers will increasingly look

for new players abroad, particularly

in Latin America, where class

players can still be bought far a frac-

tion of their European counterparts.

Bantam champ back with knockout
LOS ANGELES (Reuter). — Carlos
Zarate of Mexico made a successful
comeback Sunday night, knocking
out Mensa Kpalogo of Togo, in the
third round of a scheduled 15-round
bout to retain his World Boxing.
Council bantamweight cham-
pionship.

The fight was Zarate's first since
he was knocked out on October 28 by
WUfredo Gomez of Puerto Rico, the
only loss in Zarate’s career.
The champion, however, had little

trouble with - Kpalogo as he con-
trolled the fight from start to finish.

The victory, Zarate’s ninth
successful defence of the crown that
he won In May 1976, boosted his

career record to 54 wins against one
loss. It was the 53rd knockout for the
hard-hitting Mexican.
The fight was In jeopardy earlier

today when Zarate weighed in at half

a kilo over the bantamweight limit of
50 kg. But the champion was able to
shed the weight to allow the fight to

go on.

The added work did not seem to

bother the 26-year-old champion. He
was the aggressor from the opening
bell, concentrating on the

challenger’s body in the first round,

throwing powerful lefts to Kpalogo'a

stomach.
The end came suddenly with less

than 30 seconds to go in the third

round. Zarate, who was continuing to

attack the body, suddenly connected
with a right-left combination to

Kpalogo's head, sending him to the

canvas. The challenger, on his knees
end cradling his head on the deck,

ever made an attempt to rise as
referee Terry Smith counted him
out.

*

Aussies polish off

Pakistan XI for 196
MELBOURNE (Reuter). —
Australian pace bowlers Rodney
Hogg and Alan Hurst ploughed
through the star-studded. Pakistani
batting line-up on the opening day of

the first cricket test here Friday.
Hogg, who at one stage had three

wickets for nine runs, and Hurst
curbed the normally aggressive
visiting batsmen and polished them
off for 196 shortly before close of

play.
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Gomez retains titleNEW YORK: (Reuter)
“

Rico’s WUfredo Gome* uaf
punch in his ''ftrinUabtf
gave Nestor Jimlnez of
severe pounding here os
night to retain his World i

Council '( WBC) super-balam
title when the - referee stona
fight in the fifth round.

SHfflBosna edges B
BADALONA, Spain (Reuter).

.

of Yugoslavia beat Ju'
Bad&lona of Spain 98-3* here c

day In their. European Cop of I

pions basketball semi-final

i

seVies match.

everything. that turns

your leisur e into pleasure!

FASHION•SPORT
•CAMPING

at the
leisure-pleasure

centre!

Notices in this feature are charged at IL44.80 per line Including VAT; intalta

day costs IL739.20 including VAT. per month. Copyaccepted at offices ofThefcn
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Jerusalem . Tours '— 19a Karen Hayood S

MUSEUMS . Jerusalem, Tel. 282798.

Israel Museum Exhibitions: Honore ^ j

Daumier — Nothing New Under the Son. -JenasriemElbac^ tea, admfaj

Daumier lithographs on centenary of his Rofcema. TeL 81403. 7J(Jim.-g

death. The Kadisfamaa Connection — . .. . i

.

works by more than 100 artists on proofs of Tel Aviv
a Kadlahman print; with the generous-' -

assistance of Golden Pages, the Israel. “

„

.

.

v****®^**^?# ^^^SS^>naentati0ns, display
equipment. NeohtWc figurines from

tennia£Jlf ^ eiffln
Sha’ar Hsgolan. Childhood Drawings and . Rv(
Paintings by Israeli Artists (side by side wJnrrnf w
StJStSffH2SSJ2SSS2:

Programmes are subject to change
during President Carter's visit.

EDUCATIONAL: 16.00 Programme
for kindergarteners. 16.30 Science
Fiction series. 17.00 Family situation

CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMES:

27.30

Carousel for Purim — with
Avroham Mor, Hava Alberstein.
Shlomo Vlshinsky and Hanan
Goldblatt.

18.00

Musical Chairs — Julies
Chagrin overturns the club house;
Khachaturian: The Sabre Dance

ON THE AIR

"First Programme

7.07 Morning Melodies

8.10

(Stereo): Morning Concert —
Praetorlua: Terpsichore Dances;
Bach: Cantata No.SO; Haydn: 7
Etudes for Flute; Mozart: Diver-
timento, K.239; Bartok: Music for
Strings, Percussions and Celesta;
Mouroix: Correspondence; Mouton:
Pieces for Lute
10.05 Radio story
10.25 Tunes for Purim
11.15 Music from Korea; Autumn
Games, from the Folklore Festival at
Dijon, France
12.09 (Stereo): Debut Recital —
Galina Zonlsh, piano — Beethoven:
Rondo In C, Op-51, No.l; Schumann:
Fant&sfestuecJfe, Op.lll, Nos. l. 2, 3;
Schumann-Llszt : Dedication;
Shostakovich: Six Preludes, Op.Sl
12.33 (Stereo): Jerusalem StringMo
— Beethoven: Trio Op.9 No.l
13.00 (Stereo): Noon Concert;;
Glazunov: The Seasons; Hummel:
Introduction. Theme and Variations
for Oboe & Orchestra; Dvorak:
Serenade for Strings, Op-22

24.10 Children's programmes
15.30 World of Science
15.50 Notes on a new book
16.05 (Stereo) : Zukerznan-Neikrug
(repeat) — Works by Faure, Nelkrug,
Yaaye. Prokofiev, TartIni
17.20 Music Quiz (repeat)
20.15 The Composer and hla Inter-
preter — The Wife of the Composer
21.00 Everyman's University
21.30 Speaker's Podium
22.05 (Stereo): Bracha Eden-
Alexander Tamlr — Dan Gottfried,
piano — The Same Lady in Different
Apparel — works by Vivaldi, Bach.

CINEMAS

Jerusalem 4. 1, 9
Anmn : The Big Sleep; Eden: Short
Eyes; Edison: The Dirty Dozen 4.

6.45. 9.15: Ilabi rah: Beach Police:
Kflr: F.I.S.T. 4. 6.30. B.X6 ; Mitchell:
Foul Play 6.45, 9.15. Wed. also at 4;

Ontll: Dcrsu Uxala 4. 6-45. 9; Orion:
Force 10 From Navarone 4, 6.30. 9:

Oriut: 1900 (Part One andTwoi Part
One 4. 6.30. Part Two B: Bon: Gen-
voy: Semadar: Iphlgenie T. 9.15:

Small Auditorium Blnyr oel
lla'mma: The Sailor Who Fell From
Grace With The Sea 7. 9.15; Cinema
One: Sound of Music.

Tel Aviv, t.3f, 7.15, 9.30
Allenb.v: Foul Piny: Ben Yehuda:
Girl Friends; Chen: Power Play:
Cinema One: La Folle Des
Grandeurs: Cinema Two: The
World's Greatest Lover 4.30, 7, 9.30:
l*ek<-l: Midnight Express 7. 9.30;
Drive. fn: The Aniazing Captain

ARABIC-LANGUAGE programmes:

18.30

News roundup
18.32 Sports

10-27 Programme announcements
19.80 News
HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at 20.00 with the reading of

the Scroll of Esther — live broadcast
from Kfar Batya. Pupils of the Youth
Village read according to the
traditions of different communities.

20-

50 Purim songs

21.00

Mabat newsreel

21-

30 Nine Squared. A Special Purim
edition of the TV game will be in-

troduced by Meir Shalev

Mozart. Milhaud, Poulenc —
classical and Jazz
28.23 (Stereo): Contemporary Music
— 23:28 — John Cage: Solo No.l for
Soprano (Adi Etzloni; Zvt Avni:
Synchromotraak Joasi Marhalm:
Voices that I love
00.10 (Stereo) : Choral Music

Second Programme
7.00 This Morning — news magazine
8.10 Good Morning— songs, chatwith
Rlvka Michael!
18.05 Midday — news commentary
14.10 Musical Adventures
16.05 Sabbath songs
16.10 Magazrne on health and
medicine
17.10 Men! Peer's talk and entertain-

ment show
18.05 Reading from the Scroll of
Esther from the Great Synagogue in
Tel Aviv
19.00 Today — people and events in

the news
19.47 Bible Reading — The Book of
Esther
20.05 Comedy programme with Yoasi
Banal (repeat)
21.05 Jazz Corner
22.05 Selections of humorous stories
and songs
23.05 Radio Information —
everything you always wanted to
know and didn't know whom to oak.
Special Purim programme

news in English
7.00 (Fourth. Fifth) *

24.00 (Fourth, Filth) •

18.00 (Fourth)
20.00 (Fourth) •

22.00 (Fifth) •

00.30 (Fifth) •

* Fourth programme: 737 kHz;
Jerusalem area 674; central and
southern Israel 1025
* Fifth programme: Short wave and
FM 88.2 MHz

Nemo 6, House Calls 8 . 10; Esther:
The Silent Partner: Gat: Dona Flor
and Her Two Husbands; Gordon:
La'Aime Ou La Cuisae; Hod: Kean
Dog Blues: Unur: Violetta Nodere
4.30, 7, 9.30; Maxim: Crazy Horse;
Mograbl: Convoy 4.30, 7.30. 9.30;

Opfalr: Gypsies Go To Heaven: Orly:
The Thirty Nine Steps; Paris: A
Woman or Paris 10 , 12. 2. 4, 7.15. 9.30;
Peer: F.I.S.T. 6.45, 9.15; Ramal
Aviv: Halahaka 7.15, 9.30. Tues. also
at4.30: Royal i Lovers on the Snow 10,
12.. 2, 4, 7,30, 9.30; Shabaff;
Interiors ; Studio: The Goodbye
Girl; Trbrlct: An Enemy of the
People: Tel Aviv: Every Which Way
But Loose: Tel Aviv Mimenrn: The
Lacpmaker; Zafon: Mon Premier
'Amour.

Nairn. 1, 6.4S, 9

Amphitheatre; Force 10 From.'
Navarone: Arm on: MacArthur (The
Rebel General) 4. 6.30. 9; Atzraon:
Mean Dog Blues: Chen: Where
Eagles Dare 5.30. 8.45: Galor: Beguil-
ed 10. 2. 7. God With Us 12 . 4, 9;
Miron: Love French Style; Moriah:
Sproszck 6.45. 9: Orsh: The

22.10

SIng-aiong with Dori Ban Zeev
and hi" guests

23.00 Van Der Valk. Thriller aeries

starring Barry Forster: The Rand
28JO Almost Midnight — News
JORDAN TV (unofficial)

:

17.40- Laff a Bit. 17.55 Baggy Pants.

18.00 Thunder. 18.80 French Hour.

18.45 (JTV 3) Grizzly Adams. 19.00

News in French. 19.30 News In

Hebrew. 20.00* News in Arabic. 20.80

The Rag Trade 21.10 Romance 22.00

News In English- 22.15* Sword of

Justice

* (JTV 6, Shows with asterisks con-

tinue on JTV 3.)

Army

6.30

University on the air — Prof.

Hava Lazarus-Yafe lectures on the

Foundations of Islam
7.07 "707" — Alex Anakl presents

selections ofmusicand items from the

morning newspapers
8.05 IDF morning newsreel
9.05 Israeli Winter — 8 hours of

music, skits, jokes and news flashes

with Ell TlsraeU
12.46 15 Minutes— Political commen-
tary
18.05 Today's favourite — songs with

a special theme
14.05 Two Hours — music, art.

cinema and theatre reviews, inter-

views. and anecdotes
16.05 Tales of artists and actors as
pupils and performers
17.05 IDF evening newsreel
18.05 Special Purim programme with
Dorl Ben-Ze'ev
22.06 Masked Ball — dancing party
with Gadi Livneh
01.05 Purim Night Madness

VOICE OF AMERICA
NEWS SHOWS
1259 kilo Hertz;
5-6 and 8-8.30 a.m. — Dally breakfast-
show with news, popular music and

t

interviews.
ii -12 p.m. — News, analysis and
topical reports.
4-8.30 a.m. — Daily breakfast show,
as above. •

791 kiioHertz:
9-10 p.m. — VOA magazine, with
Americana, science and cultural
news, roundup of news.

NEWS COMMENTARY
Second Programme: Following the
news at -7 a.m. 1 p.m. and 7 p.m.
Army Radio: Following the 8 a.m.
and S p.m. news and at 11.40 p.m.

Lacemaker; Ordan: The Turning
Point: Orion: The Dirty Heroes;
Orly: Grease 4. 6.30, 9; Peer: Foul
Play; Ron: Convoy; Shavft: fuming
Home 6.30. 9.

Ramal Gan 4, 7.15, 9.30
Arman: Power Play; Hadar: Derail
Uzala; Ijjy: ComingHome 7.15, 8.30;
Oasis: Crazy Horse 4. 7, 9.30: Ordea:
Every Which Way But Loose 4.30.
7.15, 9.30; Kama: Grandea Vacances
7.15, 9.30, Mon., Tues.. Wed. also at
4.30; Ramal Gan: The Eyes of Laura
Mars 7.1S. 9.30. .

HerzBya
David: The Goodbye Girl 7. 9.16:
Tlfrn-t Herzliya: The Duchess and
the Dirt Water Fox 7.15. 9.15.

Helen
Migdal: The Betsy

Prlnh Tfkva
.Shalom: The Other Side of Midnight
6. 9.

•
,

Nplanya
Esther: Annie Hall 4.30. 7. 9.15.

DEADLINES Jerusalem: Weekdays: 10 a_m. of day prior to publication. For Friday's

paper: 5 p.m. on Wednesday. For Sunday's paper: 8 p.m. on Thursday. Tel Aviv and
Haifa: Weekdays and Friday: 12 noon two days prior to publication. For Sunday's

paper: 12 noon Thursday.

Ads are accepted at all offices of The Jerusalem Post (for addresses see masthead on

back page) and at all recognized advertising agencies. . .-

Weekday rates: Minimum charge of IL112.00 for eight words; lULjO;for each ad-

ditional word. Friday and holiday eve rates: Minimum charge ot HJ&2.00 for eigta

words; IL19.00 for each additional word. All rates include VAT.
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:Jerusalem, a dark haired Siamese male cat

JERUSALEM wearing red collar. Please call: 02-866486.

ffffnujitftrinfrfrfrijfiiffrnmrf Reward.

Willi

1 PURCHASE/SALE
herzuya

ijiitiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiDiiiiitimiiniiDiiiiiii
rrrrr. r. ,j t , rrrrm, rrrr BUYS everything, televisions.

HOUSE REQUIRED to rent for general stereos, furniture, liquidations. Tel. 03-

manager ot Alitalia, with 8 bedrooms. 2 339793 , 03-863748.
bathrooms, large living room and separate

dining room + phone, in Herzliya Pituah. ||i|||l(}i>|>||M||!tl|ill}||lil!l!lilllll!!!fmiil!!lli
Kfar Shmaryafau area. Pleasse apply to Mrs.
Ellen. Tel. 03-2441*1 . 8.30 a.m .-4 p.m. SFRVTflES
liiiiiiniiiiimiiKimmiMmiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

.
-|

________FREIGHT/STORAGE BENNY BAND. South African cabinet

!lllill!IIIIIil[|||!lll!lillllil!llllllllil!lil(l[|ll!ill

INTERMOVE LTD. Worldwide, household 052-32948 (after 5 p-m.)

•£?oiKf;(SSJatea
'
ifiiiiiifiiiriiiifififiiiri/iiiiiii/iniiiiniiifiiiiriii

imMimiinmiminMnnimHiMmunummu 1
.. T v & RADIO

PLUMBING/HEATING mm mi mimmiummiiiim
TELEVISION REPAIRS within one day. in

PLUMBING. HEATING systems advanced laboratory. Special department for1

maintenance, repairs, stove and chimney “lour T.V. -Electron." Tel. 03-447030. 03-

cleanlng. T.D.L. Tel. 02-242107. 225860. 443136.

FLIGHTS

This srhc-dulc w subject to change without
prior Hnllec. Haiders are advised to call
B\rn-Gururn Airport Flight Information,
root A7/46/-3-3 {or iKt-SSHm for El At
flights nnlfil fur changes in times of
Arrivals rind Departures.

Monday

Arrivals
0120 Alitalia 762 Rome
1225 El At 010 New York
1255 El A1 004 New York
1410 SAA 266 Johannesburg, Lisbon
1430 TWA 880 Kansas City, Chicago, New
York, Athens
1555 Lufthansa 606 Frankfurt, Munich
1718 TWA 810 Phoenix, Chicago. Boston,
Paris. Rome
1725 KLM 525 Amsterdam
1800 Alitalia 746 Rome
1805 Swissair 332 Zurich
1900 El Al 346 Geneva. Zurich
1910 Olympic 30i Athens
1940 El Al 386 Rome
2015 El Al 338 Amsterdam
2035 El Ai 334 Brussels, Vienna
2040 El Al 324 Haris

2050 British Air 5T0 London
2120 El Al 378 Copenhagen
2125 Air France 132 Paris. Lyon
2200 El Al 816 London

Departures

0250 Alitalia 762 Bombay, Singapore.
Sydney. Melbourne
0640 TWA 803 Paris, New York
0700 Swissair 333 Zurich
0710 TWA 81j Athens, Rome. Paris. U.S.A.
0736 El Al 331 Vienna. Brussels
0750 Olympic 302 Athens
0800 El Al 029 Haris. Montreal. New York
0820 El Al 349 Geneva, Zurich
0830 Air France 137 Paris
0850 British Air 577 London
0900 Si Al 013 Liondon, New York
M10 TWA 88i Athens, New York
0920 Kl Al 337 Amsterdam
0640 El Al 377 Copenhagen
1020 El Al 323 Haris
1100 Ei AJ 315 London
1200 SI Al 385 Rome

,

1640 SAA 267 Lisbon. Johannesburg
1655 Lufthansa 605 Frankfurt.
1920 Alitalia 747 Rome

Tills flight information is supplied by the
PeH-Ouriun International Airport Coor-
rfhuilhrH Centre.

Tel Aviv
MUSEUMS .
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A SQUARE (KOSHER) meal for a fair price. B®F°5,E
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Balfour Cellar. Haifa. Tel. 04-682219, 665300. automobile Insurance, phone Goshen. Tel. 03-

BimS
WHERE TO STAY PERSONAL.
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term from 821 per- day. Special P“r es,
;

ort •ervlc« ^
arrangements for long'term. Herzliya 265883 H2 noon-7 p.m. 1

ShSL
TeL nVm ’ * Rehov m mmmumutnmiumvmmm

muumiuiiiiiiiiimiKiiiiiimiiiKmuMimiKi DFTC

TOURIST!!! For escort service dial 03~

265883 (12 noon-7 p.m.l
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PETS

Pencil. Creative wort with pencil.

Exhibit of the Month: Rare scroll of

Esther. Venice; early 17th century-
Handwritten and Illustrated in Ink on
parchment. Woven and Printed textiles.

At the Rockefeller Museum: Two Egyp-

tian bronze statuettes of Imhotep (Egyp-

tian!. Bronze figurine of Alexander the

Great, late Hellenistic period. Prehistoric

banters’ sites in northern Sinai.

Paley Centre (Youth Wing near
Rockefeller Museum) : The Art of Ancient
Egypt. Visiting hours: Israel Museum:
Sun., Mon., Wed., Tburs. 10 &.m,-5 p.m.;

Tue. 4-10 p-m. ; Fri. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.; Sat. 10

a.m .-2 p.m. Shrine of the Book, Billy Bose
Art Garden: Sun., Mon., Wed., Thur. 10

a.m.-5 pm>. Tue. 10 ajn.-lO p.m.; Fri. and
Sat. 10 &Jcn.-2 pm. Rockefeller Museum:
Sun. — Thur. 10 aan.-5 p.m.; Fri- Sat. 10
a.m.-2 p.m. Tickets for Sat. and holidays
'must be purchased In advance at' the

.

Museum. Cahana or major Jerusalem
hotels; in Tel Aviv at Rococo. Hadran and
Kastel. Free guided tears In English, Sun.,.

Wed- 11.00 a.m- Tues. 4.80 p.m. from up-
per entrance hall.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Hadassah Tours
1 . Medical Centre, in Kiryat Hadassah.
Tours In English at 9.' 10. U a.m. and 12

noon. leaving from the Kennedy Building.
Tour Includes Chagall Windows. No
charge.
The Hadassah Synagogue — Chagall Win-
dows — open to the. public from 1.80-4.00

p-m- Sunday-Thursday. Biu&i 19 and 27.

2. Mt. Scopus Hospital: Tours from 8.30
&.m. to 12.30 pjn. No charge. Buses 9 and
28. Tei. 818111. .

.

3. Morning half-day tour of all Hadassah
projects, $5 per person towards transport :

tation. By reservation only: Tel. ,416383’.

Hebrew University, tours in English at 9
and U a.m. from Administration Building.
Givat Ram Campus. Mount Scopus tours

11.30

-a.m. from the Martin Buber
Building. Buses 9 and 28. School of Educa-
tion bus stop. Further details: Tel. 85430.

Eniuish — National Religions Women's
Organization. Tourist Centre, 26 Rehov
Ben Maimon. TeL 02-62468. 30620, 811588.
American Mbcrachl Women. Free Morning

terminals, etc. In the ezHtakiOB s
' “Image.' Before my Eyei"

photographic history of Jewish

Poland (1894-1839). Visiting iuwn:

Mon., Thur, 10 ajh.n5pjn. Tur»W

pju. Fri- Bat closed. Beth

located at Rehov Klausner. Hum
(entrance .thnaigh. gate 2 of W
UnlveraltycampuaY.
Tef Aviv Kuaewm. 27 B4er*

Hamelech. ExhUMon: Briefed

— Drawings of a« Architect Bi

Profile
—

' Herd’s Image inthe A*

Visiting Honrs: Son- Mon., Tn-

"

ait— 10 pJn. Fri. JO a-m.—Iju*

— 11 p.m. New Museum BdUN
Sat- 10 ajn.r-^

X

p-m., entrance in

CONDUCTED TOURS
Enourish — National Bsligt*1* *
Organization: "KasteL" 1$
GaMroL Tel. 440818. 788942. 7W*
Canadian Hadasaak-WHo OHk

Rehov Hayarkon.TeL 22T0M, i

OBT Israel: Fbr visits plm« <*

ORT Tel Aviv, Tel.

Jerusalem, Tel. 583141; ORT »

Tel. 38744. _
American Mbracfal Women.
— Tel Aviv — Tel. 220187. tO»
Pioneer Women — Na'amat’JW

'See our aocte-educatifflial w™'®
for reservations, Tel Aviv. D^®*"

M. and K- UpsW. Varte4j*
Cuisine. Open afternoon atftra

Rehov Yefet, Jaffa. Tei.
09«*J»

Fondue Bar* TradiU<mal3«
mospbere. Open 12 wxm - mww
Rehov Dizengoff..

Haifa
MUSEUMS luAa
Visit tin HaUa
Modero Art, 26 Rehov
523255-8. National Maritime-^

Oleg*] Immigration. Td.

TeL 644465. Japanese Art,.«*«

^

Katz, TeL 83482- Dagon Gis»»

TeL 664221. Artiste’ Heme,™*
What’s Oh in Haifa, dW

Rehovot w
The Wefamaim MIMP9* j

from 8.00 tun. to 3.80 P-™;

to see film on JnatttmaarT^

tivfties, shown regularly »»
. 3.00 pm. Friday 11-00 aJi-°w

Tours ef the WeizmaM1 „
hour from 9.00 a.m.;to 830P .

noon on Friday. Nominal teew
to Welsmimn House. y,

For Triors of the Hobs*

054-83230. 054-83328. '

.
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Today On vacation in Israel
Monday, March 12, 1979 The Jerusalem Post Page^

Paradise lost?
For a sybaritic adventure holiday,
nothing can beat the unblemished
beaches o£ Neviot. Buthowlong willwe
be able to visit this serene desert oasis?
asks HarryWall. Photos: Richard Ndwitz.

Floioer harvest in Moshav Neviot ’s gardens, and.panoramic viewof the moshav 's melonfields (below).

ONE OF THE consequences of the Camp
David accords is a reawakening of interest in

the Sinai. Thousands of Israeli tourists have
been flocking to the desert peninsula since last

September, when it was announced that the

entire region would be returned to Egypt.
Many of them are first-time visitors,

prompted by the concern that they may never
have the opportunity to go there again.

Of course, if there is real peace with Egypt,
there should be no reason why Israelis, like

other foreigners, would not be able to travel

freely through the peninsula.

Most of the visitors are lured by the magnifi-

cent, stark terrain and unblemished beaches

that characterise the region. With its lofty

peaks, high-walled wadis, and Red Sea coast

teeming with coral life and colourful fish, the

Sinai has beckoned those seeking outdoor

adventure in the great desert frontier.

But those who want to combine their desert

adventure with the sybaritic pleasures of

resort luxury, can satisfy both yearnings at

the Neviot Holiday Village.

The holiday village sits on a beautiful bay
formed by the Gulf of Eilat, about an hour's

drive down the two-lane road from Eilat. The
whole area is a large desert oasis in a palm-
studded delta that separates the desiccated
Sinai mountain range from the crystal blue
waters of the Gulf.

The holiday village is owned and operated
by the nearby moshav of the same name. But
don't make comparisons with the restained at-

mosphere of other settlement-operated
resorts In Israel. Neviot caters primarily to a

young clientele including a large number of

Europeans during the winter — whose idea of
a good time Is more than having someone else
cook dinner for a change. And singles who
want to get off the coffee and cake circuit for a
while will find an inviting ambience at the
holiday village.

Neviot offers, as they say, something for

everyone. There's scuba diving, or snorkling
for the less adventurous, at the diving centre,
swimming, tennis, bicycling or sunbathing on
the pristine beaches. (If you want a complete-
ly even tan, there's an enclosed area where
you can bronze yourself in the buff.) For those
who prefer their water sports above the sur-
face, there's sailing, waterskiing and pleasure
rides in kayaks and motor boats.
A variety of outings are on the calendar of

tours organized by the village. These may In-

clude a half-day tour to Ein Fortuga, the
largest fresh-water oasis in the Southern
Sinai, a full-day excursion to Santa Katerina
(both in command cars with a knowledgeable
guide) , or a free glass-bottom boat tour and a
glimpse at the wonder-world beneath the Red
Sea surface. And for those who want a little

anthropology with their vacation, visits can be
arranged to the nearby Beduin villages and
coffee with the sheikhs.
On the other hand, if your tastes are less

athletic, there's always easy conversation and
drinks at the Oasis Bar, a splendid patio deck
fronting a grove of date palms and facing the
barren hills of Saudla Arabia across the Gulf.
Instead of money, plastic tokens, in the form
of a chain bracelet, are used as currency. The

only distractions from watching*
Sinai aunsetare the Ej^peangiris,*^^
up a majority of the resart'g

preferring the Sinai climate to
the winter.
Neviot can accommodate about 130

at one time either in comfortable
conditioned rooms with private bath*
economy-style thatched bungalows. Mfesh ^

taken in the relaxed ambience of

appetite. -

dining room, and while the cuisine

considered haute, it does satisfy a Xj
Evening activities vary, depending^J

weekly schedule. It may consist of dkj
dancing, a piano bar, or
films. Or, after a full day under the wau.i
travelling through the wadis, you may
to just relax at the bar where you can 8tiS?
a new acquaintance and, if the connS
right, well... how time Just files.

If you get the impression that this is a bi*

for people whose souls haven’t foaiS
* that's correct. But neither does it havethc
satz chic aura of a Club Mediterraim6e

Q

"We try to create a relaxed atmosa*
here where the guestscan do what they***?
says Moahe Ron, the laraeli-bora aww
manager of the resort Ron, who spor£aw
of thick muttonchop sideburns and
"Cockney" cap, does not look like the (arnJ
that he is. Uke other members of the mo*u
he takes bis turn working in the hoUdi.

village, instead of the settlement's hotholT
brimming with flowers or melons bound
Europe.
Ron faces the dilemma of keeping the ream

operating as usual, despite the three-ye.

deadline imposed by the Camp David accord
when it would have to be abandoned by ft

Israelis. "It's a real shame," he says,

built something beautiful here, when u®
was nothing before. And to have to give it 1

Egypt..." his voice trails off.

While the morale of the moshav membei
has sunk since Camp David, the operation d

the holiday village is business as usual, “ff

had hoped to add 30 new rooms this year, fe

that's out now," says Ron. Although bush®

this season has been good, the moshav
I

worried about the prospects during the tra®

tfon period before Egypt takes control oftfe

Sinai. "European travel agents are not a
what to do about sending their clients ha
next year, because of the political sttuaths

We try to assure them that we will still b

here, but they don't understand wh&t'B gofc

on."
* The political turn of events has not had an

apparent effect upon the number of

enthusiasts coming to Neviot "Last year *

had 750 students who learned to dive here,

stales BUI Jackson, one of the instructor 1

the diving centre. Twice monthly the Dtiiaj

Centre offers seven-day courses for begfanea

The course includes lectures, slides anddta

in full scuba equipment. The centre also rife

diving safaris every month to various rits

along the Red Sea coast.

"We haven't had one student hint or a

perienced an accident In five years 1m

j

opened; here,'*: says Jacksoin, an/lmnM
from Ncrw^Sea^d/fo.^ ^ft

landlover.ln order'totake the
person underthe age of35 mustpresenrace
ttficate of good health from Ids doctor/

he’s over 35, an EKG exam aswelt/?
'

"Diving is where the new action#^!
Sinai," says the instructor, expteiattg^^
ularityof theunderwater spori..*tA#|j

have some of the mbat spectacgjlsr^^
the world," adds Jackson, whchMproWJ
mysteries of the ocean - depths fto&ir

Mauritius Islands to the Great Barrl^

off thecoast of Australia. So.kmg sat

and the fish ai» "pi^cted‘;^flfc.
Preservation Society, Jackjwn bdte^
Red Sea will contfoue ta attra<^ dlverff1_

all over; the world.
however, whether the reef wlfl remafo

ffi
preserved after lsr&el evacuates
he worries.

- . Z.
' r 1
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Despite having been ciught.tna V

laelstrom, Neviot remaina a serene^^^^^j /_ ;/maelstrom,
paradise. Though
business, the
proven themselves
with a "laid
more than a
leaving this funky desert.oasU^ ps
pity it will be to have topity it win oe to nave to give
thing after having just dl^ovwe^ :r n-’

IF EVER another cooking course la

given at Salad's Rimon Inn, the hotel

management will have to buy an ex-

haust fan, far the sake of guests not

taking the course.
When I gave a four-day course in

Middle Eastern cooking as part of a
Landciafta study holiday, residents

of the rooms opposite the bar, where
the cooking course was being held,

reported that the smells drove them
.crazy . All they could think about was
food.
The session was a pilot project for

ljandcrafts, a new idea in holidays,

originated by a young social work
lecturer from the U.S., Harry Stern.

Geared for Israelis as well as foreign

visitors, It is founded on the Idea that

many holiday-makers would prefer

•some creative activity.

bast year's courses, in addition to

cooking, included jewellery making,
weaving and drawing. Workshops
planned for the future are In batik,

.sculpture and copper etching. Par-

Cook's Course
Food Editor Haim Shapiro takes a working holiday

'tlcipants in workshops in the plastic

arts enjoyed taking home the wall-

hangings, earrings and drawings
they had made.
On the other hand, the cooking

class participants had some advan-
tages of their own, not the least of

which was eating their own lessons

every day. The only complaint?
Some of the participants found
themselves gaining weight.
In contrast to the crafts Instruc-

tors, who were dealing entirely with
beginners, I found a wide range of
cooking knowledge, from those who
were quite well-versed in kitchen
lore to those who knew hardly
anything about the subject. This had

the advantage of transforming what
might have been a class lnto- a true
workshop In which the members
each contributed their own
knowledge.

I did feel a little guilty about keep-
ing the participants cooped up much
of the day cooking, when they had all

of Safad to enjoy. True, at least one
of the evenings was spent In an im-
promptu tour of the artists’ quarter,
but I felt, perhaps mistakenly, that
people on holiday want to have some
time to rest, swim, sit in the sun and
just wander about.
My recommendations for future

courses Included the proviso that
participants, not to speak of the

leaders, need some time off. Our
biggest excursion. I'm afraid, was to
the hotel garden to pick rosemary
for a dish of stewed lamb and string
beans.
Others seemed to make far more

use of the surroundings. The draw-
ing group was outside with their pen-
cils and pads regularly and even the
jewellery-making group went on a
search for local rocks which they
could incorporate into their
creations.
But even with participants cooking

up to six hours a day, it was still hard
to escape the pleasures of the Rimon
Inn, one of the country’s most unique
hotels. Built on the site of the old
Turkish Post Office, It has only 86
rooms, each of them special. Some of
the rooms have little alcoves, others
private balconies or terraces and
most have magnificent views of the
hills of Upper Galilee.
The same view Is also visible

through the picture window that

frames' one end of the vaulted dining
room. Incidentally, the walls of this

room still have the stone loops on
which travellers once tethered their
horses, camels and donkeys.

It was in the kitchen adjoining the
dining room that I had one of the
most pleasant surprises of the
course. Hotel chefs are very fussy
about their domain and I had ex-
pected the kitchen staff to be an-
tagonistic, or at best. Indifferent, to
the activities of a cooking course
practically under their noses.

Instead, we were shown the utmost
courtesy and cooperation. Platters,
pots and even that most closely
guarded instrument, the kitchen
knife, were freely offered when
needed. We also bad occasional
visits by the kitchen staff.

There were also visits by the
members of the other study groups.
These ranged from the curious to one
visitor who was outright an-
tagonistic. The latter was the wife of

an elderly man who had previously
had no experience in the kitchen.
“Do you really think you can teach

him to cook?" she would ask. “I
don’t believe it. He'll never be able to
boll an egg."
While the banter was humorbus In

tone, it did reflect the uncertainty
often faced by elderly couples on the
verge of retirement. The husband,
faced with a sudden excess of leisure
was ready to Invade his wife’s
kitchen and she, although she voic-
ed her objections jokingly, was,
clearly not

.
interested in a partner

and possible competitor in her
realm.
The problems of retirement also

explained why many, although cer-
tainly not all, the participants in the -

course were retirees. On the one
hand, they were free to seek outnew
ways to occupy their time. On the
other hand,, the hectic tours about
the country to which most tourists
are subjected are not for them.

Prices: Hall pension-
:meal) per person per-day/^;
complete diving course la ILO
chiding hotel, half pension.
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THE CAMPING
SITES OF THE

Tal Ha'on Neve Yam Mobile Post Hof Hacannel
Tel. (04)942236,9422*0 Beit Zayit

Belt Barit .

Mobile Post Hard-Yehuda
TeL (W) 521929 * •

Liman
Mobile Post W/GaWee
Tel. ((H) mm Ma'agan

Mobile Post Jordan
Valley
TeL (067) 50360

Bitan Aharon
Camping Bitan Aharon
Tel. (053) 221E6 Ein Geddi

Kfbbuts Ein-Geddi
Post Sedom
TeL (057) 90264CAMPING UNION

Achziv
Mobile Post W/Galllee

TeL (04) W17«
Kefar Hittim

Post Tiberias
TeL (007) 92921 Ashkelon

P.OA 5032
TeL (051) 25228 ‘ Post (Mem

TeL (057)9090i \\ .V

Ein Gev
Post Eln-Gev

TeL (067) 50167, 50117 IwPWilBi Ramat Rachel
Ramat Rnflhwi near
Jerusalem, P.OJ3. 98
TeL (02) 715712

Eilat
Sun Bay '

Eilat, P.OA V />.
TeL (W9) 2802 .
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(Photos: Nat Suffrln)

MOSHAV AMHUM la a vegetarian-
vegan vacation village located high
up In the Gall! just out of Safad. The
view la breathtaking. The winding
paths are lined with carob, tig,

quince and pomegranate trees. The
people live as they eat— simply and
beautifully, amidst some of the most
beautiful panorama In all of Israel.

If there was Indeed a Garden of
Eden. It could not have been far
away.
There's more than .one way to get

to Moshav Amlrlm. If the car ofyour
dreams ts still a figment of your Im-
agination. there's always the bus
that leaves you off at the bottom of
the hill from which It's just a short
walk or pre-arranged ride up to the
village proper.
There’s more than one reason to

go. Some go for R & R — rest and
relaxation — which considering the
location is almost mandatory. Some
go to lose weight. Some go to get to

know the countryside, especially as
a stopover on their way up north. I
went to learn about vegetarianism.
The moshav has been around some

20 years, started by Europeans who
come there to start a vegetarian-
vegan community out in the coun-
tryside. and who were joined by
Sephardim who were placed there by
the Jewish Agency. The Sephardim
are not vegetarian, and so unfor-
tunately are not welcomed by the
community at large. At present, few
Sephardic families remain, and the
tension that exists between the two
factions Is the only thing that mars
the, tranquillity of the place.

About 00 families are members of
Amlrlm today, and they are sincere
believers in the physical and
spiritual benefits of vegetarianism
(their beautiful skins and healthy
constitutions mean they must be do-
ing something right). Most of the
fruits and vegetables they eat are
organically grown and in their own
fields — and their produce Is also
sent to various health food stores

around the country. Other neces-
sities such as grains, nuts, seeds and
dairy products are brought in from
the outside and sold at a little

general store in the village. There
are varying degrees of strictness
among the members, from those
who consume nothing but raw fruits

and vegetables, to those whose diet
includes everything but meat and
fish. Those of the vegan persuasion
consume no dairy products.

Many families have their own
vegetable gardens, where they grow
herbs for cooking) teas and
medicinal purposes. They do not
believe in using vitamins or other
pills or chemicals, and most are hap-
py to share their knowledge,
philosophy and sometimes even
their herbs with you.

The plan for visitors is as follows:
Several of the families have guest
cabins with a varying number of
beds, and some are equipped with a
hot plate, dishes and cutlery, table
and chairs, radio, refrigerator and a
delightful view. You may rent either
just the room (300 lire per day per
couple), room and full board (800 lire

*
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Forif individuals, off to see the sights. What turns them into a cohesive

enta hai^ group? Tour guide Walter Zanger reports on how to

n"S SUCH a familiar sight. Here -pie. the guide, andthe place.A group

‘"I
ut; comes the great Wg shiny tourist which has got itself together ftme-

iraea t&jj. i^. Tfce tiue stops, doors open, out - tlons better and learns better. The
of the comes-the guide andbeblod Jdm 40 last days ofthe tour are alwaysmore
monthly^ p^le.cdf to seethe slgbtS.^But only efficient and more fun than the first,

ouneifotfa ooe vrit° has been deeply involved In It seems fairly clear that the least

irea slkW the tourlrt lndurtl^ caa begln-to un- satisfactory way to go la the

oJrtTj derstand the compllcaEwfrdfoainleu “Regular Tour," one day Masaada .
. ne cKQrjfc Qt transportingJarg* gf'twwirf peo-"- three Days Galilee, etc. The people .

iQUl to n2 pie through the coumrys£Think of are not going tohnow each other, or
what'a.Involved. V. care, and the results are .

student k First, the groqpriJ%Jtay -know .mechanical.

five yon each other? Many groups nave been :
. A second factorla whether the peo-

i nnutinl the *^mai°wlilch can be^

)m hlidahi flrat time atthe airport. While they - ruinous. It la possible to have a lousy

imajwl nay:*hare common.interests (the. time. The group leader (rabbi,

new TheJerusalemPost, etc.) .. minister,, or, In their absence, the

. AVni.hti» tty# -don't , know each other. * guide) baa an Importantrole to play

get 'gibush/

ttnee. one of the things thathas
3P0It J»ppen 'during the trfp la what
pemcriffkt6wrcan ‘In Hebrew ^gibuah’'

,
wboliH^wbKhr means making -a cohesive

: depth ftgroup out of a collection of in-

Great Botdlvlduala — 4s going to’ happen

irM«fc
aByhow’ a group.wW6h functions- aa

i^jTj^iSUch before beginning the tour has a
60 “^^hstlact Advantage, Travelling Is a

i.ekson ^earning experience which depends
attraction the interaction between the peo-

bave »e-. -— - ^
' ~

LONG . months.of eloudleaa -

acnata * aides and a wide variety of scenery,
Israel is Ideal for camping.

g,UgCt to i?vacations, especially for families

ng s
jaa-wlth children. -

:

' . v;':
Camping has become more and

»>more popular slnce so many families
Joafla have -become car owners. It Is for

-

at those whowant a restful, exciting as
gphert 1

B “well as an educational holiday. Of
flghnesB *course, camping la not: for the oyer-

^

or the fastidious expecting
'

jjj
siEUton-style aervlce, or stereotyped

tour*' generally .means
5C0VW^ getting away from the normal routes

.
jand picking one's owntracka.

)TeB*^ g The Israel Camping Union, In its

jay -^recently publlshe<Lbrochure, llsta 18

-rj jjjpcamping sites ranging from Tai-ln
the north-to Eilat In the south.

’
. The- Union recommends that-

_,,w<-^^nrfnrT yon decide on a camping holi-

lay, you should pay~a visit to a cam-
ping.slte-^it only for a few hours—
M) decide if this-ls the right kind of

lUday for you.
While tfe - toprlat mostly selects
amping • .vacations from three

[Aed-tour'packages -A based on
ofAccompsodatlon, tranaporta-

on, duration, etc.; the -Israeli
tog& around under his own

.

- hassflng 'lii the bus, which' can "be
ruinous. It is possible to have a lousy

time. The group leader (rabbi,
minister,- or, In their absence, the

/ guide) him an Important role to play
- here, to defuse tensions before they

. wreck the group.
A finaT characteristic of all groups

is inevitable, but must be dealt with.

.In any party of 85-40 people, .some
are cleverer and some duller, some

• more interested and same leas, some
. curious to learn and others anxious
to shop, some young and .others

-decrepit, some wining and others

timid, some who function in group

Gone
camping...
Baruch Saville

i

gets away from rt all

(or Egged’s) steann The camping
sites offered by the Camping Union
are located In the most scenic and
“strategic” spots and are approved
by the Tourism authorities.

All camps have the usual facilities

•— showers, electricity (even in the

tents) and a small restaurant or cen-

tral store where provisions can be
purchased. Refrigeration lockers
are also available for hire at most
camping sites.
- The camper can select accom-
modation in rented tents (available

at the site) complete with beds and
sheets, or accommodation in
bungalows (cabins) or in rented
tents. These are ordered at the Cen-

tral Reception Camping site, prior to

setting off on holiday.

situations and others who hate the
very Idea of being one of 40, with all

the discipline and confinement that
entails. Whoever works with groups
of people knows about this
phenomenon; groups are rarely
homogeneous. The results, func-
tionally, are that groups move slow-
ly, Incredibly slowly. The guide must
find some level of discourse which
con keep all of his people In the same
place at the same time, on the same
wavelength. It's extraordinarily dif-

ficult, but not a situation unique to
tourism. I.suppose'every teacher has
the same paroTfleiS?^
Second iactor: - the guides. But

does the group have a guide at all?

The law requires every organized
tour tb~be lead by a licensed guide.
Hard to find statistics about this,

but there are certainly plenty of
groups visiting the country whose
only leader is the minister or priest
who brought them here. While this
may have many distinct advantages
as far as group solidarity and gibush
are concerned. It la difficult to-know
what kind of information the group-is
being fed. Some of the priests.
French and Italian mostly, seem
well informed; but I’ve heard a
French priest address his congrega-

The tents acquired at the reception
site are lightweight If one is travell-

ing by bits, or a frame tent if carried
by car, they go together with foam
mattresses. Additional equipment
such as camping gas. folding chairs,

tables, even rucksacks may be
rented at small cost.

Accommodation in cabins, sleep-
ing % or 4 persons, la naturally more
comfortable, and they are rented
complete with beds, sheets and elec-
tricity as well as basic furniture.

As an example, the Ein Gev holi-

day camping village, on the shores of
the Sea of Galilee offers 50 mobile
units, complete with air-conditioning
and two twin bedrooms, living-room,
dining-corner and kitchenette, as
well as refrigeration and gas.
Adjacent to every mobile home is

a lawn, complete with picnic table
and chairs. A supermarket Is on the
site as well as a cafeteria where
light meals.can be obtained.
The Camping Union offers special

package programmes which are nor-
mally available for tourists and are
for a minimum of 14 days.
For fall details of camping sites

contact: Israel Camping Union, P.O.
Box 53 Nahariya (Tel. 04-823368).

Uon In front of my house, explaining
In great detail about Ein Karem. and
how it was captured by the Israelis

in 1907. When he’d finished I went
out, and quietly explained to him that
Ein Karem has been In Israel since
1948. “Ah. pour les tourists, e’est la

meme chose!" he said jovially;
maybe he's right.

It’s hard to exaggerate the Impor-
tance of the guide. Most groups of
Jews have relatives and friends in
Israel, read the papers, are involved
in Israel. They're leas dependent on
the guide than the church pilgrimage
groups, but the difference is
marginal. For the vast majority of

people. Israel is a country of which
they know nothing, and the function
of the guide is to represent 6,000

years of history, Old Testament and
New, Christian. Jewish and Moslem,
ancient and modern Israel, the
footsteps of Jesus and the rebirth of
the Ylshuv, the tribes of Israel, the
government's policy on settlement
and Palestine Arab nationalism.
Despite the Important differences
between Jewish and Christian
groups (it's a caricature, but I'll

chance it anyhow, that the
Christians came to see where Jesus
went and the Jews came to see
where their money went) — both
groups depend on the guide. In every
place we go the burden Is upon us to
show, explain, demonstrate, argue,
present, clarify. What went on here?
Why? How? When? "Why here and
not somewhere else? It's an extraor-
dinary responsibility, truly. In many

_

-toum.lt toll turn out that the txnty

'

live Israelisthe group will ever meet

,

are the guide, busdriver, and "hotel

people. And if all these “Israelis"
are from East Jerusalem?
The dependence on the guide is not

only Intellectual; it soon becomes
emotional. Jews or Christians,
they're here on some kind of
pilgrimage. It may be for different
reasons and In different contexts,
but it’s still a pilgrimage. And Its

success depends on the guide. With
Jewish groups the authority of the
guide in matters historical, scrip-
tural and sociological Is not in ques-
tion (unless the guide is a real clod,
which happens), hut then synagogue

groups are not usually so involved
with Intellectual and theological
matters. But the church groups?
Remember that only the most
serious of the Christ!anB make the ef-

fort to come to Israel. For them the
Scripture is very important Indeed,
and their seriousness of purpose is

often amazing: The guide must es-
tablish his authority and do so
without coming into head-long con-
flict with the group or especially
with the group leader.
Guiding is not only an art, It's a

craft. A professional guide knows his

craft. Don't imagine that the
problems of the guide are just
historical and theological. In reality,

these are almost marginal. The
group must be fed and lodged. They
have to get out of the hotel at a cer-
tain time in the morning. They have
to drink something along the way.
and use the bathroom. Lunch is an
enormous problem; how many
places do you think there are In the
country whereyou can feed 40 people
in tolerably clean surroundings, with
acceptable rest rooms and food they
won't get poisoned by? The guide has
to be responsible for organizing
transfer of luggage, being sure hotel
bills are paid and keys collected,

arranging evening programmes.
You can be a genius in history and
archaeology, but if you can't keep a
group moving smoothly, efficiently,

well fed, well oiled, with enough time
to take pictures, buy postcards and
souvenirs and go to the bathroom,
you'll have a rebellious group on
your hands. I know why it took the
children of Israel 40 years to get
from Egypt to Canaan; groups move
slowly!

The third part of the tourist equa-
tion is the travel agent. It's the agent
who organizes the group, who
decides on the Itinerary, books the
hotels. The travel agent hireB the
guide and the bus. By deciding all

the logistic aspects of the tour, in ad-
vance. the agent in effect is responsi-

ble for the whole tour.

The problem with the travel agent
is money. The group has paid him.
Now be has to pay everybody else.

The difference is him profit. A con-
flict thus arises between his

professional desire to serve his peo-
ple well, and his professional need to
make money. How well the agent
resolves this conflict depends on
what kind of a person or organization
he is. Take the simplest kind of deci-
sion an agent must make: hiring the
bus and the guide. Egged sets the
standard, both for the prices of bus
and their quality. The problem with
Egged is that you can't control the
quality of the bus they'll send you:
you can ask for the moon, but you'll

get a very nice new Scania or an old
tarante Leyland, depending on what
Egged decides to send you. So some
agents prefer not to use Egged. If

you go to Galilee Tours, or the
Nazareth companies, or to East
Jerusalem, you are certain to get the
kind of bus you want. And the price la

considerably cheaper, so the agent
makes more money. So far, perfect-
ly legitimate. But a bus company
which can under-cut Egged prices
does so among other reasons
because It pays its drivers lower
wages. Then the driver has to make
up his salary by shopping; drivers
and guides make money, lots of it,

when the group goes shopping. Now
without going any further into that
problem, it does seem clear that the
agent has made a very important
decision about the way the group Is

going to work by the company from
which he hires the bus and guide.
Then consider the hotels. A group

will have decided well in advance
how well it wishes to travel. There
are groups that stay at the Hilton,

groups staying In the Christian
hospices, and all kinds of in-

termediate stages. But the
difference between one 3-star hotel

and another, or one *-atar hotel and
another can be substantial, both in

quality and price. There are 3 and 4-

star hotels that are simply the pits.

Others, though less expensive, are
terrific. Now the travel agent must
decide what to do with the people.
The itinerary is another hassle.

The travel business is an incredibly
competitive business. Dozens of
agents are offering tours to Israel-

So to stay alive you have to compete,
and one way to compete la to
promise more. I often have the feel-

per day per couple) with the family
with which you are staying, partial
board with the family with which you
are staying, one meal a day with
another family, etc. (Prices are sub-
ject to change after Peaach.)

The Lamdanls are vegans and arc
among the founders. Y&ffa and her
husband are vegetarians, and she Is

especially warm and willing to share
her knowledge and recipes. Dalia Is

a less strict vegetarian and a
gourmet cook. An&t is a registered
nurse and she and her husband, both
vegans, have built one of the most
beautiful guest houses on the
Moshav. Me’ers's vineyard should
not be missed. Slowly, through the
years, each family develops Its own
clientele with guests that return to

them year after year. Wherever you
eat the food is so good that even the
most diehard meateaters come
away satisfied.

About the only thing that the
moshav doesn’t have is organized
activities. In the warmer months,
the swimming pool is open and
nature walks are sometimes
available (particularly if you can
convince Mr. Lamdanl to take you).
In the evening there la an occasions)
film or lecture. Some people go into
nearby Safad. Best to bring a good
book, some writing paper, walking
shoes and your camera and settle
back for a relaxing and peacefully
rewarding time.

For further Information; write to
Amlrlm, R.D. Connie], or call 067-

39571/2.

lng that someone sat in the office in
New York with a huge map of the
world — a Mercator projection, of
course, that makes Canada and
Greenland huge and Israel barely,
visible. What's the problem then to
whip .up a tourist brochure promise
lng just that little bit more than the

1

competition offers? We leave Tel|

Aviv in the morning, visit Megiddo,<
Caesarea, Haifa and Acre. Havel
lunch en route, then go to Safad, the!

Golan and the holy places on the Sew
of Galilee before arriving at oun
hotel in Tiberias. Sure, why not?;

Look how small Israel Is on the map?
Well, just try to do that with a bua
full of 40 people. 2

But that's what the agent solt^
them, and that's what the people-
bought. They'll sue you If you skip
anything! So the guide Is stuck; hh{
only choice Is to turn down the job, in*

which case someone else will ba
found to do it, somebody less fussy *

An agent who Is more enthusiastic*
than responsible can screw up hlsi'

people for good. A pilgrimage cazv
become a nightmare of long-distance*!
driving and 20-minute stops. *:

So the agent, working under hisl-

own pressures, has to solve hiaj
problems. He may only be the local;;

agent of the one who sold the tour
the first place, or he may not be ablel-
to find the hotels, or the guides, he*,

would like to find. He's got the*-’

responsibility, and it's his money to?

lose.

It's such a familiar sight. Here;
comes the great big shiny tourist*
bus. The people are off to see thC?
sights. But if the group works, if the; !

tour functions as intelligently and
smoothly as It should, it’s due to such !.

a variety of talents, interests and )
abilities clicking smoothly into place*
that on the face of things it's a-
wonder groups work well at all. But

*

that’s the challenge of the tourist In- i

dustry; every group is completely j

new, every stage must be repeated ;

each time, and everybody who deals
with the tourist must learn his craft
anew every time a new group conies. ;

It can be an exhausting, as well as an ^
exhilarating experience. <

Today editor: Joanna Yehiel

feA
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Galijee Tours Tel Aviv

invites yon to take a holiday at

PESSAH
Eilat Ashkelon

Stalactite cave

Pessah at Eilat and Sharm— IL2600 (ind. VAT)
Includes^ days at the Eyal HoifeL or Ganei Shulamit (additional charge), Eilat. Tours to the Fjords,

toNeviot, Di-Zahav, Sharm e-Sheikh, Pillarf of Shlomo. Underwater Observatory, etc., etc.

Pessah at Ashkelon Holiday Village— IL1960 (including VAT)

3 days * 3 nights. Including journey from and to Tel Aviv

Visit to the Stalactite Cave — HJ50 (incl. VAT)
March*fi3, 30, April 1, 8, 10, 13. l»r20

Galilee Tours, Tel Aviv •

144 Behov Hay&rfcon. Tel. 0S-SMB1S, 221STS, 2&5811

Jerusalem: 15 Derech Hevron, T«I. 9Mlt639 ;
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CAN A MAN with do experience
become a auccesaful film producer
within two years? Can an
agricultural engineer become a
creative artist mid-way in life? Ap-
parently he can if he haa a message
to convey and the emotional drive to
deliver It.

Ze'ev Kedem haa just completed
Ms second documentary film on a
subject about which he feels- strong-
ly, the Old City of Jerusalem. “The
Jerusalem Quartet” is about the four
communities which occupy distinc-
tive quarters inside the ancient walls— the Armenians, the Christians, the
Moslems and the Jews.
From his interviews, Kedem dis-

covered that tremendous warmth
once existed between some Jews and
Moslems who may have shared the
same courtyards and same op-
pressions from the government
authorities. He even discovered an
old Moslem family where the mother
is Jewish. Though she lives like all

her neighbours and has brought her
children up as Moslems, she still

maintains kaahrut and never eats
outside herhome. What is even more
amazing, this has been accepted by
her family and neighbours for over
5Q years, and she is respected for her
beliefs.

NfcvKKTHto.Tgss the hypothesis so
desired by liberal elements that
cooperation and mutual regard
characterize relations inside the Old
City just, hasn't been verified by
Kedem 's research.
“Each community Is busy with its

own concerns. Their energies are
primarily inner-direeted. There can
be tolerance, but not necessarily
acceptance,” he pronounces sadly.
It was not sociological or

philosophical ideas which got Kedem
interested in making “The
Jerusalem Quartet." He admits he
simply wanted to know more about
his personal surroundings and the

THE -I8BAEL PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA, Zubin Mehta conducting
with Rada Lupa. piano (Tel Aviv, Mann
Auditorium, March 7). Penderecki: “De
Nature Sonoria” No. 2; Mendelssohn;
Octet for Strings Op^O;. Beethoven: Plano
Concerto NoA “The Emperor.”

PENDERECKI’S “De Natura
Sonoris" No.2 is completely different
from his earlier “De Natura
Sonoris” No.l. Basically, both are
studies in sonorities, vocabularies of
new sounds, of new effects, ex-
plorations and gestures invented by
the language of modern music. Tet
although there are no motifs,- no

Man with

a message
By LEAH ABRAMOWITZ

Special to The Jerusalem Post

k«Sr

Ze’ev Kedem outside his borne
in the Jewish Quarter.

people there. ”It all started 10 years
ago. when I spent a year at Santa
Katarina as an agricultural
engineer,” Kedem says. There, in
the isolation and beauty of the
desert, he first felt a creative urge.
He left his job and joined the com-

pany renovating the Jewish Quarter
as coordinating engineer, a job for

Grand ‘Emperor’
MUSIC REVIEW
Benjamin Bar-Am

pulses, no metres and no sequences
of pitch In the usual sense, in either
piece, the new one is not only much
more easily absorbed but even seem-
ed to kindle the imagination of at
least a part of the audience.
The reason might be that, despite

its fragmentary character, it has an
Inner continuity, a musical logic bas-
ed on affinity or contrast, that runs

State of Israel

Ministry of Interior

Jerusalem District

Administration

Adv. Yehoshua Kleinhaus
II Rehov Ramban
Jerusalem

Dear Sir,

I am pleased to inform you of the receipt of your letter of February 5.

1979, accompanied by a notice according to the Ottoman Societies Law
concerning the establishment of societies, to wit:

1. Name of Society: Knesset Harabanim in Israel

2. Address of Society: 26 Rehov Ben Maimon, Jerusalem

3. Main address of Society: as above

t Aims of Society:

a. Advancement of Jewish values in Israel and the preservation of

Jewish tradition in Its historical framework.
b. Strengthening and encouraging of loyalty to the Torah based on the

continually evolving Torah commentaries.
c. Enhancing the connection with Eretz Israel as the homeland of the

Jewish people, and our efforts in the upbuilding, strengthening and
welfare of the State of Israel.

d. Integrating Jewish values and way of life into the physical and
philosophical life of the contemporary era, whilst simultaneously
cultivating Jewish values and way of life as expressed in the

traditional mltzvot to accord with the continually evolving needs of the

people and the State.
e. Establishing the synagogue as central and important factor in

Jewish life.

f. Stimulating and cultivating scientific research in the spheres of the:
spiritual and cultural literature of the Jewish people; traditional

prayer book; Hebrew language, and our age-old spiritual and cultural
heritage.

g. Strengthening the ties with our fellow Jews throughout the would
through the cultivation of Jewish fraternity in Israel; maintaining
close ties with Jewish communities the world over; actively striving,to

help our distressed brethren, and safeguarding the entirety and uni-

queness of the Jewish people.
h. Applying the ideology and fundamental tenets of the International
Knesset Harabanim organization to the special conditions prevailing
in the State of Israel.

i. Bettering the condition of the members of the Knesset Harabanim In

Israel, and assisting in their work.
j. Encouraging and cultivating common study of Jewish sources and
fraternal ties among the Knesset Harabanim membership.

5. Responsible Directors:

Name Address

Rabbi Yosef Heckelman

BabbI Yosef Green

Rabbi Reuven Hammer

Rabbi Moshe Tutenower

42 Rehov Hadassah,
Salad
4/9 Rehov Shalom
Aleichem, Jerusalem
41 Rehov Meir Nagar.
Jerusalem
3 Rehov Hatomer.
Jerusalem

Respectfully,
R. Levy
Jerusalem District Commissioner

USY Alumni m Israel
Plan to attend the

PURIM REUNION
on Wednesday, March 14, 1979 at 3 p.m.

at the CENTER FOR CONSERVATIVE JUDAISM. 2 Agron
Street, Jerusalem

(and not at the place previously announced)
R.S.V.P. 2 Rehov Agron. Jerusalem or phone: 226386. 227463

phn LTD
Tel Aviv Office: 112 Hayarkon St., Tel. 244126

Jerusalem Office: 9 King David St., Tel. 223553

which he had no training. The
romantic ruins and spiritual at-
mosphere of the area so fired his im-
agination that he decided to live
there himself.
Using the new skills acquired as

coordinator, Kedem took possession
of one of the ruins on the edge of the
Armenian Quarter and restored a
house of outstanding beauty and
originality for his family. This step
started him on third career and
Kedem was soon building some of
the more Interesting

.
houses of

Jerusalem for private clients.

FILMS offered a fresh outlet for
Kedem's effervescent spirit.
Concentrating on a romantic tale
about the house next door, he drew
up the outlines for a documentary
movie which concerned Jewish roots
in the Holy City. The director of the
Dutch Evangelical Network, a man
with deep emotional ties to Israel,
agreed to sponsor Kedem's film.

“It was an act of pure faith," the
enthusiastic producer recalls happi-
ly. “I knew nothing about the
medium and had absolutely no
previous experience. But we hit it off

from the beginning and my basic ap-

proach to the subject must have been
right.” The film, called “Only in

Jerusalem" was a success, despite
Its low budget and lack of
professional staff.

WITH THIS success, Kedem im-
mediately embarked on his second,
more ambitious venture, now near-
ing completion. Again bis Dutch
sponsor acted as the ministering
angel, but now American and Euro-
pean backers are willing to risk

capital in Kedem's “cultural adven-
ture.”
Book versions of the movie are be-

ing produced by Keter Publishers,
with hopes that the first volume will

be ready for the Jerusalem Book
Fair this year.

like a thread through the whole
piece. "De Natura Sonoris" No. 2
therefore Impresses as a whole, and
not just through Its various original
effects.

This unknown new piece was a fine
curtain-raiser and might have been
an excellent introduction to
more originality. Regrettably,
the next item. Mendelssohn's
Octet in its version for string
orchestra was a most unfortunate
choice. The Octet in its original ver-
sion is a beautiful piece of music,
elegant in gesture, transparent in

texture, cheerful in mood. Its

orchestral version loses all these
characteristics and sounds thick and
colourless.

All through the work, the string

body sounded extremely dull in

dynamics and colour, creating a
feeling of monotony. Why could the

Octet not have been performed in its

original version? Including a many-
voiced chamber-music piece in a
symphonic concert would have been
a magnificent way to break the

custom of clich6d programming. A
„pity_MehtaJet_ convention, .triumph
over an overripe but surely dying
tradition.

Beethoven's "Emperor" was
played by Lupu in the grand style

:

strong In character, determined in

willpower and perseverance,
creating a penetrating feeling of
authority and power. But In addition
to all this, comparison with earlier

performances, Lupu’s tone seemed
much more regulated than usual, his

dynamics considerably more
balanced, his exploitation of his
tremendous potential much more
economical. All this is a most
laudable development. As usual his

performance evoked an excited
response.

A GREEN THUMB fever H«m swept
the country in the last three years,
making gardening one of our most
popular pastimes. Today you have to
wait to get served in overcrowded
nurseries, as sales of seed, plants,
(lower pots and fertilizer shoot up.
What are the reasons for this

“green revolution"? Why have so
many people developed a green
thumb?
The answers can be found in the

different approaches to gardening:
love of colour and fragrance; a taste
for fresh fruits and vegetables; a
desire to cut the food budget ; and the
intangible satisfaction of gardening.
Who knows the value of being able to
say “I grew it myself"?
Working with living plants and

seeing them respond has a
therapeutic value. Success in lear-
ning something new and using new
skills stirs a sense of pride and
achievement. And the exercise can
be relaxing, even recreational.
Home gardening can be a learning

experience for the entire family, in-

cluding the children. What better
way to teach them biology?
Aesthetic values are also Involved

in gardening— in landscaping and in
producing variety and colour in the
different seasons of the year.
There is also a social value to gar-

dening. In urban areas neighbours
often do not really get acquainted.
But if both you and your neighbour
have a garden, you will have much in
common to talk about to nurture the
neighbourliness so important to any
community.
Philosophy aside, now let us turn

to the work to be done in the second
half of March.
Lawns. If you have not fed your

lawn recently, you can still do it now,
and this is especially appropriate if

the grass is still dormant. First, try
to rid your lawn of all its weeds.
Then rake the lawn strongly —

several times and in all directions.
Plunge your garden fork into the
ground to make air holes for roots.
Now cover the lawn area with a
layer 1-2 cm. deep of red soil or siev-

ed compost. A light addition of fer-

tilizer — ammonia sulphate, urea or
“20-20-20” — is beneficial.

Herbs. Plant garlic in March.
Pythagoras called this member of
the onion family “the king of herbs.”
Egyptians, Greeks and Romans
grew it as a field crpp. In India,
China and Japan, garlic has been
long prized as a medicine. Its
relatives in the allium family include
shallots, chives and leeks. These are
often difficult to obtain here, but gar-
lic is popularly grown at home.
Immigrants from oriental coun-

tries have kept the custom of grow-
ing garlic in all kinds of containers
and in the summer the terraces of

their homes are often graced by
braids of dried garlic plants, hang-

Green revolution
GARDENER’S CORNER/Walter Frank!

Poinsettias.

Log like plaited pigtails on strings or
wire.
Garlic produces a head bolding

cloves individuality encased in a
sheath. Separate into single cloves
for planting. Plant cloves in trenches
5-6 cm. deep and with 10-15 cm.
between plantings. Rows should be
not less than 00 cm. apart. Harvest
new garlic heads wben the leaves of
the plants have become dry and
yellow.

Vegetables: This year’s mild
winter and early spring mean that
we can grow some summer, plants
earlier than usual. There may yet be
a night frost but by the end of March,
you can start, with summer
vegetables such as lima beans.
These beans have been cultivated
since prehistoric times in the
Americas. The North American In-

dians grew a small-sized lima bean,
but the Incas in Peru developed a
much larger variety mid from thin

species came the bean we know to-

day, named in honour of the Peru-
vian capital.

The scientific name for both kinds
of bean is Phaaeolua lunatus. In
Hebrew, we call them shoueet lima.
Unlike green or yellow (wax) beans,
only the ripe seeds are used in
cooking; the pods are discarded.
Lima beans rich in vitamins '

i thiamine and riboflavin) and
minerals (phosphorus and iron)

, are
one of the most nutritious of
vegetables.

They grow well in light, sandy soil
(add sand or vermiculite if your soil
is too heavy ). Dig trenches 8-4 cm.
deep and 50-60 cms. apart and sow
the flat beans about 15-20 cm. apart.
After closing the trenches, spread a

THE JEWISH THEOLOGICAL.
SEMINARY OF AMERICA
NEVE SCHECHTER

Welcomes the delegates of the Bi-Annual

Convention of the World Council of Synagogues

and invites them to a reception in their honour at Neve
Schechter, Monday, March 12, 1979 at 5:00 p.m.

May your deliberations be successful and may the work of

your hands be established.

MICHAEL ENDE
ORIGINAL CEREMONIAL ART

Extends greetings and best wishes to the World Council of

Synagogues
Twelfth International Convention in Jerusalem

Traveller's kit (5 inches) model of

Hurva synagogue, contains kid-

'f. dush cup, dreidl, hanukkiya and
*4 .

Sabbath candlesticks.

Engagement rings

All items have copyright
and are signed by the artist.

They also bear the
Seal of the House of Quality.

19 Rehov Hanevi’im. Jerusalem. Phone 246795 or 639538 for an appointment.

welcomes the participants

in the 12th International Convention
World Council of Synagogues

Jerusalem, March 11-17, wbvn ,-ttn

and is proud to have again been entrusted with the arrangement of the event in Israel and abroad

few grains of superphosphate over
them and water.
When the first flowers appear

(before the first seed poda begin to
form), a teaspoon of general fer-

tilizer (“20-20-20”) should be- placed
around each plant, and dug Into the
ground with a two-teeth cultivator.
Frequent hoeing andweeding should
continue until harvest, about 3-8)4

months after sowing.
Flower garden. In late March

many annuals can be added to the
garden fara summer-longdisplay of
colour. Aside from the annuals men-
tioned last week, which could be
sown directly into the'soil, there are
many others to be planted 80-40 cm.
apart. It is not always easy to buy
plants from a nursery or
professional gardener; you may
have to look in many places to find
what you want. Here Is & list to give
you a number of plants to choose
from:
Ageratuxn mexlcauum is most

suitable for hedges. It grows 15-25

cm. high and flowers in bluish
- lavender.

Aster fkohavia inHebrew) flowers
in almost every colour but yellow
and grows 30-40 cm. high. Best as cut
flower.
Gandy tuft (iberia) flowers In

white and pastel colours. Grows 15-

BO cm. high.
'

Carnation (diant/uu caryophyUus
or tziporen in Hebrew) flowers in
pink, red, yellow, orange and purple.
Some species are fragrant. These
flowers are charming in bouquets.

They prefer sun and should be stak-

ed. Can also be treated aaa Wennlal-

Celoslafor Zriat hashual in

Hebrew)' likes sun and produces
plumes In rich red, yellow, orange

- and purple. Grows 40-60 cm. high.

Use as cutflower, especially In

decorative arrangements.
Petunias come in many colours

but mostly red or purple varieties

are seen in seed shops. This fragrant
flower is suitable as a border flower
or for containers and hanging
baskets. They grow 20-50 cm. high
and thrive In partial shade.
. Salvia splendens (moron in

Hebrew), in scarlet, violet-blue and
white, grows 2O-40cm- high and has
long-lasting blooms.
Verbena hybrid*. which flowers in

red. pink, white and dark blue, is

very decorative In containers and
hanging baskets but Is not
recommended as a cut flower. It

likes full sun and can be grown as a
ground -cover. It grows 15-20 cm.
high.
Agathaea (or felicia) Is a small

shrub with blue daisy-like flowers
with yellow centres. It sometimes
lasts longer than one season. Itgrows
30-40 cm. high and blooms for a long

time. Suitable for sunny locations or
light shade.

-

zinnia, flowers in all colours and la

a plant for full sun, growing 40-60

cm. high. Its hollow stems break
easily (need staking) and so It la not

suitable as a cut flower but most
decorative in a sunny garden.

IN THE COASTAL PLAIN you may
have seen a decorative shrub with
...extraordinary leaves that turn
scarlet red in late autumn. This la

the poinsettia (also called the
euphorbia pulcherrima

)

and is nam-
ed in honour of Joel Poinsett, who
while serving as U.S. minister to

Mexico discovered the plant there in

1828 . This Interesting plant travelled
to America, Europe and then to here.
In this country's hilly regions, it

can only survive in a garden
protected from wind, near a wall or
fence.
The true flowers of the poinsettia

form a greyish cluster and often go
unnoticed. The red foliage, however,
attracts birds, whose visits help to

pollinate the plant. During March
. and April, before poinsettias start to
produce this year's foliage, you can
take cuttings from the bare branches
and insert them Is to a mixture of

soil and sand or soil and vermiculite.
After several weeks, rooted cuttings
can be transplanted to tins or. other-
containers and will show their
remarkable red crowns in late
autumn.

Greetings to the World Council of Synagogues
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Studio IT

The stories of the Bible in sculpture and jewellery.

22 King David. St., Jerusalem
(near King David Hotel) ,

Tel. 233235

Open: 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.

To all members ofthe

World Council of Synagogues

and delegates to the

12th International Convention

Our Blessings To You From Jerusalem

From the Executive

World Zionist Organization
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The Movement of Masqr&tf Judaism in Israel

extends

Greetings to the
World Council
ofSynagogues.

May yourBiennial Convention be a mostfruitful one.

Tbe United Synagogue
of Israel

The' Rabbinical Assembly
of Israel

The Center for .Conservative Judaism

2 Rehov Agron, corufr Keren Huyestod
JERUSALEM

As part of the 12th International Convention of the World Coun-
cil of Synagogues, the public is cordially invited to attend the
dedication of the Rabbi's Study and Board Room daunted by the
Kushuer family of Brooklyn, New York in meniury of 8a r.i

Kushner, at the Beit Knesset of therWorld Council of Synagogues
on 4 Agron St., Jerusalem.

The deduction-will bike place- alJQa.in, on Wednesday. March
14, following the reading of- the MegUla. -
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post ^/erneet jn Jerusalem at a special moment in history when President Jimmy Carter, Prime Minister Menahem Begin

^^and PresidentAnwarB Sadat confer to try once again to achieve peace for ourpeople and for all the Middle East

2 ofSynagoguesjoins with ail people the world over in prayers for the successful conclusion of these

^meetings. David Zucker, President World Council of Synagogues
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David Zucker, President, World Council of Synagogues

WORLD COUNCIL OF SYNAGOGUES OPENS
12th INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION IN JERUSALEM

Jewish theological seminary chancellor More than 300 Delegates for Bi-Continental
TO SOUND KEYNOTE AT CONSERVATIVE MEETING

h4sk 'HiDr- Gerabrt-D. Cohen, the
nfed a/

1
* ^Chancellor of the Jewish

h'eologfcal Seminary of America,
iVerj.^ i^major educational Institution of the

y
&VCons’efvative Mov easent, will

a
,

deliver the Iteynate address at the

h bhL^i opening Plenary Scission of the 02th

"v cpn ‘WlnternotlonaJ Convention of the

r i -
World Council of Synagogues.

Cohen «HU speak on The Torah
ihu^ twite Response to Modernity this

e ®*8fcSjvening at the Schwarts Hall of

D ^Hnyenei Ha'ooxna.

tV^ali^Dr. Cohen Is the Rabbi ft Honorary
^President of the World Council of

^^^ypago&ues- He represents the
’

“aklog, at the Memorial Foundation

f
* cyi 0*t(jr Jewish Culture, In which it has
w a Wrtnal^rahlp- .. Dr. D. Gerson Cohen

Oastt^b,
* '

#j5$nited Synagogue of Israel

5'2$|o Play Active Role

:p||n Convention
=oSl5

,a® Avratom Levi. President of the Arad and Omer Congregate
sum! -tfniUd Synagogue of Israel win in- Likewise, there will be reprei

from Jl ''ifoduce ’a discussion on Plans and tatlvea from Rehovot and Ria
^fcfrospetfs of the Conservative. Move- . Lesion in Ashdod; and fr

, n cent .In Israel at Netzach Yisrael Herzliya. Petah Tlfcva, l

^•tt-Johgregationln Ashkelon, onThurs- Hash ar on and Netanya
March 13. . Ra’anana.

irrfs
™**rito£s*?**m The discussion will 5* Ashkelon. officers of the Uh

irds, The discussion will

;he conclude an Israel

beioremoKL JYfi Da y l " whlch
delegates to the

^ ‘NBfst ~ 12th International
• Convention of the
Worid Council of

“ ^ Synagogues will
Visit United

iwplanudfc^-Ja* -•••-

synagogue of

J

aad (iyraham Levi Congrega
e red

in Beersheha, Ashdod and
Ra’ansna.

-~*n Beersheba. they, will be joined by
,

representatives of neighbouring

Arad and Omer Congregations,
likewise, there will be represen-
tatives from Rehovot and Rishon
Lesion in Ashdod; and from
Herzliya, Petah Tlfcva, Hod
Hasharon and Netanya in
Ra’anana.
In Ashkelon, officers of the United
Synagogue of Israel will make a
presentation to Mayor KM Dayan.
Reports on the plans and prospects
of the Conservative Movement In
Israel will be given by Rabbi
Michael Graetz, Executive Direc-
tor of the Movement for Mesoratl
Judaism In Israel; Rabbi Philip
Spectre, Spiritual Head of Netzach
Tisrael and Rabbanit Barbara
Spectre.

Co-ordinator of the day’s events is

Habbl Moshe Cohen, Director,
United Synagogue of Iarael.

U.S.Y. Reunion to Highlight

Conservative Youth Activities

^ ;r

Pi

imost all of the 830 ConsecvatIve
;
jngregadoas in ftp- V.S.,

cd Mexico have United Synagogue
’oitii (USY) groups whose dctivtttes

evolve around the congregation
nd the city In which they live, and
those programmes reach ont on a
igional, national and international
veL
embers of USY develop a total

eniific&ttoa with the . ideals of
elr respective communities and
ttb those of the wider Jewish

'

Drld.

any of those who have made allya
ive quickly taken their place
aong the 28 United Synagogue of'

rael Congregations. Some have
come involved in their own in-

dividual,absorption, and have not
contact with the

.

Conservative Movement.
As part of its outreach programme, ;

the Centre for Conservative
Judaism in Jerusalem will hold its

third annual USY Alumni reunion
at the Centre on Shushan Purlin,

this Wednesday, March 14, begin-

ning at 3 p.m.

The United Synagogue ofIsrael

— Congregations —
*le®

el.
23**

Arad SHIRAHADASHA
Ashdod KEHDXAT BTZCHAIM

Azor D. Heim School

Ashkelon NETIZACHYISRAEL
ShvU Harel, cor.

.

Rebov Yasiov Afrldar

Beersheba ESHEL AVRAHAM
Beit Yatxiv

Belt Strain
Valley

.
KIBBUTZ NEVUS BUTAN

ifan-. MORIAH 1

7 Rebov Horev, Ahuca

BenUyah UNITED SYNAGOGUE
Belt Naamat

DanZamir

Rabbi Ronald Carr

(037) 98235/07683

(033) 23893

RabbiPlncbaa Spectre (051)33284

Bod HasharonHDDVTiADAR
KfarMalal School

JeroKUem EMET V’BMUNAH
1 Rebov Narfciw

. BEITKNESSET OF THE
CENTRE.
FOR CONSERVATIVE
JUDAISM
4 Agron Street

RAMOTZION
r French HQ]

Mesoratl School

JEWISHTHEOLOGICAL

Charles Lavie

Moahe Shubov

Rabbi Sa’adla Kegel

Avl Wollman

Dr.BenNovtB

OhalmChiell

Rabbi Yosef Green

Ales Brill

,
uf

SEMINARY Neve Schechter Rabbi Reuveo
Hammer

KEHILLAT YOVEL. Levi Halevi -'

Lady Davis School
Ramat Denys -

Klry-ii Bialik Local PublicSchool Esther Schlegtager

- KliyatGat Mosad Neve Ghana Chanan Gugenhelm

-
.

||

CONSERVATIVE
synagogue _

Rerues Street a 34-36

EdffleLehrman

BEIT YISRAEL Irv. N; Blrnboum

llKlkar Ha’atzmaut

.MOSHAVSDENTTZAN Larry Imberzoan

(0611 32673

(037) 37690

(063) 88530/31

(04) 251495
<04)252722

(03)982611

[032)35815

(02)228669

(02) 226386

(02) 227463

(02)813388

(02) 31123

(02)38296

(02) 414074

(04) 711867

(031)92869

(04) 925173

(033) 30542

itf
•' PetahTikva

'I

Baanaoa

»|

j
^’•hoBLealon

&
NuJad

M

Tel Aviv

MAGENAVRAHAM
Public School

HAKEH3LAH
HAMESORAT1T
Labour Party Hall

UNITEDSYNAGOGUE
8 BorochovStreet

ADATSHALOM
B’nei B’rlthBIdg.

83 Henl Street

i KEHTLLAT MASOT
YISRAEL

KEHILLAT SHALVA
HAdaaaah Street

KEHILLAT SINAI
B'nal B'rtthBldg.

TO Kaplan Street

RAMAT AVIV

Larry Imberxnah (037) 83592

Rabbi Michael Graetz (037) 38027

RoyAbromovitz (OS) 929674

PRECONVENTION
ALIYA SEMINAR
Several delegates to the 12th Inter-

1

national convention of the World 1

Council of Synagogues arrived In
;

Israel a week early to participate In I

a four-day Aliya Seminar, organiz-
ed by Tour V'Aleh.

Led by by Mr. Simon Schwartz.
President of the United Synagogue
of America, the group toured 1

various parts of the country to meet
with immigrants from Conser-
vative backgrounds, to view
achievements by the Conservative
Movement and to examine the
feasibility of new projects. The
latter Included a onc-ycar volunteer
programme for professionals in

the Galilee and the construction of a
retirement village in either
Ashkelon or Ashdod.
Intensive discussions were held
with Ministry of Absorption and
Jewish Agency personnel, spiritual

leaders, municipal digni Lories, ur-

ban and rural settlers of American
background as well as Rabbi
Joseph Wernick, the newly ap-
pointed National Director of AACI.
Seminar participants Included Mrs.
Ella Berman; Mr. Gcrrard Berman,
Honorary Vice-President WCS;
Mrs. Muriel Bermar. Director of

the World Council of Synagogues;
Dr. Morris Fond; Rabbi Paul
Freedman. Director of the Depart-
ment of Youth Activities of the
United Synagogue of America; Mr.
Yitzchak Jacobson, Director of
Youth Activities. Centre forConser-
vative Judaism, Israel: Mrs..
Florence Lewis, Chairman Iarael

Affairs. Womens League for
Conservative Judaism; Mrs. Jean
Lewis; Dr. Pesach Schindler,
Director Israel Section WCS; Mrs.
Miryom Shuman. Director of the
Aliya Department. Centre for
Conservative Judaism and Mr.
David Zucker, President of the
World Council of Synagogues and
Chairman of the Committee for
Israel Affairs and Aliya of the
United Synagogue of America.

t. v**

Convention Representing 1V2 Million

Conservative Jews

David Zucker

More than 300 delegates have con-
verged on Jerusalem today, for the
first phase of the 12th International
Convention of the World Council of
Synagogues.
After a week In Israel, delegates
will move on to Stockholm, Sweden
for the second stage of the conven-
tion. This will be the first time that
the World Council of Synagogues
has organized a convention on two
continents, although this will be the
fifth successive convention of the
World Council in Israel. Par-
ticipants from eighteen countries
will attend, with the largest
representative delegation coming

from the U.S.
The World Council of Synagogues
encor.pzsses almost a thousand
congregations of which S30 are in
U.S. A.. Canada and Mexico.
The concentrated convention
programme will focus on a broad
spectrum of current Jewish issues
including allya. religious
pluralism. Israel and Diaspora
relationships, plans and prospects
for the Conservative Movement In

Israel, and the situation of Latin
American Jewry.
Delegates will meet with President
Yitzhak Navon at BeifHanassi and
with Prime Minister Menahem

World Council President David Zucker lauds

achievements in World Zionist Organization
Mr. David Zucker. President of the
World Council of Synagogues, >n his
report prepared for the
organization's 12th International
Convention, lauds the
achievements of the Council in the
World Zionist Organization.

The World Council of Synagogues
which represents the entire Conser-
vative Movement, was admitted to

the WZO in June, 1977, and attended
Its first World Zionist Congress in

February, 1978 with a full delega-

tion.

It was on the initiative of the WCS
that the World Zionist Congress
passed its historic resolution es-

tablishing the principle of equal
standing and equal treatment for

every religious movement within,

the ranks of the World Zionist

Organization, and for every Jew,
regardless of origin or of religious

and Ideological identification.

Mr. Zucker's report clarifies the
background behind the formula-
tion, submission and subsequent
acceptance of this resolution.

In its desire to become an integral

part of the Zionist Movement, the

World Council established a World
Zionist Cabinet within its own
organizational framework. Cabinet
members reside in Israel and the
U.S.A. The function of the Cabinet
is to atudy all issues which will
come before the WZO and to
hammer out the positions of the
WCS . r. its relationship to the WZO.
Under the leadership of Samuel
Rothsteir. and Rabbi Mordecai
Waxman in New York and Rabbi
Moshe Davis in Israel, the Cabinet
consulted, at the time, with other
Zionist organizations prior to the
Congress, to enlist their co-
operation and support.
Recognizing the merits of the case,
most organizations readily agreed,
and at least one major organization
which could not make an official

commitment due to the diverse af-

filiations of its membership, allow-
ed Us Congress delegates a vote of
conscience.
"Now that the resolution has been
adopted by the WZO," says Mr.
Zucker. "we have firm ground on
which to build within that organiza-
tion. This is an historic first step on
the road toward recognition of the

Conservative Movement as an
equal religious movement in
Israel."
The WCS is represented on the
World Zionist Executive by Rabbi
Theodore Friedman who lives in

Jerusalem, and Mr. Arthur J.
Levine, who Jives in. New York.
Mr. Zucker has pledged that the

.
WCS. through its affiliated
members, will continue to work to
further the goals of the WZO and
will support ail allya efforts as well
as the targets of the Jewish Agency
Project Renewal-
With regard to the Conservative
Movement in Israel. Mr. Zucker
notes that there are now 28 Conser-
vative congregations throughout
the country under the aegis of the
United Syr-agog^e of Israel. He
predicts that, in the years ahead.
Conservative Judaism will make a
real Impact on Israel with the grow-
ing understanding among Israel's
population that Conservative
Judaism is the bridge between
orthodoxy and secularism, offering
a meaningful alternative to people
who cannot fully identify with
either.

Begin at the Knesset.
They will also have several cippor-

- tun ities to meet new immigrants
and Israelis in various walks of life

through visits to absorption centres
and to United Synagogue of Israel
Congregations in Jerusalem,
Beersheba, Ashdod, Ra'anana and
Ashkelon.
On Tuesday. March 13, delegates
will participate in a day-long sym-
posium on ‘Religious Pluralism;
From Hope to Reality’ in which
both religious and political views
will be aired. Speakers will Include
Shimon Peres, Head of the Labour
Opposition in the Knesset, former
Cabinet Minister Moshe Kol. Rabbi
Theodore Friedman, WZO Ex-
ecutive Member and Rabbi
Mordecai Waxman, Vice-President
of the World Council of Synagogues.
On Wednesday, March 14, World
Zionist Organization Chairman
Arye Dulzin will discuss Israel and
the Diaspora Today and
Tomorrow',' and Knesset Member
YLgal Allan, will share some of his
memories of former Prime
Minister Golda Meir with whom he
worked through different stages of
her leadership.
The convention will adjourn on Sun-
day, March 18. and will resume the
followingday at the Sheraton Hotel.
Stockholm.

WOMEN TO WOMEN
Mrs. Murray Kweller, National

President of the Women's League
for Conservative Judaism together
with other members of the League
who are in Israel for the World
Council of Synagogues Convention,
will be hosted at a reception on
Wednesday, March 14. They will be
the guests of the Woman's League
for ConservativeJudaism in Israel.

The occasion will permit an ex-
change of Information and views on
the contributions which can be
made by women towards the
progress of Conservative Judaism
in Israel and elsewhere-

DEDICATION AT CENTRE

FOR CONSERVATIVE JUDAISM
Dulzin praises efforts for Aliya and Education

The Sarah Kushner Rabbi's Study
and Board Room at the Centre for
Conservative Judaism, Agron
Street, Jerusalem, will be
dedicated on Wednesday morning,
March 14 during the 12th Inter-

national Convention of the World
Council of Synagogues. The presen-
tation will be made by Mr. Julius

. Kushner of Brooklyn, New York.
The Centre was established seven
years ago by David Zucker of Great
Neck, New York and Morris Spiez-
man of Charlotte. North Carolina,
and has since become a focal point
for religious, cultural and social ac-
tivities. It attracts both the local

residents . and visitors
” from

abroad. -

Situated In the heart of the capital's

hotel belt, it is an easy place for
tourists to find, and there Is not a
single Shabbat or festival in which
guests from overseas are not
among the congregation.
The Centre is a dynamic hub of ac-

tivity with dally adult education
classes, special holiday seminars,
the traditional Lag B'Omer
Weekend, the monthly Havura,
weekly.lecture-discussions on
current events In Israel and the
Jewish world at large, art ex-
hibitions and musical events.

In addition to these programmes,
the Centre also participates In the
volunteer welfare work of many
organizations and Institutions. Last
summer, the Youth Department
adopted war orphans, and made it

possible for them to participate in
the USY Pilgrimage. The Women's
League group raises considerable
funds to facilitate attendance at the
Day Camp by children from social-

ly and economically deprived
backgrounds. The Day Camp Is un-

der the joint sponsorship of the Cen-
tre and the Ramah Programmes in

Israel.

In Jerusalem, the Women's League
has adopted special projects for the

blind, and participates in a
volunteer programme of the Israel

Defence Forces. Proceeds from the
Centre's concerts help to support
Perach, the big brother and sister

movement of Israeli university

students; and the Mlcha Society for

the Deaf.
The Gemillut Hesed Fund which

receives contributions from Israel

and abroad enables the Centre to

reach out and help the needy in the

true spirit of Jewish tradition.

The Centre's activities will be ex-
panded in the near future to include
an emergency medical station
which will be available in times of
need .

'Great emphasis is placed on the
educating of youth. In addition to
serving as a home for United

Synagogue Youth pilgrimages and
conducting its own weekly USY
groups, the Centre staff, together

with the USY organization abroad,

sponsored and directed the first

successful five-month USY kibbutz

ulpan at Kibbutz Ein Zurim.
Aliya and Immigrant absorption
are also vital facets of the Centre's
work, and a special department has
been set up as a resource facility

for anyone contemplating aliya, a
study semester or a Sabbatical in

Israel.

Noting that the Centre is ap-
proaching Its first decade, Director
Dr. Pesach Schindler recalls the

uncertainty of its beginnings.
"There were people who didn't
think we’d last a year," he says.
"We’re a true test case. We no
longer have to speak of roots or set-

ting up a foundation. We're building
on fertile ground."
Dr. Schindler emphasises that the

programme at the Centre “is not
meant to detract or compete with
other forms of legitimate Jewish
commitment, but rather to meet
the real needs of so many Jews who
have made their home in Israel,

and who see it not merely as a
Jewish State, but a State for Jews."
He explains that people looking for

their own individual Jewish expres-
sion are delighted to find a freedom
of choice in a political State. "This
is where we come In," he says. “We
serve the needs of people looking

for Jewish meaning in their lives.

In this respect, pluralism is not a
luxury, hut an absolute necessity.
There is an Inherent need to fill a
spiritual vacuum, and the response
cannot be monolithic."
Dr. Schindler is not an advocate of
the currently fashionable "roots"
concept, "We don't have to concern
ourselves with roots," he says, "hut
with branches. We have to grow
and blossom. History is very cruel

to movements which have nothing
to say at a given time. The con-
tinuing growth of our movement
demonstrates that we do have
something to say, and that there

,
are many who are eager to listen."

"The more affiliates we have, the
stronger we are," said Mr. Arye
Dulzin, Chairman of the World
Zionist Organization and the Jewish
Agency for Israel, when ' inter-

viewed in Jerusalem last week.
Commenting on the membership of
the World Council of Synagogues
within the WZO, Mr. Dulzin said

that he was proud to head an
organization "under whose roof ail

Jews are united in a common
cause, regardless of political or
religious leanings."
He added that the WZO represents
all shades ol Jewish opinion from

right to left. "We -are interested in
Jews who want to build and main-
tain a Jewish State," he said. "Our
major goals are promoting aliya

and Jewish education. In this

respect, a considerable percentage
of American and Canadian aliya
can be credited to the efforts of the
Conservative Movement through
both direct encouragement of aliya
and Intensive Jewish educational
programmes which frequently In-

clude visits to Israel."

Mr. Dulzin expressed pleasure in'

the fact that the World Council of

Synagogues elected to have the first

part of Its 12th International
Convention in Israel. "Conventions
In Israel are an important tool in
helping to bring to Israel people
who might otherwise not come, and
to strengthen the ties between
Israel and those organizations," he
said. "I wish the World Council of
Synagogues every success In their
deliberations, and I am heartened
by the knowledge that their Conven-
tion was preceded by an Aliya.
Seminar in which several of their

leaders participated." (see col.S)

Harold Rothschnd 1032) 35326

MichaelRaWnowlU • 1M4) 50010

0 - m

Rabbi Doy Rubin

Joseph Heckeiman

YsakovAnavi

Ed&Mllsrd

103) 999880

(067)30270

(03) 624188

(03)432932

(03)423901

For further Information coutari:

Rabbi Moshe Cohen, Tel. 02-31303

28 Ben Mitlwon Street, Jerusalem.
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The Centre for Conservative Judaism on Agron Street In Jerusalem l— —

THIS PAGE PRESENTED BY THE WORLD COUNCIL OF SYNAGOGUES

World Coyncil flf Synagogoes \

I2tfi International Convention J
Programme Highlights
"Immigration and Absorption Today” Yehuda Dominitz,
Director General. Dept. Aliya and Klita, Jewish Agency

"Concrete Ties with Israel Raphael Kotlowitz, Chairman
Dept. Aliya and Klita, WZO
Ralph Cohen, President. AMPAL
Opening Prayer Ceremony at Western Wall

Reception at Jewish Theological Seminary, Neve Shechter

Opening Plenary Session

President’s Report — David Zucker, President World Council ofSynagogue

"The Torah as Response to Modernity.” Dr. Gerson D. Cohen,
Chancellor, Jewish Theological Seminary

Visit with President Yitzhak Navon at Beit Hanassi

"Religious Pluralism: From Hope to Reality” — A Symposium
Moshe Kol, Former Cabinet JUinister

Rabbi Theodore Friedman, Member wzoExec.
Rabbi Charles Siegel, Moriah Congregation, Haifa

Rabbi Mordecai Waxman, Vicepresident. World Council ofSynagogues

"Religious Pluralism, A Political View,” Shimon Peres MK
Purim Ball

Dedication of Sarah Kushner Rabbi's Study at the

Beit Knesset of the Centre for Conservative-Judaism

"Israel and the Diaspora: Today and Tomorrow" Aryeb Dulzin,

Chairman, Srccitiil'c WZO
"A Tribute to Golda Meir Yigal AUon MK
Gala Banquet at the Knesset under the patronage of

Prime Minister Menahem Begin

A Visit to Israel Congregations, Coordinated by Rabbi Mosbe Cohen
Director. United Synagogue ofIsrael

"Plans and Prospects for the Conservative Movement in Israel”

at Netzach Yisrael Congregation, Ashkelon

“Latin American Jewry. The Current Situation"
• Participants: Rabbi Marshall Meyer,

Rabbi Angel Kreiman, ChiefRabbi, Santiago, Chile

Rabbi Henry Sobel, Sao Paulo, Brazil

Plenary Session

Resolutions, elections, installation of new officers

Reception hosted by Jerusalem Mayor Teddy Kollek at

.

Israel Museum
Convention adjournment — to reconvene in Stockholm
9.00 a.m. Monday, March 19, 1979

For further information and invitations, contact:

Convention Headquarters

Centre for Conservative. Judaism
2 Agron Street, Jerusalem, (02>-2 >6.{8ti



First intem’l numismatic conference here.

Numismatics,where lag
can be worth $20,000

Monday, March 12, 1979 The Jerusalem Post

By JOSEPH MORGENSTEKN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

The Jerusalem International
Numismatic Meeting 1979, the first
of its type to he held here, opened its
doors to the general public yester-
day. The four-day meeting at
Binyenei Ha’ooma features an inter-
national educational forum, an
Israeli collectors' symposium,
audio-visual presentations, exhibits
and a dealers' coin exchange.
"Jimmy Carter's presence in

Jerusalem has added much excite-
ment to our convention," stated Ar-
nold H. Kagan, president of the
American-Israel Numismatic
Association (AINA), and curator of
the Kagan-Maremba collection. The
collection is the largest and, most-
comprehensive Israel coin display in
the world and is displayed at the
meeting, it 1s valued at more than
{in.
Adding more sparkle to the

meeting are various coin exhibits
brought over from the U.S. "We held
a competition among AINA's
members and chose the best from
the approximately 200 collections
which participated in the contest,”
explains Kagan.
The Jerusalem International

Numismatic Meeting tJINM) as
well as AINA will award prizes to
collections chosen by a panel of
Judges. The A.H. Kagan trophy will

also be awarded. The winner will
keep the trophy until the next con-

One of the two known I960
“eight-grain” one-agora coins,
which collectors value at $20,000.

Regular coins showten grains on
each stalk.

ventlon and then will have it replac-
ed by a smaller, permanent one.
The presence of 15 dealers from

Israel and abroad is doubtless giving
a major boost to the whole field of
numismatics here. Some 120
numismatists from abroad had
registered prior to the opening.

The list of overseas dealers in-

cludes some of the major names in

the business.

England is represented by B.A.
Seaby Ltd., of London. "My wife is

participating in this meeting.

because she wanted to see Israel/'
relates Peter Seaby. son of the firm's
founder. The firm has been in
business for more than half a cen-
tury and specializes in ancient and
medieval coins. Seaby is also one of

the world's major publishers in the
field of international numismatics. It

carries more than 2.000 titles on
various aspects of coin collecting.

“The market for modern Israeli

coins Is relatively gmoii in England;
however, it has probably not yet
been fully tapped,” pointed out Peter
Seaby. Coin collecting has in recent
years become a major object of in-

vestment. Seaby advises anyone In-

tending to Invest In coins to 'seek
professional advice first. He
suggests that only good quality coins
should be purchased and that they
should be held for at least four to five

years to gain in value.
Seaby currently serves as presi-

dent of the International Association
of Professional Numismatists, a
group of senior dealers numbering
some 100 members from all parts of
the world.

The American dealer contingent
includes J.J. Van Grover.
Jonah R. Shapiro, Carl and Andrew
Rosenbluriu and Claud Amsellem.
Van Grover, besides specializing in

Israeli coins and medals, has
developed a highly attractive line of
pendants based on cut-outs of Israeli

medals. These pendants are created
by cutting out the lettering of a coin
or medal — creating a piece of
jewelry.
Besides Seaby, England is

represented by Vincenzi of
Colchester. Theodore Rieger of
Cologne rounds out the overseas
dealer contingent.
The Israeli coin dealer community

is represented by such well-known
names as Naim Basson, the Tel
Aviv Coins and Medals Distribution
Co., Emanograph Israel Ltd., M.
Friedmann, Lelb Hatsernov, Yair
Nachmany, Halm Sasha and Yosef
Meroz.
The most impressive display of the

numismatic meeting is the Kagan-
Maremba coin collection. The collec-

tion, when arranged in one con-
tinuous row, measures no less than
160 feet. It is displayed in special
panels, each representing a page of

the Kagan catalogue.
The novelty of the panels is their

special design, which allows each
item to be viewed from both sides.

The collection includes such rarities
as Israel's rarest set. Type I, n, andm of the eight-grain one-agora coin.

The six-coin set is s currently valued
at $65,000

.

The JINM la assured of getting in-

ternational press coverage. Among
the attendees is David Alexander of
the American Coin World, and
Albert Beck, editor-Ip-chief of the in-

fluential "Muertzen Review." The
Basel monthly, magazine has some

READ
AND WIN A FREE
RIP TO LONDON

5131?*
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Here's a winning "raffle" you really

'must enterl

Subscribe for a year to The Jerusalem

Post renew or extend an existing

subscription for one year, and your

name will be entered in a draw with

two first prizes, EACH AN AIR
GROUP RETURN TICKET TEL AV1V-

LONDON and two second prizes,

each a return air ticket, Tel Aviv- Eilat.

The tickets are provided by Academy Travel

of 14 Trumpeldor St., Tel Aviv, Tel. 58165.

Every participant in this draw will receive FREE a

copy of Dry Bones comic strip book.

A year’s subscription to The Jerusalem Post is

IL2.050 (incl. VAT). Remember we’ll deliver the

paper to your home every day and any price in-

creases that occur will be borne by us.

The dosing date for participants is 15 April.

1979 (date of postmark). Only entries accom-
panied by cheque and submitted on the coupon
below will be accepted. The winners will be
selected at random by computer in the presence
of Mr. David Steinberg. Academy Travel. Mr. Ah
Rath, Editor and Managing Director of The
Jerusalem Post and a representative of Somekh,
Chaikin and Citron. Chartered Accountants. No
members of The Jerusalem Post staff or their

immediate family are allowed to enter this draw.

The full name and address of the four winners
will be published in The Jerusalem Post on Sun-
day. April 29. The winning tickets can be used as

a credit to tickets to other destinations. Tickets

purchasable at Academy Travel Ltd.

Please complete the form below and sand or
bring it to us with your cheque. Only entries on
this form will be accepted.

k > TJ | | |
1i|| illj

POB 81, Jerusalem.

I wish to have The Jerusalem Post delivered to

me every day. I wish to renew/extend an existing sub-
scription. My cheque for (L2,050 (incl. VAT) is enclosed.
Please enter my name in the 'TRIP TO LONDON" raffle.

NAME
ADDRESS ... TEL...

for office use
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Only five of these 1927 Palestine Currency Board one hundred pound
notes are known to be still In existence. (Chorbit)

31,000 subscribers.
Beck arrived In Jerusalem direct-

ly from Moscow, where he was
presented with the latest Russian
gold medals. In the March issue of

"Muenzen Review” Beck points out

that "Israel's foreign currency
restrictions were lifted and dealers

may now freely bring into the coun-

try numismatic material, sell it to

Israelis against local currency, con-

vert the proceeds Into foreign
currency and transfer the latter

abroad." He points out that the new
policy is the special incentive to

foreign dealers to participate in

JINM. In addition to his functions as

editor, Beck is in charge of organiz-

ing the approximately 65 conven-

tions being held in Europe this year.

The AINA eleventh annual study
tour to Israel has been scheduled to

coincide with the Jerusalem Inter-

national Numismatic Meeting. The
contingent of some 80 members Is

led by past-president Morris Bram
and by president Arnold Kagan.
AINA, an educational and Infor-

mational non-profit organization,
since its founding in 1967, has made a
major contribution to winning
friends for Israel throughout the U.S.
The association sponsors a year-
around programme of cultural,
social and numismatic events, in ad-
dition to the annual study tour to
Israel, national and regional conven-
tions. It also publishes "The
Shekel,” a bi-monthly magazine
dealing with all aspects of
numismatics related to Israel ’

b

modern and ancient coins.

The Israel Government Coins and
Medals Corporation, which is co-

sponsor of JINM, has received
favourable comments about the dis-

play arrangements. Special credit

should perhaps be given to Eliezer
Shiloni. the corporation's director-
general.

Dairies: ‘Try ice cream in winter’

By YITZHAK OKED
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Ice cream is good in

winter too, is the theme of a promo-
tion campaign the Ice cream
manufacturers are now holding. At a
press conference held last week to

explain the campaign, Michael
Strauss, head of the Strauss Dairies

promised that if Israelis eat ice

cream in the winter too. the price

will go down.

He explained that the ice cream
manufacturers are not using their
machinery all year round, which
brings the price of ice cream up.

He explained that one purpose of

the campaign is to discredit the “old
wives tale" that claims It is not
healthy to eat Ice cream In winter.

A Strauss marketing official ad-

mitted that they must also try to per-

suade storeowners to keep ice cream
in their refrigerators during the
winter.

•“But it seems that the biological

clock of storekeepers works In such a
way, that only after Pessah he starts

ordering ice cream and not a day
earlier. And on the last day of the

High Holidays In the early autumn,
he stops ordering ice cream,” the

Strauss official said.

TRAVEL TRENDS/Baruch Saville

Technion professors propose cooperation
• Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA.— Four Technion professors
have submitted proposals for joint

Israeli-Egyptian projects toImprove
life in the two countries if peace is

concluded.
Prof. Abraham Kogan of the

Aeronautical Engineering Faculty
has invented and developed a new
and cheaper process of water
desalination. Solar energy, plentiful

In both countries,' makes his method
work at the" comparatively ’low
temperature of 7 degrees cen-
tigrade.

Prof. Shimon Ylftah ofthe Nuclear
Engineering Faculty has proposed
an international regional nuclear
energy centre in Sinai, to be run
jointly by Egyptian and Israeli
scientists. Two 1,200-megawatt
nuclear reactors attached to

Gov’t helps

civil servants

move to industry
By SHLOMO MAOZ

Post Economic Reporter

Civil servants can shift to the
production sector of the economy
and still retain their social benefits
as government employees, accor-
ding to Civil Service Commissioner
Avraham Friednan.
Friedman sent a circular to all

dfrectors-general of ministries infor-

ming them of the new policy, which
includes civil servants taking one-

year leaves of absence from their

jobs and going to the production sec-

tor.

According to Friedman, the
workers will retain their benefits as
civil servants, while their new
employers set aside a monthly pay-
ment towards the government pen-
sion plans.
After a year the civil servant can

return to the ministry where he
worked and resume his government
career. On the other hand, if after
the year the civil servant decides to

stay in Industry, he can get
severance pay from the government.

Caesarea grows
With demand for plots of land in

Caesarea running very high, the
Caesarea Development Company
has announced that It Intends to
build a new residential district in the
area. The district will be called
"shehuna 5" and will be built
alongside "shehuna 4," with a view
of the sea and the ancient aqueduct.
Construction is expected to start In

five months.
Other projects presently under

consideration In Caesarea are the
building of a country club, a marina
and a sailing and divers' club.

Vietnam refugees to

train as waiters here
TIBERIAS. — The management of
the Tiberias Plaza Hotel has engag-
ed five Vietnamese men, aged 20-20,

all single, and will train them as
waiters for Its staff. The recent im-
migrants have just completed an ul~

pan Hebrew course in Afula and they
already know English.

SHAV/T
BUYS corns

from all over the world
and In Israel.

Ill AJIenby Rd.
(Tamar Passage)

, Tel Aviv
Open: 9 a,m. - 2 p.m.

Tel. 03-615515
03-624068

desalination plants would make
possible the irrigation of 300,000
dunams.

Prof. Dov Nlr of the Agricultural
Engineering Faculty has proposed
cooperation in developing crops and
technology to benefit both countries.
Prof. Gedaliahu Shelef of the Civil

Engineering Faculty has proposed
cooperation on recycling waste
water, which is vital to the two coun-
tries. He suggested a photosynthetic
process, based on algae, which
would also provide proteins. Shelef
noted that scientists in Egypt and
Israel are already at work on these
processes, and have cooperated in-

directly through a German fund.
"We are looking forward to doing
away with this indirect. Inefficient

way of exchanging information," he
said.

IN ONE OF THE BIGGEST travel
promotions ever held in Austria,
over 400 airline representatives, tour

operators , hotel personnel and travel
agents from IS countries met with
more than 200 Austrian travel ex-

perts recently.The Vienna workshop
is slated to become an annual event
and should play a key role in
Austrian tourism.

A NORTH-SOUTH trans-European
highway, stretching from the Baltic
to the Mediterranean could change
the entire European tourism
transport picture when it opens In

1990. Yugoslavia, Hungary,
Bulgaria, Poland and Greece, have
already approved the planned
highway and other European coun-
tries are expected to follow suit.

NEWEST EN CHARTERS, a 10-hour
flight over the North Pole with
champagne and a certificate to
mark the occasion. The flights leave
from Germany and the tour includes
a four-day stay in Reykjavik.
Iceland.. vc

. i ? Wl
NATIONAL AIRLINES,: -which is <

planning to'start a MiaxhiSTel Aviv 7

route in May. also has a ?125 one-way
DC-10 daily service between New
York and Los Angeles. Meanwhile,
TWA’s daily New York-Frankfurt
service commences April -29.

CYPRUS is slowly returning to the
tourism map. With some 200,000

tourists visiting the Island last year,

plans are being drawn up for 500,000

tourists annually by 1985. But one
limiting factor is a dire shortage of

hotel rooms, although some 3,000 ad-:

ditional rooms should be available

by 1980. Although El A1 still does not
operate to the Island, Cyprus
Airways offers three weekly flights

from Israel to Lanarka.

THE TEL AVIV SHERATON is now
offering a Sky and Sea Odyssey
programme for its guests, which In-

cludes the possibility of chartering a
private plane or a fully equipped
yacht, at special discounts. The
programme is geared to the time
pressed businessman visitor, trade
officials or any other hurried tourist

who wants to see the country quick-

ly. Sheraton provides all the
transport arrangements according
to guest requirements.

ALIA, the Jordanian airline, is

reportedly planning further inroads

into Israeli tourism. Plans call for

the introduction of * .new Montreal-
’

Amman rout?, to be^operated
New York f^ofAppiL.The Altaisi

route couldwell bitie into both-El
MontrealnTeJ Aviv, routes aridii-

possibly affectWardair's newToron- -•

to and Montreal charters to Tel Aviv,
which are due to commence next
month.

THE GREEK NATIONAL Tourist
Organization participated in the con-

struction of 18 new hotels doe too

this year, adding 8,116 beds ta

huge total of 247,040 beds
available. Four of the sew
open are in Crete, which is

becoming a major Greek too]

destination.
; „ \

ISRAELIS PLANNING
flj

holidays will have to looked] iti

According to New York tod

sources, hotels in the maindM
hard to come .by. "Notify has all

problem like New York, 11

sag
president of one top agency. (

hotel rooms in New York an
getting over $100 anightjf me
get them'. Meanwhile, at the

embassy visa offices.
,
In Tel i

some 300 persons a day are as'

seeking visas for UJL travel

summer.

PORTUGAL is competing -si;

mania in an endeavour to att

summer visitors from Iarad,:

Tel Aviv- Hayarkon Seed la

promotion centre for hoik count

While Rumania is beh>| jisfesj

the Diplomat Hotel, in out a
biggeStt-evez- promotions hdd

’

El AX^uad the IflS

Tourfg£ Board a^
7
attractingy

trade to the Portugal festival,

the nearby DanHotel.

BAZAAR. — Na'amat opens i

nual bazaar at BeltPaulain Jai

day. It will continue for time i

The bazaar
.

will Include Arab I

and handicrafts.

JERUSALEM INTERNATIONAL

NUMISMATIC MEETING
BINYENEI HA'OOMA. MARCH 11-14, 1979

PROGRAMME

Today, March 12

2.00 p.m. —- 8.00 p.m. —- Exhibition and bourse open to the

public

3.00 p.m. — 7.00 p.m. — Numismatic films

Tuesday, March 13

2.00 p.m. — 8.00 p.m. —
- Exhibition and bourse open to the

public

3.00 p.m. — 5.00 p.m. — Numismatic films

4.30 p.m. — Collectors’ meeting (in Hebrew)

Chairman: Ariel Weinstein.
Speakers: Dov Genachowsky, Lipa

Bass, Eliezer Shiloni.

6.00 p.m. — Educational forum (in English)
Chairman: Arie Kindler; Speakers:
Ya’akov Meshorer, Joseph Dotan,
David Alexander (17. S.)

Wednesday, March 14

10.00 a.m. — 6.00 p.m. — Exhibition and bourse open, to the ’

public.

Admittance: adults — ILlS; youngsters and soldiers IL.10.

B.A. Seaby Ltd.
Established 1926

Much success and good wishes to the

peacemakers!

BUYING BUYING BUYING BUYING BUYING BUYING BUYING BUYING BUT*
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1 When you think Israel, think

SB

! J.J. Van Grover
j

’ Visit me at my booth at the

Jerusalem International Numismatic Convention

or call and visit me at the .

Tel Aviv Sheraton Hotel; TeL 03-286222

from March 17 to 21.

ONuna oNune oNuna onulxib onduw ornxna ownng o****!£,

# ISRAEL GOVERNMENT COI

AND MEDALS CORPORATIO

5 Ahad Ha’am Street, Jerusalem.

i : .

The Corporation’s Board ai Directors anil.M

welcome foreign and Israeli participants u

Jerusalem International.. Numiswati^

1979 v
and announce the -issue of a special iuedaft°

commemorate^ the event, •

struck in silver and bronze. 45mm.

We are very pleased to be attending-

The First Jerusalem International Numismatic
Convention

and would welcome anyone who wishes to buy,-sell or look.
We specialize in ancient and world coins.
Members ofthe I.A.P.N.

11 Margaret St., London WIN SAT, England, Tei. 01-5803677

Visit us at

The International Numismatic-

Meeting in Jerusalem

• March 11-14
Our exhibited coins, medals and bank notes will- be of interest to you.
Many rewards wilt be given on purchases exceeding IL120.

ISRAEL COINS AND MEDALS GALLERY
4 Maze Street, Tel Aviv

Tel. 03-291205

-.V .. ,<

777'} t
. ^

rv, .
• -v -’Jcrasirni x

•'J

„

The medal will be on sale until MarchU only.

locations: -
•-

'

the Corporation's booth at the Meeting .{Stay*1

Jerusalem), Head Office rs Ahad ^
Tel Aviv showroom (3_Mendele St.).. The
ordered, by mail; such orders must lie postmarked
earlier. *

-

.

Prices: silver — IL420; bronze —
eluded. Subscribers are entitled to a
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Market unenthusiastic about Carter visit

Stocks & bonds- WSWKSffl
i^-eifi^JRStrer! tfae market report

Tte ,nbu* market reflected very, little

; .
enthusi&ara' oyer. . O.S. President Jimmy

t, Carter* visit td Jerusalem. With ,the excep-

thp Wl.V ; tiffli efrthe c^mendal Tank sector, which
lv *taye4 *teady, *C other groups turned lower

sWW to -
modewrtely active trading. Same 16

etv OKHitha agtf.when an atmosphere of general
euphoria, accompanied the arrival ot Egyp-

to ftoIS., Ufto President Anwar Sadat to Jerusalem.

d
,P°n, n £ - the share market also turned lower. In fact, it

k
Vi<

hti marked the last chapter of the historic "hull
Prize, V market ,r that endeG lathe December 13. 1973

^ AWV' Israeliversfehof Wall Street's Crash of 1928.
“•'the cV parallels areJ^jard to draw since the market
^.
nieUi« a conditions are now far different from what

***. ^tftheywereattJiaLtlxne.'
5U

°hiav
’• '

v •
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• So far this year :the equity segment of the
tte Tel Aviv Stock Exchange has barely been
a able to maintain: thq Inflationary spiral and
PbQL ** *? now appears *blw very sensitive to anything

MeaL ‘ that may be considered as sensitive political

^ « eco*»T»ic new*; The behaviour of the local
'ahare market.atahda in stark contrast to re*

qi
v

.' T;' cent events on.Wall Streetwhere share prices

‘ociai
011

' l
'' movedupsmartly lastweek on expectation of

m ^ ^ m3 the signing of a peace treaty between Israel
“''MidEevut •

Closing prices on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange
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By JOSEPH MO&GENSTERZf
Pott finance Reporter

While shares moved lower, index-linked
bonds moved ahead. Prices were higher by aa
much as one and a half per cent. In share
trading the three major commercial banka
traded unchanged. The same was true of

'
Mizrahi but Union Bank was down by five to

* 385. Israel General gained one point aa was
the case with FUJI.
The downward movement was felt with the

beginning of trading In mortgage bank
Issues. Carmel was down by about 6.5 per
cent to 374. Others in the group shqwed minor
losses. Tefahot (B) moved against the trend
and gained six to 866.

Insurance Issues were also predominantly
lower. Aryeh slipped by 15 and Hassneh by 11 .

Phoenix IL5 lost 13 ta 401. Yardenia ILs was a
major loser as it dropped by 18 to 285.

Property and Building, in the real estate
and land development section, did not trade
yesterday as the company announced its an-
nual results. The figures released pointed toa
consolidated balance sheet total of IL605.2m.
reflecting a gain of Just under sixty per cent.
Profits of IL68.lm. were up by ns per cent.
ILDC was sharply down as It fell by 21 to £19.

Raaaco pref. lost 11 to 220.

Industrials also were lower on the session.
American Israel Paper Mills aucceded in
bucking the down market and registered the
best gain of any share as it rose by 33 points to
633. No reason behind the action could be
found. The Dead Sea Works were 17 lower at
558. Polygon was ex-dividend and ex-bonus
shares and shares were established at 138.
Among Investment company shares, prices
continued to dribble downwards. The invest-
ment companies of the Big Three shares all
posted losses with Hapoalim (r) being the
hardest hit Plryon was down by 11.5 points to
250.5. Oil shares were lower, as well. Oil Ex-
ploration of Paz was down by two to 141, its
generally assumed support level. Naphta and
Lapidot each lost by 40 points.

Clmtaff

prir*

VtbHBC
0.1.000

Cbm)

Pctrochom. opt. -A" 76 1042 —

1

PeLrochom. 20% deb. I 71 IIU -5
Nechuahton t 1000.5 0.3 -29.3

Ncchushtan ta 1080 0.3 B.C.

Elite 313 21.7 ILC.

Elite opt. 3 > 130 3.0 —X
Elite 20% deb. 2 95 22.4 —2
Arad 320 20.0 —10
Polgai MB 23.3 n.c.

Polygon dxl38 46.5 —28
Rim 1 d524 32.1 n.c.

Rim 4 dt413 42.9 n.c.

Shcmen b 422 9.2 n.c.
Tool r 332 13.0 —3
Ta»j b 332 13.9 —5
FVuiarom
Inv^ntm«*ttl ft Holding

98 237.0 n.c.

CWn Vtthnne Change
price ILiAW

Cloalmr Velum Change
price ILUNI

Ctariag Volume Change

Dev. A Mtg. 18% deb. 87
Dev. A Mtg. 18% deb. M
Housing Mtg. r
Housing Mtg. b
Housing Mtg. 80% dlv. 78

Housing Mtg. opt. 1

Housing Mtg. opt. 2
Leurol no dlv.
Tefahot pref. r
Tefahot pref. b
Telshot r
Tefahot b
Mer&v
Merav apt, 2

Specialised Financial

100-3 173J) —3ft Shilton r dlOO 90ft —ft
640 U5 -10 Shilton b dl02 15ft —2.0
584 12.2

'

rue. Shilton opL "A" 79 27.7 —8
133 2077J n.c. Shilton U% deb. 1

Otzar La'taaaiya r

72 133.3 —3ft
(1x203 2373.9 n.c. 358 fflft —3
dx208 973.2 O.C. Otzar Ln'tsasiya b 359 46.9 —3

488 8.0 . S47. Ampal 648 5.0 +30
350 19.3 n.C- Agriculture “A” 141 40ft +1
349 202.4 Q.C. Ind. Dev. pref. 136 21ft —

6

. 362
- 174J

22.5

110.4

n,c.

O.C.
Insurance Companies
Aryeh 780 23.9 .

—15
130J) 100.0 H.C- Aryeh opt. 520 15.8 —5
125.5 809A

.
B.C. Haasneh r 391 —9— ’ — — Hassneh b 395 43.0 —11

582 LT n.c. Haoxneh op

L

173 109.8 —3
568- - 808.1 n.c. Phoenix 1 421 46ft —4
569 298ft U.C- Phoenix 6 401 24.0 —13
553. 125.4 n-c. Yardenia 1 309 13.4 —5
990 . . 2.4 n.c. Yardenia 5 295 02.6 —16
.771

’

94) rue. S»h«f

f

427 96-0 —ID
445 3.0 ZLC. Sahar b 439 14.0 n.c.

35^5 28.7 +2 Sahar opt. 131 12.7 —4
• 189 288A • —1 Sahar 18%- deb. 87 132.1 —4
'498 LO . n.c. Securitas 855 37.4 —13
17BA- . 299ft +ft Securitas 50% dlv. 78 343 21.0 —9

- Securitas opt.
Zurr
Zurb
Commercial Sendees
A Utilities

Motor House
Delek r

. Delek b
.. fidekqit'i

8tt'A nIc~' - ShUton opt. “B**
.

4 ' 28S®r fi le., 1

: Shilton 18%'deb. 2
123 "

' :320ft n-c.
126.- . 178ft

,

+1
3W 84.7 +1

377 49.7 n_c.

381 20-0 n-c.

365 24-0 Oft.

475 10.0 +5
112 7ft n.c.

94 46.8 —ft
340 8.4 —12
374 5.0 —30
557 3ft n.c.

90 73.0 —4ft
410 — n-c.

238 117.3 —2
227 13-8 —2
212 -

68.7 —

6

102 18.4 n.c.

280 Oft.

Bank of Israel

)VeT representative

foreign exchange
itic

c#erates — March 9
the

n- oflg
mrrney

.

Rate
1

',)’ A. dollars . iBAOCf

ShUton opt. “B~
ShUton 18% 'deb. 2
Cold Storage 1

Cold Storage 10
Cold Storage opt. “A”
Cold Storage 20% deb. x
Israel Electric
Lighterage
R&pac 1
Rapac 5

Land, Building,

Development ft Citrus
Azortm
Asorfan no dlv. 78

Azorim opt. “A"
Aaodm 20% deb. 1
Afrtca-Israel 1
Africa- Israel 10
LL.D.C. r
IJL.D.C. b
LLJ3.C. opt "A" '

LInD.C. Opt. “B"

c -t *1 \ t

% . s
i
-•'***

, . &

lMiftisth.c.
— Q.C.

4U —

U

1806 —18
87A -8

I.L.D.C. 10% deb l — —
. I.L.D.C. 10% deb. 2 — —

I.L.D.C. 20% deb. 3 142ft 52.7 —9
I-LJ3.C. 20% deb. 4 157' 48.5 —10
Solel Boneh b 730 12.0 n.c.

Prop, ft Bldg. — — —
Prop, ft Bldg. opt. “A” — — —

.
Prop, ft Bldg. 15% deb. 4 — — —

< Prop, ft Bldg. 18% deb. 5 — — —
Bayside i 279 53.2 —

1

,
Bayside 5 280 13.9 —8
Ispro 0268.5 53.8 —Oft
Isras 511 13.0 n.c.

Mebadrtn 3070 6.8 +5
I.CJE*. 1375 0.7 +5
Neot Aviv 548 1.7 n.c.

Prl Or 849 8.0 +29
Raaaco pref. 220 13.9 —11

R&asco 230 13.3 n.c.

Oil Exploration
Oil Explo. Paz 141 243.1 -2
Industrial
Elbitl 453 0.4 n.c.

Elblt 5 470 5.0 +5
Alliance 1440 0.5 —10
EHco l 719 1.8 -13
Elco 2.5 r 222 21.5 n.c.

Elco 2ft b 224.5 18.5 + .5

Elco opt. “A" 102.5 14.9 +1.6

Elco 20% deb. 1 84 27.5 —.3
Electra l 527 24.6 -28
Electra 5 319 233.4 -13
Electra opt. 2 273 124.0 —7
Electra 16% deb. 260 92.7 n.c.

. Electra 18% deb. 2 153 139.4 —7
;
Elron z 665 b.o. —6
Elron 2 487 13ft —23
Elron opL “A" 182.5 32.0 + 1.5

Argaman pref. r 335 4.1 n.c.

Argaman pref. b 335 3.5 n.c.

Argaman r 335 13.6 ILC.

Argaman b 335 31.0 n.c.

Ata *'B" 189.5 38ft -10
Ata •C" 128 431.1 —5
Ata opt. “A" 65.5 381ft n.c.

Ata opt. 3 85ft 159.1 —2
Ata 20% deb. 2 86 81.4 —1
Dubek r 862 4ft n.c.

Dubekb 862 2.7 rue.

Fertilizers 244 57.6 -3
Cables r < 140ft . AS.

8

—7.6-

Cables b- 143 48.0 —5-

RaUa CUem. 160
‘ - •'•4.1 • n.c.

Haifa Chem. opL 2 85 33.1 —3
Haifa Chem. 20% deb. 1 • 80 02ft -3
Teva r 658 53ft —25
Teva b 930 8.1 —30

.

Urdan l 355 263.4 —

3

Urdan

0

350 132.8 -3
Urdan opt. 221 76ft —

9

Lodzia l 538 LO n.c.

,

Lodzla 4 304 62.0 —5
Molett 231 50.0 n-c.

Moller 501 5.0 —9
Phoenicia l 303 17.6 +»
Dead Sea 558 18.0 —17
Am-1st. Paper 833 97ft +33
Am-Iar. opL "A" 218ft • 343.1 +6.5

Am-Isr. 20% deb. 1 CZ84 70ft -17
AaiIs 390 79.1 —9
Aasta 50% (Uv. 78 388 3.0 —6
Asala 20% deb. 1 163.5 4ft —2
.Petrochem. .. HO 138.0 —10

Companies
Elgar r 3*3
Elgar b f' 396
Ellern r -go
ElJcrn b T35
Amissar

355
AmissOr Opt. ggg
Central Trade -o--
Inv. of Pax r gVj
Inv. of Paz b
Wo Ifson 1

Walfson 10 r Sn
Wolfaon 10 b 245
Ampa. 225
Disc. Inv. r

29fl
Disc. Inv. b 295
Disc. Inv. opt. "A" 397
Disc. Inv. opt. "B" j34
Disc. Inv. 10% deb. 59 399
Disc. Inv. 10'lr deb. 72 ggg
Disc. Inv. is>V deb. 130 M7
Disc. inv. 18' r deb. 138 l03 5
Hap’lxn Inv. r 393'

Hap'lm Inv. b 399
Hap'lm Inv. 1 3 div. 78 __
+ opt. 1

Hap’lm Inv. 10r> deb 1 359
Leuml Inv. 375
Jordan Explo. 357
Jordan Explo. opt. 14So
Jordan Explo. opt 2 235
Jordan Explo. opt. 3 l59
Mizrahi Inv. r 4jg
Mizrahi Inv. ta , l8
Mizrahi 18% deb. 48 245
Hossuta d568.5
Hassuta no dlv. 78 __
Hassuta opt. ’A"
Hassuta 20% deb. 1 131 5
Export Inv. r - 40

‘

Export Inv. b 7G0
Koor Ind. 544
Hap'lm Inv. opt. l 299
Hap'lm Inv. z.*3 dlv. 355
Clal Rl. Est. 218
Clal Rl. Est. oot. “A" 34,
ClaJ Rl. Est. 20% deb 1

Clal 2
Clal Ind. 3ig
Clal Ind. s.c. apt.

Clal Ind. opt. cert. 292
Clal Ind. 10% deb. 4 ^35
Clal Ind. 20% deb. 5 225
Larideco 22s
Oz Inv. 151
Oz Inv. 10% deb. 130

. Pama Inv. 250
Plryon Inv. 250.5
Plryon Inv. opt. 2 225
Shares Traded In

Foreign Currency
Adanlm 555
Agricultural pref. "C 399
Ind, Dev. pref. “B" 059
Ind. Dev. pref. •’C” 593
Ind. Dev. "CC” «7n
Ind. Dev. -CCl" ^5
Ind. Dev. “D” BM
Cazlt 117.5
Tourist Ind. 4S1
UniCO *,

A‘" r 299
Unico “A” b 299.3
Furl
Naphtha d830
Lapldot r 754
-Lapldot b 1474

Moist active shares

Mizrahi r 205
IDB pref "A" 330
Leuml 357
Volume** 1 1-3.79

Shares traded: IL54.8m.
Convertibles; ILlS.im.
Bonds: IL3i.7m.
Stature index down 0.29, lo 104.78

AbbrrvlaUona:
s o. — sellers Only1.0. —
b.o. — buyers only r
d —

.
without dividend b

c — without coupon prcl

x — without bonus °pi-

* — without rletna conv

s.c. — subordinatedCapital notes

These stock prices are unofficial.

— n.c.

— n.c.
— +19

4.0 +20
2.7 n.c.
— +15
0.6 n.c.
— n.c.
— n-c.

20-2 n.c.

5.7 —40
4.3 —40
6.O.. +184 ,

2373.9 n.c.

1404.9 +2
133.9 n.c.

8-3.79

IL36.am.
ILS-3m.
IL25.9m.

no change
registered
bearer
preferred
option

convertible

-•

'
•

•

ft'.

Labour council books don’t balance

jynOirt.'
?sB>j»«ch FJ.%-

Was
,

FT. ' •

WetUshKr.
or. Kr.
pnlshKr.

ihi^Es

:0i'%
4n. dollar

S Dollar

iLFV.UO)
ust.Sch.flO)

, Lire (1,000)

inflOO)
inars

;
?banon Lira

Rate
19JOOS
M-3900
10.8969

4.6328

9.8983
11.8601

4-5398

3^949
3.8148

4^951
18.7642
ZL3766
23JH.41

6.7440

14.9914

23.3608
9. 6800
85.94

6J»

rIM

The medal the Israel Government Coins and Medal Corporation Ls

bringing out this month to mark the 100th anniversary of the birth of

Albert Einstein shows his likeness on the obverse. The reverse
shows equations in connection with one of his later investigations,

taken from one of his notebooks.

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL. AVIV. — The Histadrut comp-
troller last week pointed out
irregularities In the books of the
Ramat Gan-Glvatayizn labour coun-
cil. Money flowing through officials'

hands was not entered in the books,
be said.

In his report for 1975 to 1977, he
noted discrepancies between the
records of Hapoel Ramat Gan on the
^number of tickets sold for football
-matches and the Football
Association’s accounts. He did not
say money had been embezzled, but
did say that “the comptroller has not

THE KNESSET
Office of the Sergeant-at-Anns

Permanent entry passes for the Knesset building wfii not be
valid today, Monday, March 12, 1979, except in the .case of
Knesset staff, parliamentary reporters and foreign cor-
respondents.

Those invited to today's Knesset session should be in the
building not later than 11 a.m.

Entry to the Knesset will not be permitted after 11 a.m.

EXPORT SURPLUSES
winter wear & grade “B"
Dresses and hostess gowns
Women's, men’s and children's shirts,

from cotton velour and fine knit.

Sale at the plant: Homa Umigdal St.

(behind Bet-Lsnda, Hamasger St.,

Td Aviv) from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

received a satisfactory ex-
planation."
The comptroller also reported that

labour council officials neither
properly registered payments they
received nor sought receipts for
payments mode. In some instances
they kept labour council money for
two months before forwarding'it to
the Treasury, he said.

By the end of 1977 the council's
books showed an accumulated debt
of IL1.4xn. The debt would have been
greater If Histadrut headquarters
had not pumped in money to cover
previous debts, he added.

30
DURING MARCH

SALE
05 lon^ as stock lasis

AUCTION

Jerusalem Municipality

There will be an auction of books and other articles which have ac-

cumulated at the post offics from unclaimed parcels and other postal

packets, Sunday-Thursday, March 18-22, 1979. The auction will be at the

Tav-Dalet-Glmmel Stores (Postal Claims and Archives). Old Shopping

Centre, 5 Rehov Raoul Wallenberg, Jerusalem,

The auction will begin at 3 p.m. on each of the above days.

Citizen ofJerusalem
Make sure to complete your municipal tax payments by
the end of March and avoid piling up debts and fines.

Payments may be made at all banks and at the

municipal cashier's office.

The cashier's office will be open during March, in the

afternoon hours as well (4-6 p.m.), with the exception of

Fridays.

Plots for sale

for the construction ol cottages

in ftlshon Lezion

IL2SO.OOO cash, plus ILlM.QOO in payments

Raaln Properties, ftofi Brtivernuui, 34 Rehov Mikve Yterael, t «n.cr Rrh.

Levon tin, Tel Aviv, 10 »•»* * 1 4 * * P-m -

Representative

bond prices

4% ft development
Croup l. Yield:

Price

-2.00
3001 665.7

3010 621.3
Group 3. Yield: -1.98

3013 534.5

3020 469.6
Group s. Yield: —2.30

3027 467.3

3032 417.5
4003 iR) 614.0

Group 22. Yield + 0.70

3101 322.7

310B 273.4

Croup 24, Yield: +0.93
3110 267.7

3115 253.6

4% Gov’t (80% C-o-L.)

Group 42. Yield: +2-88
3201 194.8

3206 184ft

Group 44. Yield: +2.97
3210 183.S
3213 170.6

Gov’t (80% C-o-L)
Group 52. Yield: +3.16

3501 173.9
3504 153.9

7% Gov't (80% C-o-L)
Group 62. Yield: +3A9

3522 147ft
3526 143.4

Croup 84. Yield: +3.«8
3328 137.0
3533 130.0

Group 66. Yield: +3.62
3534 122.7
3541 113.0
GA% Defence loan

Group 1. Yield: —4.05
75 (Ayln Heh) 757.9

B0 iPehv 763ft
Group 3. Yield: —3.70

81 (Peh AJephi 746.5

90 iTzadli 691.3

202 (Resh Betl 839.0
51 (Nun Alephi 890.5
70 lAyin)

. 786.0
Gov't double-optlon linked

2001 140.0

2011 127.0

2021 117.3
Defence loan 69
9 iTetl 576.0

44 (Mem Dalcti 520.0
Bonds 100% linked to

foreign currency
6% Izr. Electric Corp. “B* 622.0
5% Dead Sea Works 1870.0
5.5% Gov't 6026 107.5
Bonds 70% linked to

foreign currency
6003 132.0
Dollar denominated bonds
7% Unico 95.0
7% Gen’i Mtg 43 96.7
Hollte IS 99.1
Hollis 20 103.B
Hollis 25 90.8
6ft% Wo Ifson 75.0
7% Tefahot 10 100.1

7% Clal Investment 2 100.7

S. Fr. denominated bonds
6% Bank Yaad 38 J12.8
5.5% Mimunim 5 113.1

5% Meolv 8 114.0

The yield reflect* the difference between the
"theoretical" value of bonds — based at the date
of Issue and current C-c-L Indexes plus ac-_
cumulated Interest — and the actual market
price. It la baaed on the assumption that future C-

oL index Increases will be zero. A negative yield
Indicates bond* sold at a premium, a positive
figure bonds sold at a discount!
(TW prices are unofficial)

New York
Stock

Exchange
Closing prices - March 9

Dow Jones Industrial Average:
842.86 — 1.9S

Volume: 93,410.000

Allied Chemical 32M +\
ASA 24V +*i
•Amer. lar. Paper Mills +*s
Avca SX^k —
Boeing 69\I — I^i

Burroughs 66\ +**

BranWI 11 — M.

Bell & Howell 25*4 +
Bally 21 L. — >4

Bouseh & Lomto 37 Vi +*4
Control Data 31 % —Hi
Curtis Wright 13* +«u
Dow Chemical 26^ ^
Eastman Kodak 6IS. —l

Etz Lavud 4 — *4

FOrd 18*; +M,
Fairchild Camera 34^ — >4

General Dynamics 33 n.c.

Gulf A Western 15 +U,
Holiday Inns life —
-Houston Oil 17fe —
Honeywell Inc 64^ — fe

Hilton « fe —%
IBM MTfc —1'%

Lockheed 19** — fe

Litton 21 — fe

LTV 7% —M»
McDonnell Douglas 31* — fe

Merrill Lynch I7fe

MGM 23 —l?i

Motorola 37 +fe
NCR “fe — fe

Nalomas 17

National Semiconductor 20fe n.c.

Occidental Petroleum 19% n *c -

Penn Central I9fe — ^
Pan American 3*4 — fe

Polaroid —*4

RCA 27 +fe
Revlon 30fe +*i
Raytheon 48*i +1*4

Sears 19'* —'4

Sperry Rand 47fe +fe
•Syntex 33fe —1%
American Tel * Tel Glfc +**

Telex 3fe n.c.

Teledyne 116 —

X

Tyco Lab. I9fe +*i
United Airlines 27 +*4

United Carbide 39 « +«4

LTV Ind. 32 fe
• — fe

Western Union 1996

Westingholise 19 — fe

U.S. Steel 24% +fe
Xerox 37 +fe
Zenith I3fc n.c.

Exxon. 52fc +fe

ILlHtnl m the American Stock Exchange)
t’fhr'M' tioek prices are nuilflclal) >'

This selected list

by courtesy of

ISRAEL DtSCOUKTBANK tm
Tel Aviv

Tel: 8 a.m.—12.30 p.m. — 627542

5 p.m.—7 p.m. — 223111

Investment- Authority in N.Y. needs director
By SHLOMO MAOZ

Post Economic Reporter
Aa of the end of this month there

will be no director of the Israel
Investment Authority in New York,
unless Finance Minister Siznha
Ehrlich finds someone to replace
Uriel Linn, who is returning to
Israel.

Ehrlich had hoped to appoint
David Rotlevy to the post, but he was
recently elected chairman of the Tel
Aviv district of the Israel Bar
Association and announced that he
could not accept the overseas Job.
Linn was recently chosen as state
revenue director.

Also returning by the. end of the
month will be Dr. Zvi Dinstein, until

DR. FRANCESCO BRANCUCCI,
was recently appointed general
manager for Alitalia in Israel. Bran-
cuccl, 44, practised law before join-

ing Alitalia in 1999. He comes here
after a four-year stint as branch
manager In Malta.

now Israel’s economic delegate in
New York. He resigned followingthe
Treasury's appointment of Daniel
Halprin to a similar post in
Washington, upgrading the D.C. job
from adviser to delegate. EHtan Raf
had been economic adviser in
Washington before the Halprin ap-
pointment.
Meanwhile a debate continues

between Ehrlich and Industry
Minister Gideon Patt over the ap-
pointment of a trade attach^ in
Zurich. Patt wants to give the post to
Arieh Goldstein, former aide to bis
predecessor as minister, Yigael Hur-
vitz. and a Likud party functionary.
Ehrlich prefers F. Heinrich,
economic adviser to the Knesset
Finance Committee.

TAXES UP. — The Tiberias City
Council voted recently to raise its

property taxes by 50 per cent over
last year’s rate for dwellings and by
100 per cent for businesses and
hotels. Other taxes on businesses
were not raised.

Ministry of Absorption —
Students’ Administration

Yeruham Local Council

On Tuesday, March 13, 1979, there will be a

Purim (Adlayada) Carnival

of Solidarity with Yeruham
Thousands of immigrant and veteran students from all the universities.

Negev marchers and residents of the township and environs will par-

ticipate in the Purim adlayada festivities to begin at 2 p.m.

Also participating In the adlayada carnival:

Firemen's band Jerusalem youth band

Camel riders' troupe • Giant puppet stages

-ft Dance troupes (with the participation of Bezalel

students)

The adlayada will be followed by an artistic performance in the Yeruham

stadium. „„„GREETINGS
S. Shenhar, Deputy Director-General. Ministry of Absorption

Haim Avitrur. Head of Yeruham Local Council

ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMME
Dori Ben Ze'ev

Specla^student perform&ncea * Dance troupes * Mcfalsim

troupe Hebrew University Choral group

Students from the different universities will be treated to tours of Negev

sites. For particulars and registration arrangements contact absorption

coordinators and counsellors. ' _ . . . .

'

Yeruham residents wiU present mtshloah manor to the student visitors.

Participation fee: IL4Q.
Costume dress mandatory

weemann rNsmnrre of scieNce

REQUIRES
ENGLISH SECEETABY/TYPIST

Full-time position

'Mother-tongue English

Quaili fictitious: Highly experienced typist with administrative

ability and basic knowledge of Hebrew.

Please apply in writing, enclosing curriculum vltne. to the Per-

sonnel Department, Weismann Institute of Science, Rehnvui;

reference 2* *79.
'
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Taking risks for peace
THE ROAD to peace in the Middle East has been lined, especial-
ly since November 1977, with what the media phrase-makers
dubbed critical junctures: Jerusalem, Ismailiya, Leeds, Camp
David I, Blair House, Camp David n. Not all proved to be
successes, but all contributed to the peace process. For all their
significance, however, none of these turning points deserved so
dramatic a description.

President Carter's current visit to Egypt and Israel, on the
other hand, most certainly does.
For the past 15 months it could — and in fact has been —

argued with a measure of justice that haste should be made if

not slowly then deliberately in the quest for peace; that the
matters under discussion were too weighty to be disposed of

with a sleight of hand. The edifice of peace would not endure if

built upon shaky foundations — and the future of the nation
depended on their strength.
Therefore, better that a final peace settlement, which had

eluded the area so long, should wait a while longer at the door.
The result would then only be better.

This reasoning cannot apply to the mission undertaken by Mr.
Carter last week. If this mission fails. It would not merely be
recorded as another honourable try: on the contrary, it would
most likely signal the total collapse of the entire peace effort,

with all its horrendous consequences. From such ruins, it would
be idle to expect a fresh start towards peace — any time soon, at

the very least.

It may be assumed that the cabinet, at Its meeting that ended
early this morning, was not unaware of this dread possibility. It

may also be assumed that the cabinetwas not at all happy about
being asked by the U.S. Presidentto shoulder the major share of

responsibility for it.

This is perfectly understandable. Since the peace talks began,
this country, under a supposedly hawkish regime, has made
concessions — not only to Egypt directly, but to the Arab side as
a whole — which, in retrospect, might appear impossible : the
cession of the entire peninsula of Sinai back to Egypt, the
recognition of the rights of the Palestinians, the establishment
of a transitional autonomy for the Arabs of Judea, Samaria and
Gaza.

In exchange, Israel received the pledge of peaceful normalcy
— but without any undertaking that this commitment would for-

mally override Egypt's obligation to join other Arab states in an
attack upon Israel, under the terms of the Arab League's so-

called defence pact.
At his meeting with Mr. Carter last month Mr. Begin is

reported to have given up on the demand, already enshrined in

the Blair House draft treaty, for a clear priority of Egypt's un-
dertaking to Israel. He was assured that, as far as Mr. Carter
was concerned, the concessions he had made then and there
would be the last.

Now it appears that Mr. Sadat is not satisfied with that com-
promise arrangement, and insists upon some revisions. Mr.
Carter is here now with his aides to plead Mr. Sadat's case
before Mr. Begin and his cabinet.
-The argument is not so much that the latest Egyptian
demands are necessarily fair (although Israel, for-its part, has
rejected deals made by the U.S. and Egypt), or just (although
the revisions sought admittedly fall outside the Camp David
framework), or trifling (even though they are liable to seem so
to American eyes).
Rather the argument is that acceptance of the Egyptian

demands is practically necessary to save President Sadat —
and the prospect of peace— from the hands of the Rejectionists.
What should Israel's reaction be? Should not Israel retort that

the danger of Arab opposition must have been taken into ac-
count by Mr. Sadat when he embarked on his historic voyage to
Jerusalem? Perhaps so. But on second thought it must be con-
ceded that the Egyptian President obviously erred in his es-

timate of the strength of his Arab foes.

He saw himself swimming with a powerful tide; he now finds
the tide running against him — and it is the same tide that is

running against Israel as well.

Not being privy to information about the precise nature of the
“serious problems" that, as Mr. Begin put It to Mr. Carter at the
Knesset reception last night, still need to be resolved, we will

not venture to suggest how they ought to be settled.

This working principle we do, however, propose: that. In pre-
sent conditions, it would be an acceptable risk for Israel to en-
dorse such final revisions of the draft treaty and its attendant
texts as do not tend to undermine the country’s security, either
by their own nature or by dint of U.S. underwriting.
The alternative would be an unacceptable gamble with the

security and welfare of the nation.
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KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN!

REPORT SUSPICIOUS
OBJECTS

RUMOURS of a future American
naval base in Haifa, or a U.S. air

base in Sinai, and speculation on who
suggested what to whom need not be

dealt with now, for they flow from
deliberate leaks designed to

pressure the negotiating parties orto
mislead the public. It la significant,

however, that such rumours have
provoked widespread commentary
by Israeli politicians and journalists,
mostly to the effect that a U.S.-Israel
defence treaty would be an un-
mitigated disaster for Israel. These
comments do deserve an immediate
answer, because If we are unwilling
to take the Idea ofa treaty seriously,
we shall never progress to the point
of discussing exactly what kind of
treaty we need. In terms of our
security requirements.

17:ere are two main arguments
'

against a defence treaty: first, that
the thing Is unreliable, and second,
that even If It.could make us more
secure, it would limit our freedom of
action.
Oddly enough, these two sorts of

arguments are not entirely com-
patible, for If a treaty is unreliable

we would lose nothing by acting as
we please. But since not every critic

expounds
_

both points simultaneous-
ly, although many do, it is necessary
to consider the two separately.
The notion that American treaties

are unreliable Is based on Ignorance
of American history and the con-
stitutional force of such treaties, as
opposed to mere presidential letters

and promises.
In this regard, the critics have yet

to offer even one example of a treaty
which Washington failed to observe
fully according to the letter of Its

provisions. They' speak vaguely
about Vietnam, Taiwan, and Iran,

where American support was either

phased out or not forthcoming. But
in all of these places, circumstances
were hardly analagous with the
situation in Israel today.
There Is concern, for example,

with America's failure to persevere
In Vietnam. But critics of a defence
treaty neglect the fact that America
was willing to stick it out In Vietnam
for a full decade, whereas our wars
last only a month or less. And not

only did the Americans fight In South
Vietnam for 10 years, they also prov-

ed willing to spend over SlOOb. there.

Mutually beneficial
DAVID RICCI argues that fears that the U.S. would prove
an unreliable partner to a U,S,-Israel mutual defence trea-

ty are groundless.

which Is considerably more than the
military and economic aid re-
quirements of Israel.
Indeed, the real reason why

America left Vietnam was that it

received so little help locally. This
would not be- the cose In Israel,
where the Israel Defence Force Is

ready to act whenever necessary.

WHAT ABOUT Taiwan? Critics say
that America withdrew support from
Taiwan virtually overnight. Once
again, though, the analogy is false.
America signed a mutual defence
treaty with Nationalist China In 1955.

The treaty was observed scrupulous-
ly for 24 years, and as a result
Taiwan avoided war during that
time. When America did cancel the
treaty, President Carter acted in ac-
cordance with Its terms, which per-
mit either party to give a year's
notice of his new Intention. If
anything, the Taiwan case indicates
that Israel should negotiate a treaty
that specifically provides for
cancellation only by the Senate, which
would be less likely than a president
to take such a step.
More positively, the same case

also reveals that the Taiwan treaty
lasted for 25 years, a period of peace
that we sorely need and could use to

build up our country until it might
stand alone economically and
militarily.

Where is there reason for believing
that the Iranian case bears upon oar
own? America was committed to
protecting Iran from outside aggres-
sion, which did not take place. Alter
Vietnam, the Americans were wary
of getting trapped again in a civil

war. Now, clearly, our security
problem does not at all resemble
that which the shah confronted.

IT IS SAFE to conclude, then, that if

the U.S. signs a treaty with Israel,

the agreement win be reliable..But
what of the arguments that such a
treaty would limit oUrfreedom to act
so as to protect our security in-

terests?
Here discussion reaches the actual

matters to be negotiated into a pact,
and which must Include at least a
guarantee of help against Russian
intervention, an adequate and
predictable supply of weapons, an
understanding that permits Israel to
act effectively against terrorism,
and znfejndve assltance In the event of
a direct Arab attack on our borders.

It la on the basis of such points that
Israel’s future

. withdrawals can be
predicated, and It is the latter two
which seem particularly
troublesome. Arguments relating to
possible constraints concern both
FLO terrorist activities and military
moves made by Arab states.
On the first score, it is worthwhile

placing the problem of the FLO in
proper perspective. In the last 15
years, we have lost approximately 50
people each year In terrorist attacks.
Viewed In this light, the FLO la a dis-

tinct danger to our lives but not a
threat to our national existence. But
Israel's border patrols. Intelligence
agents, and small counter-
operations from time to time will not
be affected by a treaty.
Large raids Into neighbouring

states, such as the Litani operation,
will of course become more
problematic. This is because a trea-

ty which obliges the U.S. to support
Israel in an all-out war will en-
courage the FLO to try to provoke
that war. On the other hand, once a
treaty comes into effect, there will

be good cause farArab governments
to restrain the PLO, precisely not to

be dragged, viaan Israeli raid, intoa
showdown with brae! and the U.S.

So it la likely that, with regard to
terrorism, a treaty would have little

effect one way or the other.

DIRECT military threats from
neighbouring states are potentially
more dangerous to our national
security. Critics argue that
America, In return for a strong trea-
ty, would demand limitations on
Israel’s right to take measures to
forestall a possible war.
This Is surely a matter which must

be accounted for when negotiating
the terms of a treaty. Military
authorities in the U-S. are perfectly
aware of the topography of our
region and the size of TtmI, and
they therefore know how vulnerable
we are to surprise attack. Moreover,
they know how long it would take for

effective American help to arrive on
the scene of a large-scale outbreak of
fighting. It should be possible, then,
to reach some understanding with
America as to the aggressive quality

of Arab mobilizations or movement
of troops toward our borders.

Indeed, the Americans would have
an interest in clarifying such
matters, for once a treaty obliges
them to come to our aid, we may ex-
pect that Washington would want to

leave Israel free enough, to deter
threatening Arab moves and conse-
quently to minimize the probability
that America would be forced Into a
costly act of direct intervention.
There Is - one peculiarity of

American policy In the Middle East
which does reinforce our anxieties
concerning a treaty, and this Is the
plain fact that leading American of-

ficials refuse to state publicly that
Israel Is a strategic asset to the U.S.
If there were clear and frequent
statements to this effect, we would
probably be less Inclined to suspect
that an American treaty would be

untrustworthy, or that American of-

ficials would in critical moment* In-

terpret It so narrowly as to limit our
action unwisely.
After the Holocaust and five Mid-

dle Easters wars, Israeli suspicions

are certainly not Imaginary.
Nonetheless, they can be excessive,
because varying circumstances can
induce different countries to act
more or less faithfully. In the case of
America’s support for Israel, there
Is a paradox which prevents It from
proclaimingjust hpw concerned it Is

for our future.

IN TRUTH, America has a long-

term strategic Interest In main-
taining our national existence in this

region, close to anti-American ac-

tivities In the Arab world, and in

maintaining our potential as an
American staging base which might
be used in operation* against Instability

and fickleness, on the part of various
Arab governments. But since the

UJ5. does occasionally benefit from
good working relations with those
Minp governments — from military
dictatorships to feudal oligarchies to

Islamic extremists — no responsible
American official will express his

country’s real need for Israel so
clearly as to Insult her sometime
partners in the rest of the area.

And so we are treated to oc-

casional references, to “the historic

ties” which bind our two countries,

which surely exist but are certainly

less the whole story. Such talk

does not inspire confidence, but it Is

time to look beyond words and con-

cede that If there were no long-range
American Interest here, Washington
would not have contributed over flOb.

to Israel's security since the Tom
Efippur War.

Silence may necessarily continue.

But American senators are not
halve, and they will not commit
America’s power and prestige to a
treaty’s formal obligations unless a
vital interest Is plainly perceived. In
thin sense, the very creation of a
treaty would be a compelling sign of

its reliability.

27ms author is senior lecturer in the

Departments of Political Science
and American Studies at the Hebrew
University.

READERS' LETTERS

INCITEMENT TO VIOLENCE CLEVELAND CLUB BORN-AGAIN ZIONISM
To the EditorofThe JerusalemPost

Sir, — As a witness to the confron-

tation between student factions at

the Hebrew University’s Wise
Auditorium on February 14, 1 wish to

bring to your attention a distressing

fact that received slight coverage in

your newspaper.
As a result of heckling by a con-

siderable number of students, M.K.
Uri Avneri was prevented from
speaking. It was obvious from the

start that, unless a major police

force was brought in to remove the

hecklers, there was no point in con-

tinuing the meeting.

Most importantly, however,
passions ran high in the full

auditorium and it seemed to be on
the verge of erupting in violence

since the hecklers, aroused by the
university's refusal -to permit Melr
Kahane to speak on the campus, con-
fronted a group of left-wingers which
included a number of newly-militant

Arab students.
Under these circumstances, any

responsible speaker would have left

the auditorium in order to avoid the

possibility of bloodshed. Mr. Avneri
did just the opposite. Not only did he
refuse to leave the hall, but he
repeatedly Incited the students with
such phrases as: "Hell Kahane!’*,
“Throw out the Nazis!", “Don’t

wait, go get them!" Only the self-

control of the students, who refused
to heed his repeated calls, prevented
a disaster.

As a witness in the past of many
confrontations on campuses, in-

cluding those at the University of
California in the 1960’s and at the
University of Paris in the summer of

1968. 1 cannot remember an instance
where a member of parliament so
openly incited an inflamed crowd to

violence.
Mr. Avneri’s irresponsible

behaviour constituted an abuse of

parliamentary immunity and brings
little honour to the Knesset. No
hypocritical slogans concerning
freedom of speech can hide hid coldj

blooded incitement which risked
provoking major violence for the
sake of a temporary political advan-
tage.
PROFESSOR H. H. WEINBERG

(University of Toronto)
Jerusalem.

PENFRIENDS

NERIDA HALLOKAN (18), of 41

Johnston Avenue, Klrrawee,
Sydney. N.S.W., Australia, would
like to correspond with Israelis

between the ages of 18- and 20. She
teaches Sunday School and likes to

dance, swim and collect stamps.

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

. Sir, — We cordially invite all ollm,
students, volunteers and retirees
from Northern Ohio to join our first

anniversary celebration of the
Cleveland Club in Israel in these
cities:

‘ Jerusalem, 39 Hatikva, Temln
Moshe, near the Windmill, on Satur-

day, March 24, at 7:80 p.m.
Tel Aviv, the Ramada Continental

Hotel, Hayarkon Street, on Sunday,
April l, at 7:00 p.m.
Haifa, 29 Shoshanat Hacarmel, on

Saturday, April 7, at 7:80 p.m.
- I am bringing greetings to our
“landsmen" In Israel, fro^a the
members of oite local support group,
Aliya Council-Volunteer's for
Clevelanders in Israel. Pictures Will
be taken for a documentary that will

highlight the annual meeting of the
Aliya Council VCI in May.
SHIRLEY GOODMAN, Chairman,
Aliya Council-Volunteers for

Clevelanders In Israel
Cleveland, Ohio.

Sir, — The article, “Born-again
Zionism" by Professor Allen E.
Shapiro (February 19) is a classical

example of non sequitur. After
criticizing both Labour Zionism and
Revisionism, he suddenly concludes
-that “greater clerical involvement
can be safely predicted." He com-
pletely disregards the fact that

religious parties represent less than

20 per cent of Israel's electorate,

that Aguds. la not even a Zionist par-

ty, that Neturei Karta is anti-Zionist

and pro-PLO, and arrives at the sur-

prising conclusion that the religious

movements represent the wave of

thb future',' the born-agititL
' To bolster his argument, Shapiro
makes the surprising statement that

“the Iranian example has a certain
pertinence.** Hie Iranian example
shows how to go back to the early
Middle Ages and nothow to advance
into the future. Furthermore,
Shapiro's statement that “the Ideal
of a secular democratic state has

become the property, at least verbal-
ly, of the enemy" is now obsolete.

Yasser Arafat forgot all about It and
Is now a fervent adherent at an
Islamic republic.

DR.-JACOB ROSIN :

Netanya.

ONE SIGNATURE
ONLY?

, j

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post
'

Sir,— I refer to the photograph of
a cheque" which you published in

your issue of February 22. 1am sure (-

.

Fclo.liowit is possible tfiafa cheque f :

for more than IL88m. is signed by a -

single person (the managing direc-
'

tor) aud not counter signed by some
other officer of the company.

Is the usual practice in all our
state-owned companies?

Y.K. UNGER
Haifa.

Igjlg
Special Financing for Purchase of Lorries

The Ministry o( Transport announces to the road transport sector and lorry owners
that requests for special financing lor the purchase of diesel lorries, assembled in

Israel or imparted, will be considered with reference to criteria laid down by the
Minister of Transport, Mr. Haim Landau, as under:
a. Financing

The Knesset Financial Committee has approved special financing (a*hrai
mt kuninl with special conditions, for 1350 lorries only. There will be:
1025 lorries assembled locally

325 imported lorries

b. Submission of Applications
ill Applications for special financing to purchase a diesel lorry will be sub-

mitted to the public committee appointed for this purpose by the Minister

of Transport. The members of the committee are:

Mr. Halm Ehrlich, former district court Judge — chairman
Dr. Yohanan Bader, member
Mr. Ze'ev tiering, member
Applications should be forwarded through the authority for imports: The
Head of the Department for Imports, Ministry of Transport, 9 Rehov
Helena Hamalka. Jerusalem.
Applicants should attach the permits listed in the application form for the

purchase of a lorry, and will furnish additional permits and documents,
as called for by the committee.
For lorries to be operated by approved ^transport offices, applications

may be submitted by members or shareholders of the organization con-

cerned; applications may also be submitted by Independent lorry

operators providing a paid transport service, and also by bodies that

provide a transport service for their own use.
f2i Application forms are available from:

— Department for Imports, Ministry of Transport, B Rehov Helena
Hamalka. Jerusalem.
- Vehicle Branch. Ministry of Transport. 10 Rehov Carlebach. Tel Aviv.
— Supervisor of Road Transport, 107 Rehov Hahasbmona'im, Td Aviv.

— Supervisor of Road Transport. 121 Rehov Yafo. HsJfa-
1. Special financing la available for the purchase of new lorries with a diesel

engine of a pattern approved by the competent authority. A list of the ap-
proved patterns is appended to the application form. (Approval of a lorry

_

is conditional an the importer or local manufacturer satisfying the re-

quirements of the authorities concerned regarding resale and trading con-
ditions. including the holding of stocks of spare parts and the provision of a
maintenance service, as prescribed by law.)

2. This purchase or lorries Is Intended to replace the present lorry of the
applicant — and applications will be considered in the light of the year of
manufacture of the applicant's present lorry, as recorded in the vehicle
licence.

3. The applicant’s present lorry must be registered in his name and must
have been in his ownership for at least one year when the request for

special financing is submitted.
-1. For reasons which it will detail in Its decision, the committee will be en-

titled to approve an application for special financing for the purchase of a
new lorry to replace another lorry, irrespective of the year of manufacture
of the lorry being replaced, where there are special, urgent circumstances
affecting the present lorry, such as an accident, damage or serious defect,
Inss. ClC.

3. A prerequisite for an application to be considered is that the applicant
demonstrate by means of documents submitted to the committee that he
keeps books recording the transactions of his transport bustness, and that
he submits balances or returns, as required by law.

6. Another condition (or consideration or an application Is that the applicant
employs the services of a safety officer, or that the lorry Is operated
through an approved transport body or office which has a safely officer, dr
that the applicant operates a safely programme with respect to parts, in
accordance with the requirements of the licensing authority, by having his
lorry checked twice a year by an approved garage. (This chock will In-
clude the braking system, the steering and road wheels, and the chassis.)

d. General Instruction-.
1. Special financing for the purchase of a lorry will be provided through n

bank, only on the strength of a permit issued by the public committee, and
subject to the famishing or guarantees, as required by the bank.

2. A lorry purchased with special financing may not be sold for a period or
tu-n years from the dale it Is registered at a licensing office, except In the
event of the death of the owner.

LiiM dull* fur submitting applications
A[<jilii-:itli-ns f-ir special financing for the purchase of a lorry should be submitted
in the |H.-riin| Wednesday. March 14. 1973 to Tuesday. April 10, 1979.

An ii|i|,|h-aU»n submitted after this period will not be considered.

S. tMikoii
Import Authority
Ministry of Transport

“No more war

No more bloodshed”
Begin

“The October war

should be the last war”
Sadat

“Peace is the word.

Compromise is the key.

Faith and hope are the way.”

Abie Nathan
. "Voice of Peace

3Radio Station
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